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The dramatic recent advances in molecular biology, which have opened a new era in medicine and
biotechnology, rely on improved techniques to study large molecules. Electrophoresis is one of the
most important of these. Separation of DNA by size, in particular, is at the heart of genome mapping
and sequencing and is likely to play an increasing role in diagnosis. This article reviews, from the point
of view of a physicist, the mechanisms responsible for electrophoretic separation of polyelectrolytes.
This separation is mainly performed in gels, and a wide variety of migration mechanisms can come
into play, depending on the polyelectrolyte’s architecture, on the electric fields applied, and on the
properties of the gel. After a brief review of the thermodynamic and electrohydrodynamic principles
relating to polyelectrolyte solutions, the author treats the phenomenology of electrophoresis and
describes the conceptual and theoretical tools in the field. The reptation mechanisms, by which large
flexible polyelectrolytes thread their way through the pores of the gel matrix, play a prominent role.
Biased reptation, the extension of this model to electrophoresis, provides a very intuitive framework
within which numerous physical ideas can be introduced and discussed. It has been the most popular
theory in this domain, and it remains an inspiring concept for current development. There have also
been important advances in experimental techniques such as single-molecule viodeomicroscopy and
the development of nongel separation media and mechanisms. These, in turn, form the basis for
fast-developing and innovative technologies like capillary electrophoresis, electrophoresis on
microchips, and molecular ratchets.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

A distance between charges
B Brownian force
C Numerical constant of order 1
Db blob diffusion coefficient
D tube tube diffusion coefficient
E electric field
Ex electric field along x
Fdrag friction force
Fel electrophoretic force
Fstall stall force
H macroscopic orientational order param-

eter
I ionic strength
Ji local current of chain segments
K longitudinal modulus
Kr retardation coefficient
L contour length of the tube
L Langevin function
L0 contour length of the polyelectrolyte
Mw Molecular weight (in mass)
N number of blobs
NA Avogadro’s number
N* crossover size between non-oriented and

oriented reptation
Nb number of Kuhn segments in one blob
Nk number of Kuhn length
Nv crossover size (in number of Kuhn seg-

ments) to excluded volume behavior
P number of theoretical plates
Q total charge
R particle radius
Res resolution factor
Rg radius of gyration
Rgp radius of gyration of a polymer
RN end-to-end distance
Rp resolving power
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Rn crossover radius to excluded volume be-
havior

Rx end-to-end distance, projected on direc-
tion x

S entropy
T Kelvin temperature
T% Acrylamide total concentration
V electric potential
Vp particle volume
Vs surface potential
W transition rate
a lattice period
b pore size of the gel and blob size
c concentration
c* critical overlap concentration of polymer

chains (dilute/semi-dilute transition)
ck concentration of species ‘‘k’’
ckb concentration of species ‘‘k’’ in the bulk
cs salt concentration
d chain diameter
dc dispersion coefficient
dp pore diameter
f fractional free volume
fk force per Kuhn length
g aggregation rate
h local tube orientation
j fiber length density
k Boltzmann constant
l Kuhn length of the polyelectrolyte

(52lp)
l0 persistence length in the absence of

charges
lB Bjerrum length
lp persistence length
m obstacle number density
p probability
q wave vector
qeff effective charge
qk charge per Kuhn length
r fiber radius
s obstacle surface density
tdis disengagement time
tor orientation time
tp pulse time
trep reptation time
u dimensionless curvilinear velocity
v velocity
vc velocity in constant field
vsedimentation sedimentation velocity
yF Flory excluded volume parameter
w peak width
zk charge valence of ion ‘‘k’’
L particle largest dimension
S particle surface area
m electrophoretic mobility
m0 electrophoretic mobility in free liquid
mEEO electro-osmotic mobility
meff effective mobility
ms electrophoretic mobility of background

electrolyte ions
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a mobility reduction factor for gel electro-
phoresis in strong fields

b reduced Brownian force
d Kronecker symbol
« reduced electric field
«b dielectric constant
«0 permittivity of vacuum
«k reduced electric field per Kuhn length
f field-rotation angle in Crossed-Fields Gel

Electrophoresis
g reduced electric bias
h solvent viscosity
hs macroscopic solution viscosity
k inverse Debye length
n Flory exponent
u angle between tube axis and field
r charge density
r f free charge density
rv velocity ratio (in pulsed-field electro-

phoresis)
s linear or surface charge density
t dimensionless time unit
t0 jump time
tb Brownian time of a blob
topt optimal pulse time for separation
j friction coefficient
jb blob friction
jk friction per Kuhn length
j tot total friction
z Zeta potential

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

A Adenine
bp base pair
BRF biased reptation with fluctuations
BRM biased reptation model
C Cytosine
DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid
ELFSE end-label free-solution electrophoresis
FIGE field-inversion gel electrophoresis
G Guanine
Mb megabase pair
MRNA messenger ribonucleic acid
T Thymine
TBE 1X Tris 89mM, Borate 89mM, EDTA 2mM

I. INTRODUCTION

Application of physical methods and concepts to
problems of biological interest is one of the major ‘‘fron-
tiers’’ in the physical sciences at the beginning of the
new millenium. The explosive development in this field,
in particular in the communities of condensed matter
and statistical physics, is quite recent, but some specific
areas such as the chemical physics of DNA predated this
recent trend and have been the object of a steady and
long-standing interest among physicists. This is particu-
larly true for the electrophoresis of polyelectrolytes (i.e.,
macromolecules bearing several charges), in which
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 3, July 2000
DNA has been the favorite paradigm. This is probably
because, as we shall see, DNA combines ideal properties
as a model molecule for physicists and a tremendous
interest for biologists.

DNA is, first and foremost, the molecule of heredity.
It is a linear flexible macromolecule made of four build-
ing blocks, the nucleotides constructed from the bases
adenine, thymine, guanine, and cytosine (A ,T ,G ,C).1

In nature, it occurs mainly in a double-stranded form,
the famous double helix discovered by Crick and Wat-
son in 1954, in which the two complementary strands are
kept together by specific attractions between the A and
T and G and C nucleotides, respectively. The sequence
of nucleotides contains the codes for the synthesis of all
proteins (these codes are called the genes), plus other
codes that specific enzymes can recognize (e.g., the
‘‘start’’ and ‘‘stop’’ codons indicating the beginning and
the end of a given gene, and many others involved in the
regulation of gene expression). Because these molecules
go by pairs that are exact complements of each other,
they are able to replicate (thanks to an enzyme, the
polymerase, which is able to ‘‘repolymerize’’ along a
single strand its complementary strand). This is the basis
of life. It is now well known, but nevertheless a matter of
endless amazement, that all of the information respon-
sible for the biological identity of a species and for an
individual in this species is contained in a few macromol-
ecules weighting overall about 10212 g.2 Single-stranded
DNA occurs in Nature only transiently and on a rather
local scale, during replication or transcription into mes-
senger ribonucleic acid (mRNA). This is synthesized us-
ing as templates the genes on the DNA, in order to be
‘‘read’’ by ribosomes, the ‘‘molecular factories’’ that
synthesize proteins from the amino-acid building blocks.

Biologists realized very soon that deciphering the
genes was the first key to the understanding of life: this
was the beginning of molecular genetics. Among the
broad array of tools used in molecular biology, separa-
tion of DNA molecules by size is one of the most essen-
tial, because major properties of the genes such as their
organization or their alteration can be obtained through
an analysis of DNA fragments by size. Also, the electro-
phoretic mobility of DNA is practically independent of
the base content, so that strategies had to be developed
(Sanger and Coulson, 1975, Sanger et al., 1977, Maxam
and Gilbert, 1975) for deciphering the genetic code (the

1The nucleotides should be called deoxyadenylic acid, etc. but
by contraction, they are customarily called by the names of the
‘‘bases’’ they are derived from.

2This is a somewhat simplified view: actually, it is more and
more clearly recognized that information essential for life is
also contained in the internal organization of the cell, i.e., in
the environment in which the genes are (or are not) expressed.
This information is transmitted from one generation to the
next ‘‘somatically,’’ i.e., independently of chromosomal DNA.
Nevertheless, this somatic information is much less specific, in
terms of species and of individuals, than is the genetic infor-
mation, so that the common view of DNA as the carrier of
biodiversity and biological identity remains largely true.
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famous ‘‘sequencing of the genome’’). These strategies
are also based on a sorting of fragments by size (Fig. 1).
This task, as important and time-consuming as it may be,
represents only a small portion of the future applications
of DNA electrophoresis: following our improved under-
standing of the genetics of diseases and infectious organ-
isms, diagnosis based on DNA analysis will assume in-
creasing importance among the methods available to the
clinician. Finally, the development of biotechnology is
also creating an enormous demand for DNA analysis.
Because of this biological importance, considerable ef-
forts have been made in the last few years to improve
DNA electrophoresis, and most of the theoretical devel-
opments in the field of polyelectrolyte electrophoresis
have been guided by DNA separations.

In spite of this particular interest in DNA, it is impor-
tant to stress that molecular biology is in need of sepa-
ration methods for all the types of molecules existing in
living organisms, and that the vast majority of these are
polyelectrolytes. This is especially the case for proteins,
another very important application of gel electrophore-
sis in biology. The natural continuation of genome
analysis is proteome analysis, i.e., the study of the pro-
teins produced in a given cell or ensemble of cells. The
proteome is smaller than the genome (because only a
small fraction of all the genes is expressed at a given
time in a given cell), but much more variable (different
proteins can be expressed in amounts that differ by sev-
eral orders of magnitude, different cells with the same
genome express different proteins due to their differen-
tiation, and the same cell also expresses proteins differ-
ently at different moments of its life).

For DNA and protein analysis, as well as for the less
developed but nevertheless important analysis of RNA
or polysaccharides, gel electrophoresis is the method of
choice, and it is probably the most common analytical
tool overall for biomolecules. For a long time, however,
this technique was considered rather simple and qualita-
tive, and its molecular sieving mechanisms did not re-
ceive widespread attention from a fundamental point of
view. After many years in obscurity, it is today regarded
as a subject of current interest.

The idea of separating charged particles or ions in
solution using electric fields is in itself rather old. Sepa-
rations of proteins by zone-boundary electrophoresis
were performed by Tiselius as early as 1937. The first
difficulty encountered then was convection, which led to
transport processes faster than electrophoresis itself un-
less rather drastic precautions were taken. Performing
the separation in a gel (see, for example, Grabar et al.,
1953) provided an elegant solution to this convection
problem and opened the way to decades of successful
applications of electrophoresis. Had gel electrophoresis
not been discovered, molecular biology would never
have developed to the extent it has reached today. Gel
electrophoresis is not only very simple, but also very
versatile (see Andrews, 1986). For instance, the gel can
be grafted with molecules presenting a specific affinity
with the analytes, as in affinity electrophoresis. Macro-
molecules can also be separated according to their iso-
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 3, July 2000
electric point in isoelectric focusing, by grafting buffer-
ing functions onto the gel. Finally, the gel can also
interact sterically with the moving particles, leading to
size fractionation. In this review, we restrict our atten-
tion to the latter process. Essentially, all types of poly-
electrolytes can be separated by size in gels, but the
most common molecular mechanisms fall into two gen-
eral categories, one for compact, more or less rigid ob-
jects, and one for linear flexible polyelectrolytes. Finally
more exotic geometries or topologies exist and may lead
to specific migration mechanisms. Describing how these
different mechanisms can be studied and modeled is the
aim of the present review. First, however, it is necessary
to introduce a few general physical concepts about
charged particles in viscous, obstacle-free ionic solutions
and about their electrophoretic motion. This is done in
Sec. II. A phenomenological description of the ‘‘actors
in the drama’’ (i.e., the polyelectrolytes most commonly
separated and the media most commonly used for this)
is provided in Sec. III. Then we consider in Sec. IV the
gel electrophoresis of globular particles. This corre-
sponds to the first case considered in the literature and
to particle-gel interactions that are easily amenable to a
qualitative intuitive understanding. We then investigate
in greater detail the case of flexible charged molecules.
These molecules, which include DNA, RNA, denatured
proteins, most polysaccharides, and synthetic polyelec-
trolytes, are of considerable applied importance and also
of tremendous complexity. They have motivated intense
theoretical and experimental work in the last twenty
years. Therefore accounting for the current state of the
art in the field will be the object of Secs. V–VII, describ-
ing, respectively, the most popular ‘‘reptation’’ model,
the current experimental approaches to the problem,
and the most recent theoretical and numerical work. We
shall provide in Sec. VIII a look at some less common,
but often thought-provoking separation mechanisms. Fi-
nally, Sec. IX is dedicated to the technique of capillary
electrophoresis, which is gaining popularity at an amaz-
ing rate and is probably bound to overtake conventional
gel electrophoresis in the vast majority of applications,
in particular those requiring a high level of automation.

II. ELEMENTS OF THE THEORY OF POLYELECTROLYTES
AND ELECTROPHORESIS

A. Introduction

Gel electrophoresis of polyelectrolytes is obviously
rooted in the electrohydrodynamics of polyelectrolyte
solutions. Therefore it is important to recall some as-
pects of electrophoresis in free solution before consider-
ing gel electrophoresis per se. At first sight, electro-
phoresis of polyelectrolytes may appear daunting to
theorists, since it combines the difficulties of polyelec-
trolytes, one of the most challenging and controversial
parts of polymer physics, electrodynamics of ionic solu-
tions, also a rather difficult subject, and polymer dynam-
ics. Fortunately, electrophoresis is generally performed
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a sequencing process (‘‘four-color Sanger’’): starting from many copies of the single-stranded
DNA to be sequenced, bearing a known ‘‘marker’’ at the beginning of the unknown sequence, a short oligonucleotide ‘‘primer’’
complementary to this marker is hybridized (i.e., paired) to the marker, in the presence of DNA polymerase and free nucleotides.
This hybridization initiates reconstruction by the polymerase of a single strand complementary to the unknown sequence (A).
Including in the nucleotide bath in which the polymerization takes place a small fraction of fluorescently labeled dideoxynucle-
otides (one different dye for each nucleotide type), which miss the OH group necessary for further extension of the strand, one is
able to synthesize at random complementary strands with all possible arrest points (i.e., all possible lengths with an integer number
of nucleotides). These newly synthesized single-stranded DNA’s are then separated by size electrophoretically [see electrophore-
gram in (B)]: consecutive peaks correspond to DNA fragments differing by one base, and each line corresponds to one given
nucleotide. Automated analysis of the data allows the determination of the sequence (symbols above the peaks). The symbol N
indicates ambiguous determination. In the present case, the sequence determination was faultless up to 435 bases.
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 3, July 2000
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in relatively salty solutions, so that (as will be briefly
recalled below) most of the ‘‘static’’ (i.e., conforma-
tional) specificities of polyelectrolytes are wiped out.
The two other types of difficulties remain, however, and
render the field very resistant to ab initio theoretical
treatment. In the case of gel electrophoresis of polyelec-
trolytes, we shall fortunately discover that a number of
the complications related to electrohydrodynamics of
ionic solutions can be combined in a single phenomeno-
logical parameter, the free-liquid mobility. However,
this point has only very recently been recognized, and
the literature of gel electrophoresis most often refers to
a rather ill-defined and misleading concept, the ‘‘effec-
tive charge’’ of the polyelectrolyte. The following intro-
duction to electrophoresis theory is largely based on the
superb textbook by Russel, Saville, and Schowalter
(1989), and the reader is invited to refer to this book for
a more detailed account.

B. A charged object in solution

Here we address the problem of describing the forces
on a particle or a large molecule when it is immersed in
a fluid which itself contains mobile ions. The molecule
perturbs the distribution of ions in the surrounding so-
lution, with the equilibrium determined by the balance
between electrostatic and Brownian forces. It is com-
mon to make a distinction between the immediate layer
of the fluid, in which the attracted ions may be consid-
ered permanently absorbed, and the farther layers in
which the ions remain mobile. The region containing the
immobile charges is called the Stern layer, the outer one
the diffuse layer, and the combination of the two the
electric double layer. However, the distinction between
the Stern layer and the diffuse layer is somewhat arbi-
trary and depends on the time scale involved. The thick-
ness of the Stern layer is roughly given by the Bjerrum
length, defined as

lB5e2/~4p«b«0kT !, (2.1)

where «b is the dielectric constant of the fluid. In water
at room temperature, lB is of the order of 0.7 nm.

In mean-field theory, the equilibrium distribution of
mobile ions may be found using the Poisson-Boltzmann
equation,

«b«0¹2Vp52e(
k

ZkCk exp~2ezkVp /kT !. (2.2)

Here ezk and Ck are the charge and bulk concentration
of ions of species k, respectively. The linearized equa-
tion gives the Debye-Hückel theory, and is applicable to
the diffuse layer. According to the Debye-Hückel
theory, external fields are screened in the electrolyte
with the potential Vp(x) decreasing exponentially from
its value on the boundary Vs ,

Vp~x !5Vse
2kX. (2.3)

The Debye screening length k21 is given by
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 3, July 2000
k215S «b«0kT

e2(kzi
2Ci

D 1/2

. (2.4)

The general solution of the Poisson-Boltzman equation
is called the Gouy-Chapman model. It has been com-
pared with detailed numerical solutions as well as Monte
Carlo simulations and found to be quite accurate (Rus-
sel et al., 1989). However, for our purposes in this re-
view, the simpler Debye-Hückel theory is adequate.

C. Electrophoresis and electro-osmosis

Consider now an external electric field (associated
with a current in the solution embedding the probe ion.
For simplicity, this current is considered uniform). This
field exerts a force on the probe, but it also acts on the
surrounding ions. In particular, the ion cloud, of typical
thickness k21, surrounding the polyelectrolyte contains
an excess of counterions, which are dragged in the op-
posite direction and interact hydrodynamically with the
probe ion (Fig. 2). The full calculation is rather complex
(Russel et al., 1989), but simple solutions can be found in
two limiting cases: for a thick Debye layer (k21 larger
than the particle size R), the electric force and the vis-
cous drag force can be worked out independently, lead-
ing to a velocity scaling as QE, where Q is the total
particle charge. For a sphere, for instance, one gets
(Hückel, 1924)

m5v/E5Q/6phR . (2.5)

In the opposite case, of a Debye layer thin as com-
pared with particle size, shear is essentially restricted to
a layer of thickness k21 surrounding the particle, and
one must solve the Navier-Stokes equation hDVp5
2rE , where r is solution of the Gouy-Chapman (or
Debye-Hückel) model inside the Debye layer and zero
outside. The velocity becomes independent of the par-
ticle size and shape (Smoluchowski, 1903):

m5
«b«0z

h
, (2.6)

FIG. 2. Schematic view of a (negatively charged) spherical
particle of radius R.k21 during electrophoresis in an electro-
lyte.
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where we have introduced the zeta potential z, which
represents the potential on the surface at which shear
appears in the fluid surrounding the solution. Because of
the possible presence of a Stern layer moving with the
particle, this potential may be different from the surface
potential. In the Debye-Hückel limit (i.e., ignoring,
among other approximations, the Stern layer), the mo-
bility can be expressed as a function of the surface
charge density3:

m5
s

4phk
. (2.7)

Actually, due to a formal analogy between the hydro-
dynamic equations, describing the flow around a moving
object, and the Laplace equations, describing the poten-
tial around an insulator, the electrophoretic velocity of a
smooth object (as regards the Debye length) is indepen-
dent of its size and shape. This has of course important
consequences for electrophoretic separations.

Note also that the Smoluchowski theory, as presented
here, describes the mobility of the particle, because we
made the assumption that the fluid is at rest at infinity.
Beyond the Debye layer, the fluid is neutral and under-
goes no force. What the Smoluchowski equation actually
does is to describe the relative motion of the charged
surface and of the surrounding fluid. It equivalently ap-
plies to the motion of the electrolyte in the vicinity of an
immobile charged surface, a phenomenon called electro-
osmosis or electroendo-osmosis. To get a more practical
insight, consider an infinitely long pipe filled with an
electrolyte, with a nonzero zeta potential and a diameter
much larger than the Debye length. The surface may be
positively or negatively charged. Choosing for definite-
ness a negatively charged surface, e.g., glass in the pres-
ence of water at pH 7, we find that a positively charged
Debye layer forms along the pipe surface. When an elec-
tric field is applied along the pipe, the portion of fluid
contained in the Debye layer is dragged towards the
cathode. Solving the Stokes equation with the boundary
condition of zero velocity at the surface leads to a ‘‘qua-
siplug’’ flow profile, with shear localized within the De-
bye layer and a uniform velocity in the remainder of the
pipe, given by Eq. (2.6). Electro-osmosis can have very
dramatic consequences on the performance of practical
electrophoretic separations, and it must be thoroughly
controlled (for instance, by the use of neutral gels in the
case of gel electrophoresis).

D. Review of polymer conformations

As a starting point, we consider a polyelectrolyte
made of a sequence of monomers of typical size d. Most

3Because of the complications raised by the Stern layer and
by interfacial chemical equilibria, the absolute evaluation of
the electrophoretic mobility is a rather difficult (and very spe-
cific) problem, especially for a biomolecule (see Stigter, 1978a,
1978b for the case of DNA). Therefore the zeta potential gen-
erally has the status of a phenomenological parameter, mea-
sured rather than calculated ab initio.
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of the polyelectrolytes encountered in practice are per-
sistent chains (their persistence length lp is significantly
larger than the monomer size).4 For convenience, we
represent them as a flexible cylinder of diameter d and
contour length L. It is also convenient to introduce the
Kuhn length l52lp (the chain behaves as a random walk
of Kuhn segments). For L larger than l, the conforma-
tion of the polymer is a random walk of step l, with an
average end-to-end distance RN and a radius of gyration
Rg related by

RN5A6Rg5lANk5~ lL !1/2, (2.8)

where we have introduced the number of Kuhn seg-
ments Nk5L/l . For very long chains, however,
excluded-volume interactions (i.e., the fact that a posi-
tion in space cannot be occupied by two monomers si-
multaneously) introduce an extra repulsion, which ex-
pands the chain. These interactions are characterized by
the excluded-volume parameter vF . The exact value of
excluded volume depends on the details of molecular
structure and solvation, but a rough scaling estimate in
good solvent can be proposed:

vF'l2d (2.9)

(see, for example, Schaeffer et al., 1980).5 The crossover
to this excluded-volume behavior occurs for a critical
end-to-end distance,

Rn'l2/d (2.10)

i.e., for a chain size of order

Nn5~ l/d !2. (2.11)

For larger chains the end-to-end distance scales as

RF5lNk
1/2 , Nk,Nn

RF5Rn~Nk /Nn!n, Nk.Nn, (2.12)

where the Flory exponent n is approximately equal to
3
5.6 In practice, the two situations (Gaussian or excluded
volume) can be encountered depending on the length
and persistence length of the polymer. Duplex DNA, for
instance, crosses over from Gaussian coil to excluded-
volume conformation around 10 kilobases (depending
on the salt environment; see Douthart and Bloomfield,
1968; Smith, Perkins, and Chu, 1996), a size very rel-
evant for practical applications.

E. Polyelectrolytes at rest in solution

We now focus on a uniformly charged, linear poly-
electrolyte. The conformation and Brownian dynamics

4Qualitatively, the persistence length is a measure of the
chain’s rigidity, or more exactly of the range of orientational
correlations along a chain submitted to Brownian forces.

5Note that this is not just the occupied volume, since for con-
formational properties the important parameter is the prob-
ability that two segments oriented at random intersect.

6More precisely, Eqs. (2.16)–(2.19) correspond to an ather-
mal solvent in the language of polymer physics, i.e., to a system
in which all interactions are purely steric.
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of polyelectrolytes in the absence of external forces
obey very different laws, depending on the relative val-
ues of k21, the local diameter d, the ‘‘intrinsic’’ (i.e., in
the absence of electrostatic forces) Kuhn length l, the
contour length L, and the charge density s of the
polyelectrolyte7 (for a review, see Barrat and Joanny,
1996). In situations currently encountered in electro-
phoresis, i.e., relatively highly charged polyelectrolytes
(slB;«) and high-salt solution (ionic strengths of order
10 ;100 mMol),8 k21 is of order 1–3 nm. The confor-
mation of the polyelectrolyte at rest obeys Eq. (2.12),
with l given in Table I.9

It should also be noted that in electrophoresis condi-
tions, k21 is smaller than the contour length of all poly-
electrolytes except very short oligomers, but of the same
order of magnitude as typical molecular diameters of
biopolymers. This similarity (in addition to other prob-
lems mentioned above) makes direct ab initio calcula-
tions of electric properties difficult. k21 is also, in gen-
eral, somewhat smaller than the intrinsic persistence
length of these molecules, but not by much, so that the
actual Kuhn length l is itself (moderately) dependent on
the ionic strength of the solution. In the following, it will
be convenient to consider the Kuhn length as the el-
ementary chain unit, and to introduce the charge per
Kuhn length sl5qk , and the friction per Kuhn length
jk (of order hl , with h the viscosity of the surrounding
solvent and ignoring numerical factors of order 1).

F. Polyelectrolytes in an external field

An external, nonelectric force, applied on each mono-
mer (for example, in sedimentation), induces a motion
at velocity v . For ‘‘low’’ velocities (which means, in
practice, in all conditions reasonably achievable in aque-
ous buffers), the counterion cloud remains in quasistatic

7The conformation of polyelectrolytes in the semidilute re-
gime, i.e., when polyelectrolytes overlap, is also a complex
question, but is not useful for gel electrophoresis, so we do not
consider it here.

8Indeed, because of counterion condensation (Manning,
1969), slB cannot exceed e, so this expression represents a
good order of magnitude for a relatively large range of densely
charged linear polyelectrolytes.

9The theory of polyelectrolytes yields a further characteristic
length (see Odijk, 1977 and Skolnick and Fixman, 1977). In the
situations encountered in electrophoresis, though, this length is
smaller than k21 and irrelevant for the dynamics.

TABLE I. Kuhn length and excluded-volume parameters of a
polyelectrolyte, for the different regimes.

Value of k21 Kuhn length Excluded volume Conformation

!l0 ;,d l0 l2d coil
!l0 ;.d l0 l2k21 coil
.l0 ;,L k21 k23 coil
.L rod
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equilibrium around the polyelectrolyte (i.e., ‘‘retarda-
tion effects’’ are negligible; Russel et al., 1989), and the
behavior is the same as that of a neutral polymer: hydro-
dynamic interactions between monomers build up and
the coil essentially behaves as a massive object of size
Rg , impermeable to the flow (so-called Zimm behav-
ior), with the well-known consequence that

vsedimentation5F/j tot5fkNk /hRg}N12n (2.13)

is size dependent (fk is the force per Kuhn length).
Consider now the same polyelectrolyte in an external

electric field. In electrophoresis buffers, k21 is small and
we are in the Smoluchowski regime: counterions screen
hydrodynamic interactions over distances larger than
the Debye length.10 Shear in the surrounding fluid is es-
sentially restricted to a cylinder of diameter (d
12k21), and the mobility is often expressed in a for-
mula of the type of Eq. (2.6). This explains the well-
established (and unfortunate) fact that the electro-
phoretic mobility m0 of a long flexible polyelectrolyte in
free solution is independent of its total length (the more
general case of arbitrary fractal objects was considered
by Brochard-Wyart and de Gennes, 1988).11

The independence of the electrophoretic mobility of
uniformly charged polyelectrolytes prevents size frac-
tionation in free liquid, so electrophoresis could be used
for size fractionation only thanks to the use of gels. Be-
fore considering the models of gel electrophoresis per se,
however, it is important to remark that in this case the
polyelectrolyte is submitted to electric forces, to friction
with the surrounding fluid (as in free electrophoresis),
and to steric forces exerted by the gel itself. For a long
time, this latter point was overlooked. The simplicity of
Eq. (2.6) prompted the widespread use of a local force
picture, in which each ‘‘monomer’’ (or Kuhn length, in-
differently) of the polyelectrolyte is independently sub-
mitted to an electric force E qeff , arising from an effec-
tive charge, and to its hydrodynamic friction,

v5
Fel

Fdrag
5

qeffE

jk
. (2.14)

This local force picture was applied to gel electrophore-
sis the same way as in free liquid. It has been recently
pointed out by Long, Viovy, and Ajdari (1996a, 1996b,
1997) that the application of a local force picture to a
flexible polyelectrolyte submitted to electric and non-
electric forces may lead to serious errors in the general
case, e.g., in the evaluation of forces and chain confor-
mations. The point is that the local force picture is cor-

10More exactly, the long-distance hydrodynamic coupling of
the polyelectrolyte motion with the surrounding fluid decays as
(1/kr)3, instead of 1/r as in the Zimm case (Ajdari, 1992),
which is sufficient to render hydrodynamic coupling negligible.

11Actually, experiments suggest that a weak orientation of
polyelectrolytes, which could lead to a size dependence of the
mobility, may occur in free liquid at very high fields (Jonsson
et al., 1993). This effect, however, is probably too weak to be
practically useful.
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rect only if the surrounding fluid is at rest (at distances
larger than the Debye length). Consider, for instance,
the extreme case of a polyelectrolyte completely ar-
rested by strong interactions with an immobile obstacle.
Without going into the details of the interaction and
conformation changes, it is clear that the polyelectrolyte
will reach a steady state in which its center of mass has
no net motion in the direction of the field.12 It will then
act as an immobile microgel, i.e., it will pump fluid by
electro-osmosis in a direction opposite to its spontane-
ous direction of electrophoresis. It is obvious in this case
that hydrodynamic interactions on scales larger than k21

cannot be ignored. We proposed a general scheme for
treating the case of polyelectrolytes submitted to a com-
bination of electrical and non-electrical forces, taking
advantage of the fact that, in the low-velocity/low-
Reynolds-number situation relevant to electrophoresis,
the electrohydrodynamic equations can be linearized.
Then, the motion of the polyelectrolyte (and of its sur-
roundings) submitted to an electric field E and to an
external force Fext is solved by superposing the flows
obtained in the pure electrophoretic (Fext50) and pure
nonelectrophoretic (E50) cases. The mobility of an ob-
ject in the general case is given by the balance of forces:

Fext2j~v2m0E !50, (2.15)

where j is the friction of the polyelectrolyte in the con-
formation it reaches in the steady state. Generally, the
evaluation of this conformation has to be done self-
consistently, and this is the difficult part of this formal-
ism. However, simple solutions can be found in several
cases, e.g., in the limit of small fields (weak deformation)
or strong fields (fully stretched chain). As a particular
case of Eq. (2.15), the stall force (force at which v50)
for a polyelectrolyte in a low electric field is

Fstall5jm0E>hRgm0E , (2.16)

a result very different from the one obtained from a
local force picture,

Fstall5Eqeff . (2.17)

Note in particular that, if Eq. (2.16) does not explicitly
take into account the polyelectrolyte charge, it is dimen-
sionally equivalent to Eq. (2.17) and actually represents
the combination of the direct electric force exerted on
the polyelectrolyte and of the indirect action of the elec-
tric field on the counterions, via hydrodynamic coupling.
Equations (2.16) and (2.17) become equivalent at scaling
level in the limit of strong fields, when the polyelectro-
lyte is fully stretched.

III. A FEW NUMBERS AND EXPERIMENTAL FACTS

The theoretical elements presented above and most
models that will be discussed in the course of this review

12This situation is of direct relevance to gel electrophoresis:
for instance, we shall see that analytes can get hooked around
gel fibers for times long enough to reach a quasiequilibrium
conformation similar to that of a tethered chain.
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are quite general and can be applied to various types of
molecules, by providing the values of a few molecular
parameters such as the free-flow mobility, the persis-
tence length, or the friction of the polyelectrolyte.
Therefore it is useful to have in mind such values for the
major families of polyelectrolytes (and separation me-
dia) used in electrophoresis.

A. Polyelectrolytes most often separated by
electrophoresis

1. Duplex DNA: ‘‘The’’ model polyelectrolyte

For a polymer physicist, DNA is a dream model mac-
romolecule. It occurs naturally in totally monodisperse
size distributions and in a huge range of sizes, from one
base to several hundreds of Megabase pairs (Mb; the
largest human chromosomes actually have a contour
length of several cm!). Due to its polyelectrolyte charac-
ter, the persistence length of duplex DNA varies some-
what with the ionic strength of the buffer. In electrolytes
currently used in biology, it is of the order of 30–60 nm
(we shall use a typical value of 50 nm in the following).
The aromatic parts specific from each nucleotide are
buried in the interior of the double helix, which, at neu-
tral to alkaline pH, exposes negatively charged phos-
phate groups (about two charges per base pair).13 The
persistence length is also relatively independent of base-
pair content, although specific repetitive sequences are
known to induce local ‘‘kinks’’ or increased flexibility,
which may be important recognition sites for DNA-
binding proteins (Lebrun et al., 1997) and may also af-
fect electrophoretic properties (Levene and Zimm,
1989). Also note that, depending on the organism, DNA
may exist in linear or circular form. Since duplex DNA
has a finite torsional elasticity, its local conformation re-
quires three variables to be fully characterized, the
bend, the twist, and the writhe. A detailed account of
the exciting problems raised by DNA topology is be-
yond the scope of this article (see, for a review, Dubo-
chet et al., 1992 or Katrich et al., 1997), but it is worth
noting that biologically pertinent circular DNA with
nonzero twist and writhe (supercoiled) can be separated
by electrophoresis (see Sec. VIII.B.1).

2. Single-stranded nucleic acids

In Nature (and in the usual in vitro buffers), DNA
occurs mainly as a double helix, but RNA exists only in
single-stranded form. Because the aromatic parts of the
nucleotides are rather hydrophobic, however, they tend
to self-hybridize and form secondary structures (local

13The purine nucleotides are chemically instable at low pH,
so in most practical instances DNA is used at pH above 6. It is
worth noting, though, that Perego et al. (1997) recently were
able to separate by fast capillary electrophoresis at low pH,
oligonucleotides with the same size but different base compo-
sitions, using the difference between the pK’s of the nucle-
otides.
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intramolecular double helices) with a semicompact and
complex topology. These structures generally lead to
poor resolution and difficult to interpret size informa-
tion in electrophoresis. The same is true of single-
stranded DNA. Therefore RNA analysis—and most im-
portantly DNA sequencing, which is performed on
single-stranded DNA—use a combination of elevated
temperature and denaturating buffers (hydro-organic
solvents which solvate single-stranded DNA more effi-
ciently than water and destroy secondary structures: the
most common is 7 M urea aqueous solution, but others
such as formamide-water mixtures can be used). In such
conditions, the DNA or RNA behave as flexible linear
polyelectrolytes with about one charge per base and a
persistence length of order 5 nm (Tinland et al., 1996).14

3. Proteins

Protein electrophoresis is about as important as DNA
electrophoresis applicationwise, but it has not attracted
as much attention from physicists, probably because it
depends on much more specific and ‘‘chemical’’ param-
eters. In contrast with DNA, proteins occur in Nature as
globular objects with a number of different acidic or al-
kaline sites, related to their amino acids and to their
tertiary structure (the famous protein folding problem).
This tertiary structure can be destroyed by performing
electrophoresis in the presence of a strong surfactant
like sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), which transforms the
protein into a linear uniformly charged polyelectrolyte
(Andrews, 1986). To my knowledge, the persistence
length of protein-SDS complexes has not been accu-
rately determined, but one can expect a value of the
same order as for DNA in denaturating conditions, of a
few nm. However, no equivalent of DNA sequencing, in
which mobility information can be transposed into se-
quence information, exists for proteins, so that size frac-
tionation is only a relatively minor part of the story. The
major tool of proteome analysis is 2D electrophoresis. In
this technique, proteins are separated in a first dimen-
sion in the native state by isoelectric focusing, a tech-
nique in which species are focused in a pH gradient ac-
cording to their isoelectric point, and in a second
dimension by size fractionation in the denaturated state
(for a review, see for example, Dunn, 1997).15

4. Other polyelectrolytes

In principle, all charged objects can be separated by
electrophoresis, and many examples of applications ex-

14Note that electrophoresis in a gradient of denaturant con-
ditions (buffer or temperature) can be used to gain informa-
tion such as the global stability of secondary structures in
single-stranded DNA or RNA, or local base-pairing mis-
matches in duplex DNA. See, for example, Gelfi et al., 1997,
and references therein.

15The mechanism of separation in isoelectric focusing de-
pends on chemical equilibria, and is not discussed in the
present review. The ‘‘second dimension’’ of 2D protein,
though, is relevant to the mechanisms described here.
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ist, although these are far fewer for other polyelectro-
lytes than for DNA and proteins. The use of gel electro-
phoresis in the analysis of synthetic polymers is still not
as common among chemists as, say, chromatography,
but it is developing rapidly for two main reasons. The
first is the increasing range of technical applications of
polyelectrolytes, and the second is the development of
capillary electrophoresis, which offers more versatile de-
tection methods than do gels (see Sec. IX). Carbohy-
drates, particularly biological polysaccharides, are also
attracting increasing interest, and these are relevant to
the mechanisms discussed here (for a review, see El
Rassi, 1997). Finally, applications of electrophoretic size
fractionation of mesoscopic particles such as latex or
cells also appear here and there in the literature and
often give rise to specific mechanisms (see Secs.
VIII.A.4 and IX.D).

B. Gels used in electrophoresis

Several criteria enter in the choice of a gel for electro-
phoresis, such as compatibility with the molecules to be
separated (attractive interactions between the analytes
and the gel generally lead to considerable dispersion),
compatibility with the detection method (for instance,
turbidity or interactions with staining dyes may be det-
rimental), ease of preparation and of manipulation, cost,
reproducibility, and pore size. A large number of hydro-
philic gels have been employed for gel electrophoresis
(see Righetti, 1989, for a review), but the most popular
by far remain polyacrylamide and agarose. Polyacryla-
mide is a flexible neutral polymer. For gel electrophore-
sis, it is prepared in the presence of a few percent of
bifunctional cross-linker (e.g., Bis-acrylamide). Cross-
linked acrylamide has a low modulus, so it is generally
cast vertically between glass plates or in tubes. Agarose
is a rather rigid polysaccharide. It is soluble in water
only at high temperature and forms upon cooling a gel
by lateral association of the chains into rigid helical
bundles. It is actually a physical, reversible gel, but one
with such a large hysteresis that it behaves as a perma-
nent one on any reasonable time scale at room tempera-
ture. Its particular structure is responsible for its large
pore size. In contrast to polyacrylamide, agarose gels are
brittle when thin, so they are generally used in the ‘‘sub-
marine’’ mode, as a thick slab resting on the bottom of a
shallow cuvette filled with buffer. In both methods, sev-
eral samples are introduced simultaneously in small slots
(loading wells) reserved in the gel during casting, and
the field is then applied along the larger dimension of
the gel. Detection of samples after migration can be per-
formed by various means—coloration, autoradiography,
fluorescence, etc. The basic electrophoresis apparatus is
very simple and can fulfill many needs. Sophisticated au-
tomated apparatuses also exit for applications in which
high output and reproducibility are necessary, such as
sequencing.

Probably the most important parameter for choosing
one type of gel over another for size fractionation is the
average pore size. In principle, there are numerous ways
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to measure the pore size of a gel, but unfortunately they
yield rather different results. For agarose, for instance,
the mobility of latex spheres yields about 150 nm in a
1% gel (Griess, Moreno, et al., 1989), whereas atomic
form microscopy studies yield a value larger than 350
nm (Pernodet, Maaloum, and Tinland, 1997). More in-
direct methods, involving, for example, the fitting of
DNA mobility with a model, yield values in the same
range, but with discrepancies between different groups
(see Slater, Rousseau, et al., 1988; Mayer, Sturm, and
Weill, 1991; Mayer, Sturm et al., 1993; Viovy, 1996; Tin-
land, Pernodet, et al., 1998). A probable reason for these
discrepancies is that different methods probe different
moments of a relatively large pore-size distribution. In
addition, agarose gel is a natural product and an out-of-
equilibrium structure so that, as shown for example, by
Griess, Guiseley, and Serwer (1933), its pore size de-
pends significantly on the gelation history, chemical de-
rivatization, and average molecular weight of a given
batch. Moreover, it was shown by Stellwagen and Stell-
wagen (1989) that gels are not inert and deform in the
course of electrophoresis. To summarize, it is probably
not reasonable to claim a very accurate and definite
measurement of a gel pore size for electrophoresis, but
agreement can be obtained on orders of magnitude,
typically 200–500 nm for agarose. For a very flexible
polymer like acrylamide, chains dynamically sample the
whole volume, so that the concept of a ‘‘pore’’ is even
more disputable. Experimental evaluations of the pore
size of acrylamide ranged from 5 to 100 nm depending
on the model used. Generally, ‘‘Ogston-type’’ models
(see Sec. IV below and Holmes and Stellwagen, 1991a,
1991b; Stellwagen, 1998), yield values around 100 nm,
much larger than those based on the reptation model,
around 10 nm (Sec. V, Pluen et al., 1998). These latter
values seem more consistent with electron microscopy
(Hsu et al., 1989) and also with theoretical approaches
identifying the pore size with the screening length for
hydrodynamic interactions (Grossman and Soane, 1991;
Viovy and Duke, 1993; Viovy and Heller, 1996). The
concentration dependence of the pore size also suffers
from some uncertainty, but it generally lies in the range
c20.5–c20.8, i.e., between the theoretical predictions for
a random suspension of rodlike fibers (exponent 20.5)
and that for a semidilute solution of flexible polymers in
good solvent (exponent 20.75, de Gennes, 1979).

Finally, we should point out that capillary electro-
phoresis has promoted the use of non-gelled polymer
solutions as a support for polyelectrolyte size fraction-
ation. This procedure will be discussed in Sec. IX.

C. Elementary phenomenology of gel electrophoresis

Early applications of gel electrophoresis generally in-
volved relatively small polyelectrolytes, notably proteins
in their native state. In such cases, it was found empiri-
cally that the ratio of the gel electrophoresis mobility m
to the free-solution mobility m0 was reasonably de-
scribed by the expression (Ferguson, 1964)
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ln~m/m0!52Krc , (3.1)

where c is the gel concentration and Kr , the retardation
coefficient, is proportional to the particle radius squared.
This approach was tentatively applied to flexible macro-
molecules, assuming that the particle radius in this case
was the macromolecule radius of gyration Rg , but it en-
countered uneven success (Stellwagen, 1987, presents an
extensive review; see also Holmes and Stellwagen,
1991a, 1991b). Most strikingly, large DNA, for which an
extrapolation of the Ferguson plot would predict a mo-
bility decaying very fast with the radius of gyration, ex-
hibited the opposite behavior (Flint and Harrington,
1975; McDonnel et al., 1977; Fangman, 1978; Hervet and
Bean, 1989; see also Stellwagen, 1987; Calladine et al.,
1991): The mobility of large DNA saturates at a finite
value independent of molecular size. Moreover, it be-
comes dependent on the field, in contrast with the be-
havior of smaller molecules. It was readily anticipated
that this behavior was due to the flexibility of the DNA
molecules, as very clearly stated by McDonnel as early
as 1977: ‘‘High voltage gradients can presumably drive
large molecules through gel channels too small for them
to penetrate in their unperturbed conformations, and
the larger the DNA the more readily it is deformed.’’
These observations were the starting point for the devel-
opment of theoretical models which in turn motivated a
number of new experimental ways of investigating mi-
gration mechanisms in gel electrophoresis.

D. Band broadening and resolution

Electrophoretic mobility has been the first parameter
of interest for theorists, but experimentalists are actually
more interested in the resolution between peaks than in
the mobility. The resolution between two bands or
peaks corresponding to monodisperse samples of close
sizes N2n and N1n (with n!N) is conveniently mea-
sured by the ratio Res , given by

Res
2 5@^x~Nk2n !&2^x~Nk1n !&#2/w2~Nk!. (3.2)

For the case of conventional gel electrophoresis, in
which the bands are analyzed after a common migration
time, ^x(Nk)& and w2(Nk) represent, the electro-
phoretic drift of a species of size Nk after time t,
m(Nk)Et , and the squared band width, respectively. For
an analysis after a constant migrated distance as in au-
tomated sequencers or capillary electrophoresis,
^x(Nk)& and w2(Nk) represent the average time taken
by the analyte to travel the distance Z from the injection
point to the detector „Z/m(Nk)E… and the squared time-
based peak width, respectively.

In the analytical sciences, one defines the ‘‘efficiency’’
of a separation method as (Grossman and Colburn,
1992)

P516x2~Nk!/w2~Nk!. (3.3)

A more useful quantity for electrophoresis is the resolv-
ing power, defined as
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Rp~ t !5
Nk

w~Nk ,t ! S ]x~Nk ,t !
]Nk

D5
tENk

w~Nk ,t ! S ]m~Nk!

]Nk
D .

(3.4)

This dimensionless resolving power depends on electro-
phoretic mobility and on bandwidth. It shows that reso-
lution can be lost in spite of a high separation length,
due to saturation of the mobility at a finite value inde-
pendent of size.16 There are many factors that can affect
the experimental bandwidth, such as the size of the ini-
tial band, inhomogeneities in the gel composition and/or
topology, inhomogeneities in the temperature or in the
electric field, or interactions between the polyelectro-
lytes to be separated due to ‘‘overloading.’’ We leave
aside these effects here, to concentrate on the intrinsic
band broadening related to the mechanism of molecular
migration. We also ignore dispersion related to the fro-
zen disorder of the gel (some effects of gel inhomogene-
ities will be discussed in Sec. VIII.A.1). Intrinsic band
broadening gives the highest resolution achievable due
to the physical mechanisms of the separation process
and is therefore of paramount importance. It can be ex-
pressed as

w2~Nk ,t !5^@x~Nk ,t !2^x~Nk ,t !&#2&52dc~Nk!t ,
(3.5)

where the brackets denote an average over an ensemble
of chains. This is the definition of the dispersion coeffi-
cient dc . Until recently, band dispersion had not re-
ceived as much attention as mobility, either from theo-
reticians or from experimentalists, probably because it is
more difficult to measure accurately. This situation,
however, is changing rapidly.

IV. GEL ELECTROPHORESIS OF GLOBULAR PARTICLES

A. The free-volume model

In this rather straightforward approach to gel electro-
phoresis, the gel is assumed to act as a sieve with a dis-
tribution of pore sizes, and the separation is viewed as a
kind of electric-field-driven filtration. The modeling of
the mobility is based on the rather drastic assumption
that the ratio of the electrophoretic mobility in the gel m
relative to the mobility in free solvent m0 is f, the frac-
tional volume available to the particle in the gel,

m

m0
5f . (4.1)

Using geometrical models in which the gel and the
moving particle are represented by simple objects, this
fractional free volume can be calculated exactly by the
statistics of the intersections between the particle and

16Biologists also find it convenient to specify the quality of
separation by the ‘‘separation factor’’ S5Nk /Rp (Lerman and
Sinha, 1990). This factor indicates the smallest difference in
size that can be resolved. Note that this factor is not dimen-
sionless, i.e., it depends on the ‘‘elementary unit’’ chosen to
measure the polyelectrolyte’s size.
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gel components distributed randomly. This was done
first by Ogston (1958) for spheres in a suspension of long
fibers. A similar model, in which the obstacles are ap-
proximated as two-dimensional objects (like thin sheets)
was treated by Giddings et al. (1968). Finally, these re-
sults were generalized to a combination of different ge-
ometries by Chrambach and co-workers (Rodbard and
Chrambach, 1970, 1971; Lunney et al., 1971; Chrambach
and Rodbard, 1971). This model is known as the free-
volume model. The fractional free volume is expressed
as

f5exp~2sL ! (4.2)

for a particle of largest dimension L in a suspension of
planar obstacles with surface area s per unit volume,

f5exp~2jS ! (4.3)

for a particle with excluded area S in a suspension of
long fibers with total length j per unit volume, and

f5exp~2nVp! (4.4)

for a particle with excluded volume Vp in a suspension
of point objects with number density n. For a spherical
particle,

L52~R1r !,

S54p~R1r !2, (4.5)

Vp5~4p/3!~R1r !3,

where R is the effective particle radius, and r is the
smaller dimension of the obstacles (half thickness of a
sheet, fiber radius, or radius of a spherical obstacle, re-
spectively). These expressions, combined with Eq. (4.1)
lead to an expression for the mobility identical to the
empirical one proposed by Ferguson [1964; Eq. (3.1)],
provided the retardation coefficient is identified with

Kr5c1~R1r ! (4.6)

for sheetlike obstacles,

Kr5c2~R1r !2 (4.7)

for fiber obstacles, and

Kr5c3~R1r !3 (4.8)

for spherical obstacles (ignoring coupling terms, i.e., as-
suming that fractional free volumes arising from differ-
ent types of obstacles are simply multiplicative. The
model can even be generalized to particles in a more
complicated suspension as f5exp@2(sL1jS1nVp)#).

In this model, optimal separation is expected when
the particle size is comparable with the average pore size
of the gel. This pore size can be adapted to the particles
to be separated, by changing the gel concentration (in a
limited range imposed by the chemistry and by the me-
chanical properties of the gel) or the nature of the gel.
In spite of a few attempts to take into account effects
ignored in the free-volume model, such as hydrody-
namic interactions (Lumpkin, 1984), gel flexibility
(Bode, 1979), or random potential barriers (de Gennes,
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1982), this model has remained until now the dominant
approach for interpreting the gel electrophoresis mobil-
ity of small and relatively globular objects, such as na-
tive proteins. An in-depth review of the free-volume
model and of its implications and limitations was pub-
lished by Tietz (1988). Equation (3.1) has been widely
verified in starch, polyacrylamide, and agarose, and it is
still being used for molecular weight determination by
means of the Ferguson plot (1964); see Fig. 3. Once the
linear plot of Kr versus R has been determined using
standards of known radius and charge, the measure of
the retardation coefficient for an unknown particle gives
access to its effective radius and to its effective charge.17

Equation (4.7) seems to prevail for both agarose and
acrylamide, suggesting that these gels are valuably mod-
eled by a random suspension of rods. This square depen-
dence is not always observed, however, and other gel
geometries, in which the gel is better represented by
pointlike or sheetlike obstacles have been invoked to
explain these differences. Those geometries involving
planar or pointlike objects, however, do not seem very
plausible from a molecular point of view and appear
more as curve-fitting commodities than as real mecha-
nistic evidences. For instance, one can hardly imagine
how a solution containing a few percent of globular ob-
jects could form a gel with mechanical rigidity. On the
other hand, it is also difficult to understand how a ran-

17In real systems, the presence of extra viscous friction and
residual electro-osmosis may affect this simplified view and
lead to mobilities extrapolated at zero concentration, different
from the actual free-solvent mobility. We ignore this compli-
cation here.

FIG. 3. ‘‘Ferguson plot’’ of mobility vs gel concentration. Ac-
cording to the free-volume model, Log(mobility) should decay
linearly with gel concentration T%. The intercept at T%50 is
the free mobility (proportional to charge ratio), whereas abso-
lute value of the slope increases with particle size, i.e., with
decreasing fractional free volume. For instance, A corresponds
to particles with a high charge ratio (high free-flow mobility)
and a small size (weak slope), B to a particle with low charge
ratio and small size, C to a particle with a high charge ratio and
a large size (steep slope).
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dom suspension of extended sheetlike objects could be
permeable to particles. More generally, this raises ques-
tions about the topology of the gel, a topic that is not
addressed at all in the free-volume model. Experimental
occurrences of nonlinear Ferguson plots are not uncom-
mon either and cast further doubts on the generality of
this model. A very interesting analysis of the conceptual
difficulties raised by the generalization of the free-
volume model to nonspherical particles is that of Arvan-
itidou, Hoagland, and Smizek (1991).

B. Slater-Guo model

A rather radical reconsideration of the free-volume
model has recently been undertaken by the Slater group
(Slater and Guo, 1995, 1996a, 1996b). These authors
have pointed out numerous drastic assumptions and
problems implicit in the model (including the few al-
ready mentioned here) and proposed a simple lattice
model in which key parameters such as the gel concen-
tration, the available free volume, the pore size, etc. are
trivial, and dynamic parameters such as the diffusion co-
efficient or the electrophoretic mobility can be calcu-
lated exactly. The model is based on a square lattice
with periodic boundary conditions (Fig. 4). Obstacles
can be distributed periodically or randomly and can oc-
cupy one (as in Fig. 4) or more lattice sites. The moving
particles are also inscribed on single or multiple sites on
the lattice, and a hard-core excluded-volume interaction
is applied between particles and obstacles. In an electric
field, the mean trial time (duration of one simulation
step) of a particle is given by

t05
tanh~«!

«
'12

«2

3
1O~«!3, (4.9)

where

FIG. 4. Example of a lattice system used in the Slater-Guo
lattice model. Black squares represent obstacles (here of size
131) and gray ones moving particles. Particles can move to
sites marked by the black dots. From Slater and Guo, 1996a,
reprinted with permission.
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«5
QEa

2kT
(4.10)

is a reduced electric field, Q is the particle charge, and a
is the lattice period.18 In most of the cases considered to
date by Slater and Guo, calculations are done to first
order in «, i.e., Eq. (4.9) is linearized and the E→0 limit
is taken. The jump probabilities (in the absence of ob-
stacles) are

P6y5 1
4 ,

P6x5

1
2

11exp~72«!
'

16«

4
1O~«2! (4.11)

for the directions perpendicular and parallel to the field,
respectively. Jumps to sites occupied by obstacles are
forbidden. Then, a master equation for the evolution of
the probability of occupancy of each site can be written
as a system of PL

2 2r2 rate equations (PL is the lattice
period and r the size of an obstacle, assuming one ob-
stacle per lattice unit cell). This system can be solved
exactly, formally up to arbitrary cell sizes, and in prac-
tice up to sufficiently large sizes to be close to the
asymptotic limit. For random lattices, several indepen-
dent realizations of the system must be averaged. The
first conclusion of the model is that the fractional free
volume is not the only parameter influencing the mobil-
ity. Expansion of the mobility in the concentration of
obstacles leads to solutions of the form

m/m0512~p21 !c1a2c21 . . . , (4.12)

where the a2 term (and higher-order ones) are nonuni-
versal, and depend on the crystallographic arrangement
of obstacles (for a periodic lattice), or on the degree of
randomness (for lattices with various degrees of ran-
domness; see Fig. 5). Equation (4.12) is equal at first
order to an earlier prediction for particle diffusion on a
square array of randomly distributed obstacles (Ernst
et al., 1987), which has been empirically verified (Griess
et al., 1989), but this equation is not the lattice equiva-
lent of the free-volume prediction,

m/m0512c5f . (4.13)

The free-volume prediction always overestimates the
mobility (see Fig. 5). Actually, it corresponds to an ‘‘an-
nealed’’ gel (i.e., a gel in which obstacles would be mov-
ing rapidly as compared with the particles). The reduc-
tion of mobility, in the case of fixed obstacles, is due to
an increase in the residence time of particles on sites
where they are less mobile (upstream obstacles). It is
also worthwhile to point out that more disordered gels
tend to decrease the mobility, at equal f. In spite of the-

18This expression for the jump rate is derived by assuming an
electric force QF and neglecting hydrodynamic interactions.
Therefore the charge Q should be considered as an effective
charge. For a real particle in an array of obstacles, neglecting
hydrodynamics might be a problem, but the authors do not
pretend at this stage to this level of realism.
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ses disagreements, the lattice model of Slater and Guo
has demonstrated that the free-volume model can be
viewed as a reasonable approximation for compact par-
ticles at low fields and low gel concentrations. In particu-
lar, Slater and Guo could define a ‘‘generalized
Ferguson-plot’’ approach, adapted to their 2D lattice
model, which correctly predicts ‘‘molecular’’ parameters
such as particle size, obstacle size, or pore size. This
model is still under development and has recently been
extended to 3D lattices (Mercier and Slater, 1998). It
opens the way to an in-depth renewal of this field, which
will certainly prove useful.

V. REPTATION MODELS

Neither the free-volume, nor the Slater-Guo model
are able to account for the saturation of the mobility at
a finite value for increasing size, observed in flexible
polyelectrolytes such as DNA. The route to a theoretical
understanding of the migration of linear polyelectrolytes
and to modern gel electrophoresis theory was really
opened up in 1982 by two seminal articles, one by
Lumpkin and Zimm and the other by Lerman and
Frisch. These authors independently remarked that thin
flexible chains can thread their way in the gel like a
snake in thick grass by a ‘‘reptation in a tube’’ process
similar to that proposed by de Gennes in 1971 for en-
tangled synthetic polymers. Following these ideas, a
whole corpus of theoretical developments and of experi-
ments directly inspired by theoretical predictions was
developed.

A. Reptation concept

Consider a flexible, linear, uniformly charged poly-
electrolyte, made of Nk Kuhn segments of length l, each
bearing a charge qk . This chain is embedded in a gel.

FIG. 5. Reduced mobility vs obstacle concentration, as pre-
dicted in the Slater-Guo lattice model. Curves represent, from
top to bottom, the free-volume model, the periodic gel, and
the random gel. Adapted from Slater and Guo, 1996b, re-
printed with permission.
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FIG. 6. Schematic representation of the chain
(solid line) and its ‘‘tube’’ (dotted lines) in the
gel (bold circles). Note that this particular fig-
ure corresponds to a rather stiff chain (l
;b): (a) chain without a loop or hernia; (b)
chain with a loop or hernia.
Solving the raw equation of motion of all monomers
subject to the repulsive interactions of all individual ob-
stacles in the gel can be done only by computer simula-
tion, and analytical modeling of the dynamics of the
chain requires a mean-field approach. We assume that
the gel is rigid and presents a uniform pore size b,
smaller than the radius of gyration of the polyelectro-
lyte, Rg . Note that, in the absence of electric field, driv-
ing the polyelectrolyte into the gel from an outer solu-
tion has an entropic cost. This cost is minimal if the
chain follows a random-walk sequence of pores, called
the tube after an original idea of Edwards (1967). The
section of chain contained in one pore is called a ‘‘blob.’’
We first consider the large-pores case in which the chain
is flexible on the scale of one pore. Then, the tube can
be approximated as a random sequence of N connected
segments of size b. In practical situations, excluded-
volume interactions are generally negligible on scale b
(Rn is larger than b), so that blobs can be considered as
Gaussian.19 Then, the chain is Gaussian at all scales
larger than l, so that

N5NkS l

b D 2

. (5.1)

This value of the number of occupied pores corresponds
to a minimum of the free energy. The fluctuations of the
chain length around N were studied by Doi (Doi and
Edwards, 1986). It is of order N1/2, i.e., small for large
chains, with a square averaged end-to-end distance of
RN5N1/2b . This large-pores case reasonably describes

19If necessary, extending the model to blobs with excluded
volume using Eq. (2.12) would be straightforward and would
not change the physics of the problem. It is also worth noting
that for large DNA at equilibrium in a gel, excluded-volume
interactions may play a significant role in the total radius of
gyration, which has been neglected in biased reptation models.
This has no practical consequences in the predictions of the
model, however, because as we shall see, for any practically
useful electric field, the effect of electric forces on the chain
dimensions is generally much larger than that of excluded vol-
ume.
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single-stranded DNA or flexible synthetic polyelectro-
lytes such as polystyrene sulfonate in acrylamide or aga-
rose, or duplex DNA in agarose (the persistence length
of duplex DNA is around 50 nm, while the average pore
size in agarose is of order 200–500 nm) but not, for in-
stance, duplex DNA in acrylamide. The opposite case of
tight gels (with l.b and RN5lNk

1/2) will be discussed in
Sec. V. F. Brownian diffusion, i.e., escape from the tube,
can occur by either of two mechanisms: (i) a sliding mo-
tion along the chain contour associated with the creation
of new tube sections at the chain ends [Fig. 6(a)], a
mechanism called reptation by de Gennes, (1971; see
also de Gennes, 1979); or (ii) the creation of loops or
‘‘hernias’’ [Fig. 6(b)], in which each pore of the gel is
crossed by the chain twice instead of once. It was pre-
dicted by de Gennes in 1979 that, in the absence of elec-
tric field, such events would be exponentially improb-
able due to the entropy loss associated with hernias [the
existence of such entropy barriers was recently sup-
ported experimentally by studies of the kinetics of field-
driven loop formation (Akerman, 1996b)]. In the ab-
sence of field, then, reptation is the dominant mode of
Brownian motion, and it can be described as a curvilin-
ear 1D diffusion along the tube axis (de Gennes, 1971;
Doi and Edwards, 1986). The curvilinear diffusion con-
stant is then given by the average time for 1D diffusion
over a distance Nb:

D tube'kT/Njb'kT/Nhb , (5.2)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute tem-
perature, and jb the blob friction coefficient. Here and
in the following sections, we ignore numerical prefactors
of order one, except when specified. Theoretically ‘‘ex-
act’’ numerical prefactors for the reptation theory and
polymer dynamics in general can be found in Doi and
Edwards (1986), but they have little practical meaning
considering the crudeness of the initial assumption of
uniform pore size and tube diameter involved in the
model, and the nonuniversal prefactors involved in
excluded-volume interactions. The thermal disengage-
ment time is
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trep'
N2b2

D tube
'N3tb , (5.3)

where we have made use of the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem and introduced the microscopic Brownian time
of a blob,

tb'jbb2/kT'hb3/kT . (5.4)

B. Reptation in a field: The biased reptation model

The application of an external field is able to deeply
affect the reptation picture and to induce a rich and non-
trivial phenomenology. Theoretical investigation of this
subject was initiated independently by Lumpkin, Déjar-
din, and Zimm (1985) and Slater and Noolandi (1985).
These two pioneering articles were followed by many
others (e.g., Slater and Noolandi, 1986a, 1986b; Slater,
Rousseau, and Noolandi, 1987; Slater et al., 1988; and
reviews in Slater and Noolandi, 1989, 1990; Zimm and
Levene, 1992; Zimm, 1993). The theoretical corpus was
popularized under the acronym BRM (for biased repta-
tion model), a term introduced by Slater and Noolandi
(1985). There are subtle differences between the models
developed by these two groups, but they mainly corre-
spond to the same physics, so in the following, I shall use
the acronym BRM for both models.

When an electric field is applied along, say, the x di-
rection, all blobs are subject to electric forces. For a tube
not fully aligned in the field direction, the field tends to
push the polyelectrolyte against the gel fibers and to
‘‘pull’’ hernias out of the tube, against the entropic bar-
riers discussed above. Qualitatively, one expects that
this tube leakage will remain improbable as long as the
external force is smaller than the entropic (thermal)
force. Assuming that the polyelectrolyte velocity in the
gel is small compared to the free-flow velocity (this point
will be checked for self-consistency later on), one can
use the stall force in Eq. (2.16) as a good approximation
for evaluating electrohydrodynamic forces on the blob.
(hydrodynamic interactions over distances larger than b
are screened by the gel, so b is the relevant scale for the
application of Eq. (2.16). Therefore the condition of
weak external force (on the blob scale) can be expressed
as

«5hb2m0E/kT!1, (5.5)

where « is the ratio to the thermal energy, of the elec-
trostatic potential energy associated with the displace-
ment of one blob by a distance equal to its size. Note
that this definition is different from the one previously
used in the biased reptation model,

«BRM5
Eqb

kT
, (5.6)

which uses a local force picture (and defines q as the
effective charge per blob). Also note that, assuming
from free draining behavior that m0'qk /hl , one ex-
pects «/«BRM'l/b : for large pores, « is significantly
smaller than predicted by the biased reptation model.
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The dimensionless parameter «, which plays the role
of a reduced electric field, reflects the balance between
electrohydrodynamic and thermal energy on the scale of
a blob. Putting into Eq. (5.5) reasonable numbers issued
from experiments, m0;3.531028 m2/V/s, and b
;200–500 nm (see Sec. V.C.2 and discussions in Pluen,
1996; Viovy, 1996; Pernodet and Tinland, 1997; and
Stellwagen et al., 1997), one finds that «51 occurs
around 10 V/cm in 1% agarose. This suggests that the
weak-field condition [Eq. (5.5)] is actually fulfilled only
for rather low fields, consistent with direct observations
by Akerman (1996b), suggesting a threshold for hernia
nucleations of order 1 V/cm. The parameter « is crucial
in the theory of DNA electrophoresis and will be en-
countered often in the following. It can be related to
another dimensionless parameter «k , depending on the
polyelectrolyte and field only (« also depends on the
pore size):

«k5
nl2m0E

kT
5«S l

b D 2

. (5.7)

The second main assumption in the original reptation
model is that, when Eq. (5.5) is satisfied, the chain
length remains of order b @N1O(N1/2)# . These two as-
sumptions,

(1) no hernias or tube leakage
(2) weakly fluctuating tube length,

are at the basis of an ensemble of analytical and numeri-
cal developments, loosely classified here under the ge-
neric name of ‘‘biased reptation theories.’’

The early versions of the model (Lumpkin et al.
(1985); Slater and Noolandi, 1985; Slater, Rousseau, and
Noolandi, 1987) completely ignored length fluctuations.
The problem of curvilinear motion is then equivalent to
the motion of a single particle submitted to electrohy-
drodynamic and Brownian forces, and can be mapped to
the diffusion of a particle in a potential between two
absorbing barriers (Feller, 1968). The nonrandom force
(derivative of the potential) is the sum of
electrohydrodynamic20 forces on all blobs, projected
onto the tube axis,

Feff5m0hRx , (5.8)

where Rx is the projection of the end-to-end vector onto
the field direction (if the chain is arbitrarily labeled such
that the ‘‘head’’ is in the most probable direction of mo-
tion, i.e., the average curvilinear mobility is positive,
then Rx is also positive). The instantaneous mobility (on
a time scale smaller than the tube renewal time) is then
given by a projection of the curvilinear motion of the
whole chain onto the field direction,

v5m0ES Rx

Nb D 2

. (5.9)

20For the sake of consistency, the BRM results are recast in
terms of an electrohydrodynamic rather than a local force im-
age. This simply amounts to replacing «BRM [Eq. (5.6)] by «
[Eq. (5.5)].
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FIG. 7. Different regimes of migration in
constant-field electrophoresis: (a) Ogston
sieving; (b) reptation without orientation; (c)
reptation with orientation.
This equation shows that the key parameter of the
model is the dimensionless variable Rx /Nb . Note that,
since a tube section is abandoned and another is created
at each reptation step, this parameter is defined by the
sequence of choices of new pores in the gel, made by the
head blob in the course of reptation. It is a dynamic
quantity, with a typical correlation time equal to the rep-
tation time. Most importantly, in the general case, it is
coupled with the field (Slater and Noolandi, 1985;
Lumpkin et al., 1985). Since the head blob is charged
and submitted to the field, its choice for a new ‘‘gate’’
(and as a consequence the average orientation of the
newly created tube segment) is also biased by the field.
The early versions of the biased reptation model as-
sumed that the average orientation was given by the bal-
ance of electric and Brownian forces on the scale of one
blob and finally led to a mobility scaling as

~m/m0!BRM'
1
3 S 1

N
1

«2

3 D . (5.10)

For small N, the first (size-dependent) term domi-
nates, accounting for the experimental dependence of
the mobility with N21. For large N, the second term
(}«2/9) overcomes the N21 Brownian one, qualitatively
accounting from the fact that the mobility of large poly-
electrolytes becomes independent of size and dependent
on field. So reptation ideas qualitatively account for the
sigmoidal shape of mobility versus size curves and iden-
tify three different regimes of migration, summarized in
Fig. 7: (a) free volume model, in which Rg is of the order
of the pore size or smaller, (b) unoriented reptation, in
which the polyelectrolyte has to thread its way among
obstacles but is not significantly oriented, and finally (c)
oriented reptation. These regimes have been very useful
guidelines for experiments, but BRM predictions were
not quantitatively correct for flexible chains at scaling
level, as we now demonstrate.

C. Taking internal modes into account: Biased reptation
with fluctuations

1. Model

It was recognized later, thanks to progress in com-
puter simulations and experiments (see Secs. VI and VII
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below), that the simple view of the orientation process
presented above had to be amended. As shown by
Duke, Semenov, and Viovy (1992), Duke et al. (1994),
and Semenov et al. (1995), for flexible chains the ‘‘di-
rect’’ orientation term used in the biased reptation
model is indeed dominated by another term, arising
from the coupling between local chain orientation and
fast fluctuations in the (curvilinear) position of the end
of the chain. In other words, internal modes can never
be ignored.21 These modes are more easily accounted
for in the continuous approach used by Semenov et al.
(1995). The motion of the chain inside its tube is de-
scribed by the following Langevin equation:

jb

]s~n ,t !
]t

5K
]2s

]n2 1m0hbEcos u~n ,t !1B~n ,t !,

(5.11)

where n is the blob number (0,n,N), s is the curvi-
linear position of blob n at time t, K is the longitudinal
modulus of the chain (of order kT/b2 for a Gaussian
blob), and u(n ,t) is the orientation of the local axis of
the tube segment occupied by blob n at time t. The first
term on the right-hand side corresponds to the longitu-
dinal elasticity of the chain, the second term is the elec-
trohydrodynamic driving force, projected on the direc-
tion of the tube. Note that the term appearing in Eq.
(5.11) is different from the one introduced in Semenov
et al., 1995, because we have replaced the local force
picture by the more correct electrohydrodynamic ap-
proach described in Sec. II.F. In the end, we shall see
that this modification only amounts to a redefinition of
the reduced electric-field parameter «. B is the random
force, with the following properties:

F ^B~n ,t !&50
^B~n ,t !B~n8,t8!&52kTjbd~n ,n8!d~ t ,t8!. (5.12)

Equation (5.12) will be more conveniently manipulated
in reduced units:

21Actually, an analytical model of biased reptation that at-
tempted to include internal modes was proposed by Viovy
(1988b), but only the particular case of field-inversion electro-
phoresis was considered at that time.
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]u~n ,t!

]t
5

]2u

]n2 1«h~n ,t!1b~n ,t!, (5.13)

where u is the curvilinear coordinate in units of blob size
(u5s/b), t5t/tb , h5cos u(n,t), and b is the reduced
random noise,

^b&50

^b~n ,t!b~n8,t8!&52d~n2n8!d~t2t8!.
(5.14)

The boundary conditions reflecting the entropic penalty
due to the tube constraints are

]u

]nU
n50

5
]u

]nU
n51

51. (5.15)

The subtleties of biased reptation lie entirely in the
second term of the second member of Eq. (5.13), which
involves the same two features as already introduced in
the biased reptation model: first, the motion is in general
biased by the electric field, since « is nonzero, and sec-
ond, this bias is coupled with chain conformation by h,
which plays the role of a local orientational order pa-
rameter. As we shall see, however, this coupling is more
delicate than first anticipated in the biased reptation
model and is the source of serious difficulties in the the-
oretical treatment. Formally the macroscopic electro-
phoretic mobility can be derived from Eq. (5.13) by pro-
jection of the motion on the direction of electric field,

vx~ t !5
b

tb
E

0

N ]u~n ,t!

]t
h~n ,t!dn . (5.16)

It was shown by Semenov et al. (1995), that the velocity
can be expressed as

^vx&5m0EH2@11O~n* /N !# , (5.17)

in which

H25^Rx
2/N2b2& (5.18)

and n* , a number between 1 and N1/2, will be defined
self-consistently below. This expression essentially has
the same shape as Eq. (5.9) in the biased reptation
model. The difficulty lies in the calculation of the orien-
tational order parameter. Several levels of approxima-
tion can be used, in order to calculate this quantity. The
first is to remark that Brownian drift is always domi-
nated by electrophoretic drift in the long-time limit and
to ignore possible correlations between fluctuations in
the orientation and position of segments. Then the first
and last terms in the second member of Eq. (5.13) can
be dropped, the probability distribution function of h is
evaluated on the scale of one blob, and Eq. (5.16) can be
averaged over time; this is the BRM approach. The
problem with this is that correlations between position
and orientation of segments are indeed important. This
coupling involves considerable analytical difficulties (Se-
menov et al., 1995), but the correct result (at scaling
level) can be obtained by a rather simple argument. As
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mentioned previously, we expect that, for «!1, fluctua-
tions in the tube length will occur rapidly due to Rouse
motion of the end blobs (i.e., Brownian activation of
longitudinal modes of order greater than one). These
modes are only weakly affected by the field. We can
then apply the results previously derived by Doi and
Edwards (1986) for Brownian diffusion: after a time t,
the number nfluct of tube segments that have been modi-
fied by length fluctuations is of order

nfluct' H ~ t/t0!1/4, t/tb,N2

N1/2, t/tb.N2 . (5.19)

During the same time, the chain has been drifting along
the tube with an as yet unknown curvilinear velocity
ds/dt , i.e., on a number of tube segments

ndrift5ut~ds/dt !/bu5tm0EuHu/b . (5.20)

Note that the drift can have a positive or negative value,
depending on the arbitrary choice of numbering for the
blobs. Here, we are interested in the drift counted down-
field, which is positive by definition, hence the absolute
value. The critical time t* , at which nfluct5ndrift5n* ,
marks the boundary between two time (and distance)
domains: for shorter times, fluctuations dominate, so
that tube segments at a distance smaller than n* from
the end will be visited several times by the chain end and
have a small probability of survival. Tube segments at a
distance larger than n* , in contrast, are permanently
‘‘memorized’’ in the tube conformation. Thus the chain
can be schematically pictured as an inextensible ‘‘heart’’
section, advancing steadily along its permanent tube,
preceded by a fluctuating section of length n* , exploring
numerous configurations (Fig. 8). Therefore it is the ori-
entation of the n* th segment which defines the overall
tube orientation, and it is this orientation (rather than
that of the end segment) which should be Boltzmann
averaged in order to yield the tube orientation. This av-
erage depends on the total force exerted on the n* th
segment by the n* head segments. Since hydrodynamic
interactions are screened over distances larger than the
blob size b, this force is of order n* jbm0E , and the av-
erage orientation is given by

uHu5^cos u&5L~n* «!, (5.21)

FIG. 8. Tube representation of the head of a flexible polyelec-
trolyte migrating in a gel. The bold line represents part of the
molecule inhabiting the permanent tube (n.n* ). The double
lines represent the various possible conformations sampled by
the end section (n,n* ) during the rapid length fluctuations of
the chain.
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where L is the inverse Langevin function. For weak
fields, then, uHu;n* « . This relation, combined with
Eqs. (5.19) and (5.20) allows a self-consistent determina-
tion of the orientation factor, which yields H2;« , a re-
sult completely different from the original prediction of
the biased reptation model without fluctuations. A more
rigorous approach, based on a perturbative treatment of
Eq. (5.13) (valid in the limit «!1, N«@1), leads to the
same result, together with an evaluation of the prefactor
(Semenov et al., 1995; Subbotin and Semenov, 1996):

m

m0
5 H 1/3N , N«,1

H2'0.5« , N«.1. (5.22)

This result has been confirmed by several experimental
results (Heller, Duke, and Viovy, 1994; Yan et al., 1996;
Pluen et al., 1998) and by direct numerical simulation of
the repton model (see Sec. VII.B, Duke, Semenov, and
Viovy, 1992, and Barkema et al., 1994). Barkema et al.
proposed an interpolation formula very close to Eq.
(5.22):

m

m0
5@~3N !221~2«/5!2#1/2. (5.23)

The crossover from unoriented reptation (N,N* ), in
which size fractionation occurs, and oriented reptation
(N.N* ), in which the mobility is field dependent and
independent of size, occurs around

N* 5~ 5
6 !«21. (5.24)

One can check that these results are consistent with
the assumptions made at the beginning of the argument,
i.e., that in the oriented regime 1,n* ,N1/2. Analyti-
cally, the model also predicts that, for «;1, the mobility
should saturate for all chains and become independent
of the field, in qualitative agreement with experiment.
This latter prediction is not a very strong one, however,
since obviously the mobility in a gel cannot exceed the
free-flow mobility, which is field independent, and since
we already suspect that several assumptions of the rep-
tation model, including the tube itself, dramatically fail
for «;1.22 Since this saturation exists, however, it is con-
venient for applications to introduce it phenomenologi-
cally (Viovy, 1996),

m/m05F ~3N !221S 2«

512a« D 2G1/2

, (5.25)

where a is the limiting ratio of free mobility to in-gel
mobility for large chains and large fields. This ratio is
rather consistently found (both in experiments and in

22Also note that, in deriving Eq. (5.23), we made use of Eq.
(2.24) for evaluating the electrohydrodynamic force per blob.
For strong chain stretching, hydrodynamics interactions are
different and the force is not expected to obey the same ex-
pression.
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computer simulations) to be of order 3 (Akerman,
1996a; Long, 1996; Lee et al., 1996).

2. Comparison with experimental mobilities

At scaling level, the BRF predictions are in rather
good agreement with experimental measurement of the
electrophoretic mobility. A more quantitative compari-
son concerning duplex DNA was performed by Heller
et al. (1994). The mobility of DNA fragments with sizes
ranging from 2 kb to a few hundreds of kbp, under fields
covering two orders of magnitude, was measured in aga-
rose gels ranging from 0.5 to 2%. An example of the
results is provided in Fig. 9. At relatively low electric
fields, two regimes with m;N21 and m;N0, respec-
tively, are actually observed. The scaling with electric
field is presented in Fig. 10 for different sizes and differ-
ent gel concentrations. The E1 scaling is observed for
large enough chains. The same type of scaling was re-
ported by Slater and Drouin (1992), Yan et al. (1996),
and Pluen et al. (1998) for single-stranded DNA in poly-
acrylamide gels.

Since the BRF model is based on a molecular ap-
proach, it should, in principle, be possible to perform
quantitative predictions in terms of independently mea-
sured molecular parameters. For that, it is useful to ex-
press Eq. (5.25) in terms of the ratio of pore size to
Kuhn length (b/l), number of Kuhn segments Nk , and
‘‘molecular’’ reduced field «k [see Eq. (5.7)]:

m/m05H @~b/l !2/3Nk#21F 2«k~b/l !2

512a«k~b/l !2G2J 1/2

.

(5.26)

A comparison of the mobility of duplex DNA, the
physical parameters of which are well known, is pro-

FIG. 9. Comparison of experimental and theoretical values for
the mobility of duplex DNA fragments in 1% agarose, 1X
TBE, at different field strengths. Data are from Heller et al.,
1994. The corresponding theoretical curves are obtained using
Eq. (5.26), an effective pore size of 230 nm, and independently
measured molecular parameters (see text for details).
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posed by Viovy (1996).23 The number of Kuhn segments
of a given DNA fragment is easily derived, knowing that
DNA has a curvilinear length of 0.34 nm per base pair
and a Kuhn length of about 100 nm in the buffers usu-
ally utilized in electrophoresis, such as 1X TBE. There-
fore Nk'Nbp/300. The free-liquid mobility of DNA,
which also depends on the buffer, has been determined
to rather good accuracy (Olivera et al., 1964; Barron
et al., 1994). In 1X TBE (Tris 89 mM, borate 89 mM,
EDTA 2 mM), it is evaluated as 3.4 (1/20.4)31028

m2 V21 s21. The limiting mobility of large DNA in
strong fields was also measured. In 1% agarose, it is of
order 1.131028 m2 V21 s21 (Akerman, 1996a), fixing the
parameter a in Eq. (5.26) at 3. Experimental values also
provide an evaluation of «k /E;1.831024 V/m. As dis-
cussed in Sec. III.B, the least certain parameter in the
model is probably the pore size. Since the reproducibil-
ity that can be obtained in fitting Eq. (5.26) to electro-
phoresis data, in a given gel system, appears much better
than the experimental uncertainty on the pore size ob-
tained by diverse independent means, we chose to use
the pore size as a single adjustable parameter in the fit.
The theoretical curves in Fig. 9, corresponding to DNA
between 1.5 and 48 kb, and field strengths ranging from
0.25 to 10 V/cm were obtained with a pore size of 230
nm in the local force model. A more recent investigation
in the electrohydrodynamic frame yields, instead, a pore
size of order 500 nm (Meistermann, 1999).24 This value
is compatible with earlier evaluations of the pore size in
1% agarose. We must emphasize, however, that this
evaluation cannot be generalized to other types of mol-
ecules or particles.

Expressing mobilities in terms of molecular param-
eters also leads to interesting predictions for the depen-
dence upon pore size of the limit of separation (ex-
pressed in absolute values), Nk* 5N* (b/l)2. For the
BRF model with electrohydrodynamic friction (i.e., tak-
ing into account hydrodynamic coupling with counter-
ions), the prediction is

Nk* 5«k
21, (5.27)

i.e., independence of pore size, whereas the predictions
for the BRF model in a local force picture and for the

23Note that Eq. (5.26) is slightly different from the one pro-
posed in Viovy, 1996, as far as pore size dependences is con-
cerned: This is because of the introduction of the electrohydro-
dynamic picture of the force on a blob, in replacement of the
local force: The electrohydrodynamic force scales as b2 [see
Eq. (5.5)], whereas, from Eqs. (5.1) and (5.6), the local force
picture yields b3. This does not affect significantly the conclu-
sions of this particular comparison, however, because the way
the ‘‘effective charge’’ was measured in a local force approach
in some sense adapted it to yield the correct electrophoretic
mobility (for a discussion of this rather subtle point, see Long,
Viovy, and Ajdari, 1997).

24Note that, since the change from local force to electrohy-
drodynamic force only affects the pore size dependences, only
the fitted pore-size value and not the quality of the fit will be
affected by this change for data involving a single pore size.
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BRM with local force would be (b/l)21 and (b/l)24,
respectively. Figure 11 (from Heller et al., 1994) shows
that the limit of separation seems to tend asymptotically
(for small fields) to a universal curve, independent of gel
concentration and scaling as E21, in agreement with the
predictions of the BRF model with electrohydrodynamic
force [Eq. (5.26)]. Note that the scaling behaviors in
Figs. 10 and 11 are qualitatively different from the pre-
dictions of the biased reptation model (square depen-
dence). Therefore these figures provide a clear discrimi-
nation between the BRM and BRF.

The BRF model with electrohydrodynamic force, fi-
nally, predicts a mobility scaling with (b/l)2, in both the

FIG. 10. Mobility of duplex DNA fragments in agarose at dif-
ferent concentrations and 1X TBE, vs field strengths. Differ-
ent curves correspond to different DNA sizes (in box). The
tilted line, drawn as a guide for the eye, corresponds to a slope
of 1. Data from Heller et al., 1994.
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FIG. 11. Dependence of the theoretical limit
of separation N* vs electric field (log-log
scale) for different agarose concentrations
(see box). The solid line corresponds to a
slope of 1. Data from Heller et al., 1994.
regime of reptation without orientation and that with
orientation. This is in contrast with other models, which
predict a higher exponent in the regime of reptation
with orientation (3 for BRF local force and 6 for BRM).
Comparison with experiments is rather difficult in this
case, because it requires an accurate knowledge of the
dependence of pore size on gel concentration: this varia-
tion depends on gel architecture. For a network of flex-
ible chains, one expects b;c20.75, i.e., m;c21.5. De-
tailed studies of the mobility and dispersion of DNA is
gels, undertaken by Tinland and co-workers (Tinland
et al., 1997), are in better agreement with the BRF-
electrohydrodynamic force prediction than with any
other model of gel electrophoresis.

Finally, a very complete discussion of the application
of reptation models to single-stranded DNA, involving
measurements of the orientation, of the dispersion coef-
ficient, and of the orientational dynamics of single-
stranded DNA chains in acrylamide, was provided by
Pluen (1996); Pluen et al. (1998). The general conclu-
sions of this study are the same as reported here: At
scaling level, the BRF model [Eq. (5.26)] provides a
good description of electrophoresis in low constant field,
except for the dependence on gel concentration, where
it predicts exponents in better agreement than previous
models but still overestimated as compared to experi-
ments. Another point of disagreement appears at high
gel concentrations, in the domain N;N* . In such situ-
ations, the mobility seems significantly smaller than pre-
dicted, and a minimum in the mobility can even be ob-
served. We now discuss this point.

D. Mobility minimum around N*

The calculations presented above are not expected to
describe correctly the velocity in the crossover region
N;N* because the two regimes N!N* and N@N*
were actually treated separately and joined by a phe-
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 3, July 2000
nomenological combination of the analytical results cor-
responding to the two asymptotic regimes. As remarked
by Slater et al. (1987), evaluating the mobility around
N* requires a careful account of the dynamic sampling
of conformations. It had been recognized by Noolandi
et al., 1987 (within the BRM assumptions) that preaver-
aging conformations on the ensemble of all thermody-
namically available configurations (as was done earlier
by Lumpkin et al., 1985, in the context of the BRM) and
ignoring the coupling between long-lived fluctuations in
the end-to-end distance and the velocity could lead to
significantly erroneous results. In particular, these au-
thors showed that a numerical solution of the BRM
without a preaveraging approximation yielded a mobil-
ity minimum around N* , which was not predicted in the
preaveraging approximation. This minimum was ob-
served experimentally in conditions close to those pre-
scribed by the theory (Noolandi et al., 1987). This work
was followed by several analytical studies, which differ
in detail and formalism but employ the same physical
idea (Doi et al., 1988; Viovy, 1988a; Déjardin, 1989):25

The relevant average for deriving the mobility is the
time average, not the thermodynamic average over
available states. There may be a difference between the
two, of kinetic origin, since chains will remain longer in
conformations with a lower mobility. For N@N* the
orientation is strong, so that its relative fluctuations are
small: motion is expected to be relatively uniform, and
corrections to preaveraging are also small. In the region
N;N* , however, the fluctuations of the orientation fac-
tor H have the same order of magnitude as the average

25Also note an attempt by Lumpkin, Levene, and Zimm
(1989) to remove the initial preaveraging assumption in orien-
tational correlation functions made in the Lumpkin et al. paper
of 1985, at the expense of a numerical solution.
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value, so U-shaped conformational states of the tube, in
which the orientation factor of the chain is essentially
zero, are rather probable. The chain can leave these
states only by Brownian curvilinear motion, which is
very slow. This leads to a higher weighting of these
states in the time average of conformations than in the
thermodynamic average. Indeed, the distribution of the
order parameter H2 becomes double peaked around
N* , with one peak at the preaveraged position ('«) and
a second peak around 0, related to the slow dynamics of
conformations with an end-to-end distance close to 0.26

For N!N* , conformation fluctuations are even larger,
but the Brownian exchange rate between conformations
is also large, so that the correction to the preaveraged
result is again small. The quantitative predictions of
these early papers are now somewhat obsolete, since
they were developed in the frame of the BRM, but the
underlying physics remain valid. In other words, Nool-
andi et al. correctly accounted for the coupling of slow
fluctuations of the end-to-end distance with the velocity,
but ignored the fast fluctuations. Duke et al. (1992) in
contrast, accounted for the fast fluctuations, but ignored
the slow ones. The two levels of fluctuations were finally
combined in the framework of the BRF model by Se-
menov et al. (1995). It was then confirmed that the lead-
ing correction to the scaling prediction, at the approach
to N* starting from large N, is dominated by large-scale
fluctuations in the curvilinear mobility (related to fluc-
tuations in the order parameter H), and that the correc-
tion is negative:

m

m0
~N>N* !'0.5«~12N* /2N !. (5.28)

Thus the effect initially predicted by Noolandi et al. sur-
vives in the BRF model, although shifted to smaller N.

E. Enhanced band broadening

The possibility of nontrivial enhanced band dispersion
during gel electrophoresis was mentioned first by Adolf
in 1987, in an article that unfortunately remained rela-
tively unnoticed by experimentalists. It was discussed
later by Viovy (1989) and finally studied in more detail
by Slater (1993), Slater, Mayer, and Drouin (1993a,
1993b) Mayer et al. (1994b), Duke, Viovy, and Semenov
(1994), and Semenov and Joanny (1997). Only the two
last articles in this series were treated within the frame
of the BRF model, but otherwise all rely on the same
physics. In essence, this is the observation that, when «
!1, fluctuations in the end-to-end distance (projected
on the direction of migration) remain of order b N1/2,
whether in the oriented or unoriented reptation regime.
The dispersion coefficient is then obtained as

26Incidentally, this effect was called by Noolandi et al. (1987)
‘‘self-trapping,’’ an expression that should rather be avoided,
since these slow conformations are absolutely unstable and
cannot constitute traps.
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dc5Nb2/tdis , (5.29)

in which tdis is the disengagement time. In the limit of
vanishing fields, dc should reduce to the Brownian rep-
tation diffusion coefficient,

d15Db /N25DkNk
22~ l/b !3, E→0, (5.30)

where we have defined the diffusion coefficient of a blob

Db5b2/tb5kT/hb (5.31)

and that of a Kuhn segment

Dk5Db~b/l !5kT/hl . (5.32)

The important point, however, is that the disengagement
time can be reduced by reptation down to values much
lower than the equilibrium one, thereby leading to en-
hanced dispersion (this is very different from the situa-
tion encountered for small compact molecules: for those,
diffusion on their own size in the absence of external
force is in general faster than electrophoretic drift over
the same distance).27 For polyelectrolytes in the oriented
regime (N.N* ), the disengagement time is:

tdis5bN/m0E«1/2. (5.33)

Using Eq. (5.29), this leads to a dispersion that is now
field dependent and independent of molecular size,

d35Db«3/25Dk«k
3/2~b/l !2, N.N* . (5.34)

An even more striking prediction of the model is that
between the two limits represented by Eqs. (5.30) and
(5.34), an intermediate regime exists, in which the disen-
gagement time is smaller than the equilibrium reptation
time trep , but the conformation remains Gaussian. The
corresponding dispersion coefficient is

d25Db«N21/25Dk«kNk
21/2~b/l !2,

N** '«22/3,N,N* . (5.35)

In this regime, dispersion departs from Brownian diffu-
sion, whereas the mobility remains driven by the Ein-
stein relation.28 These different expressions for the dis-
persion coefficient, corresponding to different regimes
[Eqs. (5.30), (5.34), (5.35)] can be inserted in Eq. (3.5),
in order to determine the migration-related bandwidth
at a given migration time. In turn, this bandwidth can be
combined with the expression for the mobility [Eq.
(5.26)] and with Eq. (3.4) to yield the theoretical (or
maximum achievable) resolving power.

27Enhanced dispersion also occurs in the direction perpen-
dicular to the field, but it is less important for applications and
can be worked out the same way as in the longitudinal direc-
tion (Semenov and Joanny, 1997).

28Note that Eqs. (5.30), (5.34), and (5.35) are different from
those proposed in Viovy (1989) and Slater (1992), because of
the use of the BRF model, but also different from the results
quoted in Duke, Viovy, and Semenov (1994), because they
include electrohydrodynamic effects, introduced in Sec. II.F.
These electrohydrodynamic corrections affect the dependence
of the results on the pore size b, but not on the field and
molecular size.
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The mechanism of enhanced dispersion, which is re-
lated to the nonlinear nature of transport equations, is
very specific to the reptation process. It has also been
studied by Slater (1993), using computer simulation (in
the BRM frame). The experimental study of mobility
dispersion by direct electrophoretic measurements is dif-
ficult, because of dispersion effects associated with the
presence of a ‘‘band’’ (i.e., a finite zone in which DNA
concentration varies). Recently, however, the use of
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (Wu et al.,
1990) has permitted accurate investigations of this ef-
fect, for single-strand DNA in acrylamide (Pluen et al.,
1998) and for duplex DNA in agarose (Tinland, 1996;
Pernodet and Tinland, 1997; Tinland, Pernodet, and
Pluen, 1998; Meistermann, 1999). Three regimes for dis-
persion were actually observed, corresponding to field
and DNA size scaling, in very good agreement with the
BRF predictions [Eqs. (5.30), (5.34), and (5.35)]. As was
the case for the mobility, the agreement with the predic-
tions for dispersion scaling with size is less satisfying (the
observed (b/l) scaling exponent is about 2, 2, and 1 for
regimes 1, 2, and 3, as compared with predicted values of
3, 2, and 2. As previously discussed, however, the mea-
surement, and the concept of a ‘‘pore size’’ itself, is a
delicate matter, and these results (and predictions) may
remain a matter of debate until separation media with
uniform pore architectures can be constructed and stud-
ied.

Leaving aside this complication, it remains true that
dispersion plays an important role in applications, and
that the formulas proposed in this section, combined
with Eq. (5.26) for the mobility, can be used to optimize
experimental conditions for a given application, along
the lines developed by Slater and Drouin (1992), Slater,
Mayer, and Drouin (1993a, 1993b), Slater (1993), and
Slater et al. (1994).

F. Persistent chain in tight gels

The migration of polyelectrolytes in the regime l.b
(polyelectrolyte Kuhn length larger than the pore size)
has not received as much attention as the flexible chain,
probably because it does not seem to correspond to
DNA in agarose, the favorite paradigm of physicists.
This is rather unfortunate, however, because this situa-
tion certainly has an experimental relevance: it corre-
sponds for instance to the migration of duplex DNA in
acrylamide gels and to many situations encountered in
capillary electrophoresis (in which entangled polymer
solutions with a relatively small mesh size are used—see,
for example, Viovy and Heller, 1996). The BRF model
has been applied to this regime by Semenov et al.
(1995). In this situation, the tube length is of the order of
the contour length of the polyelectrolyte, and there are
important orientational correlations between consecu-
tive tube segments. Actually, in the absence of field, the
tube conformation is controlled by the persistence
length, and its mean-square end-to-end distance is lNk .
In this case Eq. (5.1) should be replaced by
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 3, July 2000
N5Nk

l

b
. (5.36)

For vanishing fields, the averaged orientational order
parameter of the chain is now

uHu5
l

b

1
3N

(5.37)

and the mobility in this regime is

m

m0
5

l

b

1
3N

5
1

3Nk
. (5.38)

It becomes independent of pore size.29 In a tight gel, the
bending elasticity prevents excursions out of the tube:
Eq. (5.5) does not need to be fulfilled for the reptation
model to be applicable, and « can exceed 1. Field-
induced orientation still occurs, though, and at large
enough fields we expect a departure from the linear un-
oriented regime and a field-induced orientation of the
chain. For l@b , length fluctuations are frozen, and one
recovers the BRM asymptotic prediction,

m/m0~N→`!'«25«k
2~ l/b !24. (5.39)

This freezing of length fluctuations occurs only progres-
sively: the longitudinal modulus K does not jump
abruptly to infinity when l5b , but rather scales as
(l/b)2. This implies that the effect of fluctuations on
chain orientation do not disappear abruptly either. Ac-
tually, it was shown by Duke, Semenov, and Viovy
(1992) and Semenov et al. (1995) that the mobility
evolves through several regimes before reaching that
represented by Eq. (5.39). The calculations are rather
cumbersome, and I reproduce here only the results. Fig-
ure 12 represents the full phase diagram of reptation
regimes, in the plane @«k ,(l/b)# , for an arbitrary value
of Nk , larger than 1. The equations of the regimes and
of the transition lines are given in Tables II and III,
respectively, as a function of «, N, and l/b , as well as in
a («k ,Nk) representation (all numerical factors of order
1 are absent, since they are not known in the tight-gel
regime). This diagram shows that the regime of oriented
reptation tends to disappear rapidly in tight gels. For
large values of l/b , it can be recovered only by increas-
ing the field strength dramatically. Probably, the only
experimentally available regimes for l/b.1 are 4, 5, and
6. Regime 7, which corresponds to very high fields and
represents a narrow domain between regimes with a
much weaker field exponent of the mobility (0.4 and 0,
respectively, for regimes 6 and 3), would be very difficult
to observe. This may explain why an E2 dependence of
the mobility, which has been actively sought since its
prediction by the BRM, has never been convincingly ob-
served experimentally. In contrast, a regime with m
;E0.4, consistent with our regime 6, has been observed
by Mitnik, Salomé, et al., 1995, for DNA in entangled
solutions of hydroxypropylcellulose at concentrations

29Note that, for l.b , the electrohydrodynamic and local
force expressions for the driving force are equal at scaling
level. Therefore the expressions provided by Semenov et al.
(1995) for a tight gel are also consistent with an electrohydro-
dynamic treatment.
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FIG. 12. Diagram of the seven dynamic re-
gimes for the mobility of a polyelectrolyte in a
gel, in absolute reduced units. The left part of
the diagram corresponds to flexible chains,
for memory, and the right-hand side to persis-
tent chains (compared with the pore size).
The vertical axis corresponds to increasing
electric fields. The numbers in circles are in-
dexes for the different regimes, described in
Tables II and III. The corresponding expres-
sions for the mobility are given in Table II.
The equations of the transition lines are given
in Table III. Transitions 1/2, 4/5, 4/6, and 4/7
actually depend on N (the dotted line indi-
cates how they would shift for a larger value
of N).
higher than 0.4%. A similar exponent E0.5 was also ob-
served by Magnusdottir, Isamhert, et al. (1998). If we
identify the screening length of this solution with an ef-
fective pore size, as suggested by Grossman and Soane
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 3, July 2000
(1991) and Viovy and Duke, (1993), this would indeed
correspond to a regime l/b.1 and to a confirmation of
the BRF predictions. However, this reduced exponent
may also be a consequence of a field-dependent defor-
TABLE II. Reduced mobility in the seven different regimes displayed in Fig. 12. Columns 2 and 3
represent the scaling predictions (in ‘‘per blob’’ and ‘‘per Kuhn segment’’ reduced units, respectively.
Column 4 contains more detailed predictions when available. The last column gives the type of
migration.

Regime m/m0(« ,N) m/m0(«k ,Nk) Eq. Type

1 (N)21 (3Nk)21(l/b)22 m/m05F~3N!221S 2«

512a«D
2G1/2

unoriented; l,b

2 « «k(l/b)22 m/m05F~3N!221S 2«

512a«D
2G1/2

oriented; l,b

3 1 1 m/m05F~3N!221S 2«

512a«D
2G1/2

saturated

4 (N)21(l/b) (Nk)21
m

m0
5

l

b

1
3N

5
1

3Nk
unoriented; l.b

5 «(l/b)1/2 «k(l/b)23/2 oriented; l.b

6 «2/5(l/b)28/5 «k
2/5(l/b)212/5 oriented; l.b

7 «2 «k
2(l/b)24 oriented; l.b
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mation of the polymer matrix (which is not properly
speaking a gel). An investigation of the mobility of per-
sistent chains in real cross-linked gels of small pore size
would be very interesting and could remove this doubt.
Another conclusion from these studies is that for poly-
electrolytes in tight gels there is not a single scaling vari-
able, playing the same role as N« in more open gels.

We should point out that the possibility of specific
friction between the polyelectrolyte and the gel fibers,
and the enthalpic contributions due to coupling of chain
elasticity with the randomness of the gel, have been to-
tally ignored so far. This assumption, which is reason-
able for flexible chains in a dilute gel (see Viovy and
Duke, 1994, in response to Burlatsky and Deutch, 1993),
becomes questionable when the ratio l/b is large and
when both the gel and the polyelectrolyte become rigid.
For instance, the mobility of rodlike viruses in agarose is
strongly pore-size dependent (Griess and Serwer, 1990).
Retardation due to increasing persistence length has
also been observed in a computer modeling of the mi-
gration of persistent nonlinear bead-spring chains in a
network of obstacles (Guerry et al., 1996). Finally, note
that frictional effects due to polyelectrolyte bending
were investigated by Levene and Zimm (1989) on the
basis of a numerically solved reptation model.

To summarize, the motion of persistent chains in tight
gels appears to be particularly relevant for reptation
models, since the tube constraint in this case is hardly
disputable. This chain motion is also increasingly perti-
nent experimentally. Unfortunately, our level of under-
standing of the tight-gel regime is not as good as for
flexible chains. Analytically, the treatment of the cross-
over zone, in which persistence length and pore size are
of the same order of magnitude, is particularly difficult.
Since small pore sizes also correspond in general to
higher gel concentration and flexibility, additional theo-
retical difficulties related to analyte-gel friction and gel
deformability come into play. These different questions
have not received a thorough examination, and efforts
to better understand this range of pore sizes are very
much needed, in particular, in consideration of its im-
portance for sequencing and capillary electrophoresis.

TABLE III. Equations of the transition lines between the dy-
namic regimes displayed in Fig. 12, in reduced units (per blob
in column 2 and per Kuhn length in column 3.

Transition Transition line Transition line

1/2 N5«21 Nk5«k
21

2/3 «51 «k5(l/b)2

1/4 (l/b)51 l/b51
2/5 (l/b)51 l/b51
4/5 N5«21(l/b)1/2 «k5(Nk)21(l/b)3/2

4/6 N5«22/5(l/b)13/5 «k5(Nk)25/2(l/b)6

4/7 N5«22(l/b) «k5(Nk)21/2(l/b)2

7/3 «51 «k5(l/b)2

5/6 «5(l/b)27/2 «k5(l/b)23/2

6/7 «5(l/b)21 «k5(l/b)
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G. Pulsed-field electrophoresis

The principle of this technique, proposed for the first
time in two famous papers by Schwartz and Cantor
(1984) and Carle and Olson (1984; i.e., two years after
the first publications on biased reptation), amounts to
periodically changing the direction or the orientation of
the electric field. Biased reptation ideas provide a natu-
ral framework for interpreting pulsed-field data, espe-
cially considering direct experimental evidence for a
strong correlation between mobility and orientational
behavior in a pulsed field (Akerman and Jonsson, 1990).
In the previous section, we have shown that long
charged chains in gels orient in the direction of the field
when they reptate. This orientation, however, is only
progressively built up by reptation after the onset of the
field. Therefore, a chain initially oriented at random
starts its motion at a size-dependent velocity and
reaches its steady state, size-independent, velocity only
after a time of the order of the reptation time. Since the
reptation time is itself size dependent, by pulsing the
field at a given frequency, one can discriminate between
‘‘long’’ chains that cannot reach the steady-state velocity
during one period and ‘‘short’’ ones that travel most of
the time at the steady-state velocity.

By increasing by about two orders of magnitude the
size of DNA molecules that could be separated in gel
electrophoresis (Fig. 13), pulsed-field electrophoresis
revolutionized molecular genetics, and bridged the gap
between the genetic mapping and in situ hybridization

FIG. 13. Separation of various DNA standards in pulsed-field
conditions (agarose 1.5%, TBE 0.5X buffer (45 mM tris, 45
mM borate, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.3). This separation was per-
formed in a homemade gel rotation apparatus used at 120°,
pulse duration 60 s. Lanes 1 to 6, from top to bottom, corre-
spond to: 1, 4/Lambda bacteriophage strain c1857S7 48.5 kb
(lane 1 was deliberately overloaded); 2,3,6: chromosomes of
yeast Saccharomyces Cerevisiae strain YPH80 (purchased
from FMC Bioproducts, Rockland, ME). Dark bands (right to
left): band 1 (I): 250 kb; band 2 (VI): 280 kb; band 3 (III): 360
kb; band 4 (IX): 440 kb; band 5 (VIII, V): 600 kb; band 6 (XI):
680 kb; band 7 (X, XIV, II): 790 kb; band 8 (XIII, XVI): 930
kb; band 9 (VII, XV): 1100 kb; band 10 (IV, XII): 1700, 2200
kb; 5/concatemers of Lambda bacteriophage strain c1857S7
(purchased from FMC): (all multiples of 48.5 kb, up to 21).
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techniques previously available,30 having a resolution of
several Mbp, and detailed analyses of small DNA frag-
ments, down to the ultimate single base resolution nec-
essary for sequencing. The implications for molecular
genetic were so important at that time31 that frantic de-
velopments of experimentations around the pulsed-field
electrophoresis principle readily followed Schwartz and
Cantor’s first papers, leading to a large number of vari-
ants. Pulsed-field electrophoresis methods can be classi-
fied into three ‘‘families’’ recalled below in order of de-
creasing technical complexity:

• Crossed-field gel electrophoresis in which at least
two field orientations are used. The first variants of
this kind, using inhomogeneous fields (Carle and
Olson, 1984, 1985; Schwartz and Cantor, 1984; Gar-
diner et al., 1986; Smith and Cantor, 1986, 1987;
Smith et al., 1987), have been gradually abandoned
in favor of the use of two homogeneous electric
fields at a fixed angle (generally around 120°), gen-
erated by a series of electrodes clamped to regu-
lated potentials. This is the clamped homogeneous
electric-field method (CHEF): Chu et al., 1986; Sor,
1987; Vollrath and Davies, 1987; Clark et al., 1988;
Birren et al., 1989). Homogeneous crossed fields
can also be applied to the gel by a mechanical rota-
tion of the gel in a fixed field (Anand, 1986; Serwer,
1987; Southern et al., 1987; Serwer and Hayes,
1989a), or by a mechanical rotation of electrodes at
a fixed potential (Gemmil et al., 1987). Finally,
methods using more than two fields (Bancroft and
Wolk, 1988) in which a crenel-type migration is ob-
tained by applying three different fields, have been
proposed.

• Field-inversion gel electrophoresis methods (Carle
et al., 1986, Carle and Olson, 1987a, 1987b, Turmel
and Lalande, 1988, Crater et al., 1989, Heller and
Pohl, 1989), in which the field alternately applied in
the two directions along a single orientation. One
can distinguish unbiased field-inversion electro-
phoresis (Carle et al., 1986), in which the field am-
plitude is the same in the two directions (but the
durations of the forward and backward pulses are
different, to create a nonzero average field), and
biased field-inversion electrophoresis (Lalande
et al., 1987), in which the forward and backward
pulses have different amplitudes [‘‘Zero-Integrated

30Genetic mapping is based on a statistical analysis of the
traits inherited by the progeny of a pair of individuals: the
probability that two traits of a given parent will be passed
together to a child during sexual reproduction increases when
the distance between the genes coding for this trait in the ge-
nome decreases; In situ hybridization uses the direct observa-
tion by microscopy of fluorescent ‘‘gene labels’’ on condensed
metaphase chromosomes.

31Today, new ‘‘shotgun sequencing’’ strategies and powerful
clone alignment softwares have rendered this technique less
attractive for massive gene analysis projects, but it remains
useful for various applications such as cariotyping of microor-
ganisms or diagnosis of large-scale genetic rearrangement.
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Field’’ or ZIFE (Turmel et al., 1990) is a particular
case of the latter, in which the product of pulse time
by field amplitude just compensates between the
forward and the backward pulses.].

• Intermittent-field methods (Fesjian et al., 1996,
Jamil et al., 1989, Lai et al., 1988) in which the field
is just interrupted periodically.32

The applications of pulsed-field electrophoresis are
now well documented in several reviews, such as those
of Smith and Cantor, 1987, Olson, 1989a, 1989b, Gar-
diner, 1991, Sor, 1992, and textbooks (e.g., Birren and
Lai, 1993, for practical recipes, or Burmeister and Ul-
anovsky, 1992, for more general considerations and
theory). See also a special issue of the review ‘‘Electro-
phoresis’’ (Smith, 1993) dedicated to this subject. The
general phenomenology of pulsed-field electrophoresis
is that it opens a separation window, in which the mobil-
ity of large chains is size dependent. The pulsing period
optimal for separation around a given DNA size N de-
pends on the size and on the electric field E and scales
approximately as (Cantor et al., 1988, Mathew et al.,
1988a, 1988b, 1988c)

topt}N1E21.5;2. (5.40)

In crossed fields, the separation power is good for field
angles above 90° and decreases rather abruptly below
90°. Finally, a spectacular nonmonotonic dependence of
the mobility with size (‘‘band inversion’’), in the vicinity
of the separation region, is observed in unbiased field-
inversion electrophoresis (some band inversion can also
occur in other modes, but with a much lower amplitude).

The equations of the BRM or BRF models, which
have been discussed only in the steady state in previous
sections, can also be solved in the time-dependent re-
gime, in order to describe the progressive evolution of
the orientation for a chain starting in an arbitrary con-
formation, and the various dynamic situations encoun-
tered in pulsed fields. Neglecting logarithmic correc-
tions, the orientation time tor is predicted to be
proportional to the reptation time, i.e., scaling as
NE21H21 (Slater and Noolandi, 1985, 1986a; Viovy,
1989; Heller, Pakleza, and Viovy, 1995; Long and Viovy,
1996, 1997). The size dependence of this orientation
time is at the heart of the pulsed-field method, and a
qualitative picture giving useful scaling predictions can
indeed be gained without detailed calculations (Viovy,
1987a, 1987b).

Let us consider, for example, crossed fields (Fig. 14).
When two fields with the same amplitude E along direc-
tions A and B at an angle f are alternately applied dur-
ing a time tp to a mixture of DNA molecules, the smaller
chains with tor!tp rapidly reach steady-state mobility at
the beginning of each pulse [Fig. 14(c)]: they spend most

32For completeness, we should note that hybrid methods
combining several of these effects (for instance, introducing
field interruptions in crossed-field or field-inversion gel elec-
trophoresis, or field inversion in crossed-field or field-inversion
gel electrophoresis), now very easy to attempt using computer-
controlled apparatuses, have been proposed for specialized ap-
plications (Turmel et al., 1990; Zhang et al., 1991; Birren and
Lai, 1993).
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of the duration of pulse A (resp. B) oriented, and mi-
grate at the steady-state, constant-field velocity vc
(which can be easily derived, in each regime, from the
mobilities given by Table II). The same is true of pulse
B. The macroscopic velocity along the diagonal x is ob-
tained by projecting the zigzag path onto x, that is,

v~ t0r!tp!5vc~E !cos~f/2!'EH2~E !cos~f/2!.
(5.41)

Longer chains with tor@tp do not have enough time to
reorient completely during a single pulse [Fig. 14(b)], so
that their nonlinear behavior is sensitive to the effective
field:

v~ t0r@tp!5vc@Ecos~f/2!#

'Ecos~f/2!H2@Ecos~f/2!# . (5.42)

Therefore there is a drop in mobility at the crossing of
tor5tp which should be of order

rv5
v~ t0r@tp!

v~ t0r!tp!
5

H2@Ecos~f/2!#

H2@E#
. (5.43)

The scaling predictions for tor and for rv are summarized
in Table IV. Pulsed-field effects are expected to be use-
ful in the reptation-with-orientation regimes (2, 5, 6, 7).
The predictions for the optimal pulse time for separating
molecules of a given size N [which should be of order
tor(N ,E)] are in good agreement with the experimental
behavior of duplex DNA in agarose (regime 2), at scal-
ing level. More quantitative predictions for the evolu-
tion of the velocity have been derived analytically, e.g.,
by Slater and Noolandi (1989b; see also Viovy, 1989).

FIG. 14. Different regimes of migration in crossed fields. Bold
lines represent chain conformations at different times t1 and
t2 , while the fine lines represent the tube. (a) Permanent field;
(b) short-pulse regime (tor.tp), for field angles up to 90°. The
chain cannot reorient fully during one pulse; (c) long-pulse
regime (tor,tp), showing the path as a sequence of fully ori-
ented sections; (d) Ratchet migration mechanism for crossed
fields at obtuse angles, when head/tail exchange occurs at the
end of each pulse. Subfigures from top to bottom alternatively
represent the position of the chain at the end of pulses pulling
to the right, then at the end of the next pulse to the left, etc.
Dashed lines are guides for the eye, representing the position
at earlier stages. Straight dot-dashed line represents the direc-
tion of average field.
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These calculations, which take into account the possibil-
ity of backward motion (for an obtuse angle), in which
head and tail exchange at the instant of field alternation,
predicted some further conspicuous qualitative features,
such as a mobility minimum in the vicinity of tor , or
symmetry breaking in the direction of migration. These
features have actually been observed experimentally
[for example, by Akerman and Jonsson (1990), for the
correlation between tor and the mobility minimum, and
Gunderson and Chu (1991) and Gurrieri et al. (1996) for
symmetry-broken migration]. In general, however, the
quantitative comparison with data was disappointing.
For instance, the experimental mobility versus size curve
presents a narrow region of enhanced selectivity, which
is not apparent in analytical predictions, and a larger
drop than predicted. The most troublesome discrepancy
between predictions and experiments, however, is the
behavior of very large chains. The theory suggests that
the separation of arbitrarily large DNA molecules can
be performed by suitably increasing the pulse time. In
practice, however, only chains up to a given size can
penetrate the gel at a given field strength, and the field
must be decreased to separate larger chains (we shall
reconsider this point in Sec. VIII.A.3).

The biased reptation approach to field-inversion elec-
trophoresis, developed by Lalande et al. (1987) and
Viovy (1989), closely follows the one developed for
crossed fields. A drop in mobility around tor is expected
if the forward and backward field amplitudes are differ-
ent. This prediction accounts rather well for the experi-
mental separations of duplex DNA in field-inversion
electrophoresis, when the forward and reverse-field am-
plitudes are different (typically a factor of 2 or more;
Lalande et al., 1987). The scaling of the optimal pulse
time for separation with size and field also seems in
agreement with experiments, in the flexible-chain limit
(regime 2) represented by duplex DNA in agarose (Doi
et al., 1988; Crater et al., 1989; Heller and Pohl, 1989).
Experiments performed more recently at high fields in
entangled polymer solutions, which should correspond
to regime 5, also yielded a scaling close to NE21.2, in
good agreement with the predictions summarized in
Table IV (Heller et al., 1995; Magnusdottir, Isambert
et al., 1998). The interest of field-inversion electrophore-
sis for sequencing (i.e., for the separation of single-
stranded DNA) has also been explored (Brassard et al.,

TABLE IV. Scaling predictions of the biased reptation with
fluctuations (BRF) model for the orientational parameter, ori-
entation time, and velocity ratio, in the different regimes dis-
played in Fig. 12. BRM5biased reptation model.

Regime H2 tor rv

1,4,3 E0 }N3E0, N,N** 0
}N3/2E1, N** ,N,N*

2,5 E1 }NE23/2 @cos(f/2)#1

6 E0.4 }NE26/5 @cos(f/2)#2/5

7 (and BRM) E2 }NE22 @cos(f/2)#2
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1991; Heller and Beck, 1992). In this case, though, the
improvement over duplex DNA is minor, because the
usual sequencing conditions correspond to a weak align-
ment of chains and thus to weak nonlinear effects (N* is
of the order of 1 kb or larger).

Both the biased reptation model and the BRF model,
however, predict that pulsed-field effects should vanish
for field inversion with equal field amplitudes, in striking
contradiction with the well established separation power
of unbiased field-inversion electrophoresis, and with the
strongly non-monotonic dependence of the mobility on
chain length which has been reported in numerous ex-
periments (Carle, Frank, and Olson, 1986; Crater et al.,
1989; Heller and Pohl, 1989; Kobayashi et al., 1990). This
failure of the original biased reptation model to explain
field-inversion results and the renewed interest of biolo-
gists in electrophoresis triggered by large-scale genome
programs were incentives for experimental studies of a
new type, aimed at testing the theoretically proposed
mechanisms of migration at the molecular level.

VI. EXPERIMENTS ON THE MOLECULAR LEVEL

A. Orientation measurements

Following the reptation model’s prediction of molecu-
lar orientation during gel electrophoresis of DNA and
the suggestion that this orientation plays an essential
role in pulsed-field electrophoresis, experimental efforts
have been directed at the quantitative determination of
the alignment of chains under a variety of field condi-
tions. One of the earliest approaches (Holzwarth et al.,
1987) measured the polarization of light emitted by
DNA intercalated with a fluorescent dye, but most cur-
rent studies rely on the strong optical anisotropy of the
double helix itself, which is a result of the disposition of
the bases in planes perpendicular to the axis. After ori-
entation of the chains, one measures either the linear
dichroism (Akerman et al., 1985, 1989; Jonsson et al.,
1988; Magnusdottir et al., 1994; Akerman, 1996a, 1996b)
or the electric birefringence (Stellwagen, 1985, 1988;
Sturm and Weill, 1989; Wang and Chu, 1989; Mayer,
Strum, et al., 1991, 1993) of a gel loaded with DNA.
These techniques are sensitive to the difference in the
absorption (for dichroism) or in the refraction (for bire-
fringence) of light polarized in directions parallel and
perpendicular to the field direction. In these experi-
ments, attention has been paid to the steady-state value
of the orientation, to its response to sudden changes in
the applied field, and to the way the orientation relaxes
when the field is switched off. A thorough review of
early studies of DNA orientation in gel electrophoresis
can be found in Norden et al., 1991.

The response of relaxed chains when a field is sud-
denly turned on is probably the most striking result of
these studies. The characteristics of this behavior have
been examined in great detail (Holzwarth et al., 1987;
Akerman et al., 1989; Sturm and Weill, 1989; Norden
et al., 1991; Magnusdottir et al., 1994): The orientation
signal rises from zero and displays an overshoot, usually
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followed by a small undershoot, or even several damped
oscillations, before attaining the steady-state value. The
relative size of the overshoot increases with chain length
and with field strength. The orientation time, i.e., the
time taken to reach the overshoot, increases approxi-
mately linearly with chain length and decreases approxi-
mately inversely with field strength. The preeminent
role of reorientation in pulsed-field techniques is empha-
sized by the observation that the switch time that gives
good resolution of fragments scales with molecular size
and field strength in the same way (Birren et al., 1988;
Heller and Pohl, 1989; Akerman and Jonsson, 1990).
Reptation models indeed predicted an orientation, but
no overshoot. They also predicted an orientation inde-
pendent of chain length, in disagreement with the obser-
vations (Holzwarth et al., 1987; Jonsson et al., 1988).
Similar effects were also observed in the birefringence
of DNA in a biased sinusoidal electric field, and could
be correlated to size fractionation in this mode of field-
inversion electrophoresis (Starchev et al., 1996).

A clue to the origin of this discrepancy is provided by
studies of the relaxation of the orientation when the
field is turned off (Stellwagen, 1988; Sturm and Weill,
1989). The decay has two components, one fast, and the
other slow. The rapid process, which is highly non-
exponential, is responsible for the major part of the re-
laxation for long molecules. The slow process is expo-
nential, with a rate that decreases with the cube of the
molecular size, in accordance with the gradual random-
ization of an oriented tube by Brownian reptation. The
slow component could be reconciled with reptation in an
oriented tube [Eq. (5.3)] but not the fast one.

These results were quite strong evidence against the
fixed-tube-length hypothesis, and they argued in favor of
a search for analytical and numerical models more real-
istic than the original biased reptation model (see Sec.
VII). Around the time these improved reptation models
were proposed, however, a technical development made
possible perhaps the most sensational advance in DNA
electrophoresis after the invention of sequencing and of
pulsed-field electrophoresis.

B. Watching the real thing happen: Videomicroscopy

Imaging techniques allowing real-time observation of
DNA molecules as they moved under an optical micro-
scope and recording of the images on video tape for
detailed study were initially developed by Yanagida
et al. (1983). They were applied to DNA electrophoresis
simultaneously by Smith et al. (1989) and Schwartz and
Koval (1989). These authors published striking images
of the behavior of DNA chains in continuous and pulsed
fields, soon followed by others (see, in particular, Gur-
rieri et al., 1990, 1996). These videomicroscopy observa-
tions have provided the most direct experimental evi-
dence of the motion of DNA in gel electrophoresis.

When a field is suddenly applied to a set of chains in
thermal equilibrium, they extend both ends to form a
narrow U-shaped conformation, which, after a pro-
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tracted tug of war between the two arms, resolves into
an oriented configuration. During migration in constant
field, fragments of l bacteriophage DNA, of size 48.5
kbp, display a cyclic motion, with frequency strong con-
tractions that usually lead to the formation of U-shape
configurations. These configurations are actually very
similar to those predicted two years earlier (Deutsch,
1987) in pioneering computer simulations of a flexible
chain among obstacles (see Sec. VII.A).33 When the
field is turned off, chains that are in U-shaped or ori-
ented configurations contract rather rapidly to a globule;
the same occurs when the field is suddenly reversed, al-
though more rapidly. For large fragments, however,
compact conformations never occur, and chains seem to
move in a curvilinear manner reminiscent of reptation.
Major differences from the original reptation model re-
main, however: the tube length is certainly not constant,
and the leading end is generally the brightest part of the
molecule, suggesting that the DNA density along the
tube is uneven. Even more strikingly, one can see loops
of the chain branching off the main tube and growing in
the field, and others retracting.

These studies also provided valuable insights into the
mechanism of electrophoresis in crossed fields. When a
chain is aligned in one direction by the field, and the
field is turned by 90° (Fig. 15), reorientation does not
occur from one end, as anticipated in the reptation
model: in general, several loops protruding from the ini-
tial tube start to grow and, after a rather confused com-
petition, one of these loops wins and the chain finally

33Note that this process for the creation of U shapes by ex-
tension, starting from a collapsed state, is different from the
one proposed in the tube model of Noolandi et al. (1987), in
which the U shapes are expected to arise from random fluc-
tuations of the tube orientation.

FIG. 15. Evolution of a T2 molecule (160 kb) subjected to an
electric field in the vertical direction starting at time 0, after
having been aligned in the horizontal direction. Bar54 mi-
crons. The molecule does not move as a whole, reflecting the
existence of topological (tube) constraints. However, several
loops along the path start to grow in (B) and (C). The number
of loops progressively decreases, at the same time as the length
of the loops increases. Finally, the chain ends up in a G shape,
before becoming fully aligned in the field and retracting to a
conformation comparable to state A, but aligned in the vertical
direction (these last two steps are not shown in this sequence).
Reprinted with permission from Gurrieri et al., 1990.
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retracts significantly. This process was anticipated by
Deutsch (1987, 1988) in light of his computer simula-
tions. The behavior of large DNA was later observed in
various pulsed-field situations. At first, these observa-
tions were rather qualitative. More quantitative studies
now exist (Matsumoto et al., 1992; Masabuchi et al.,
1993, 1996; Oana et al., 1994; Larsson and Akerman,
1995; Larsson, 1995; Gurrieri et al., 1996), but even the
first qualitative studies provided direct evidence strong
enough to motivate a thorough rethinking of theoretical
ideas. In particular, they suggested that a generalized
tube model, incorporating internal modes that allow the
chain to extend and contract, might be a good represen-
tation of the motion of DNA in gel electrophoresis.
They also revealed that the formation of loops branch-
ing out of the tube had to be taken into account. These
loops, currently called hernias, seem to occur only above
a certain field threshold (Akerman, 1996b; see also
theory in Long and Viovy, 1996), resolving to a large
extent the controversy raised by Deutsch’s simulations:
At low fields, loops are rare, and the linear tube model
should be valid, but at high fields these loops cannot be
ignored. The situation commonly encountered in pulsed-
field electrophoresis corresponds to the high-field case
described above, thereby explaining why the reptation
model was not very successful in its attempts to describe
pulsed-field electrophoresis quantitatively. Rather strik-
ingly, however, the latest videomicroscopy studies (Gur-
rieri et al., 1996), did show that in some cases, such as
pulsed fields at an obtuse angle (the most common mode
of pulsed fields) the reorientation behavior is actually
dominated by a ‘‘ratchet’’ mechanism in which head-tail
exchange leads to a reversal in direction of migration, as
anticipated very early by Southern et al. (1987) and stud-
ied in more detail by Viovy (1989) and Slater and Nool-
andi (1989). In this case, as in the constant-field regime,
and in contrast with field inversion, hernias affect the
predictions quantitatively and not qualitatively.

In complement to orientation studies and videomi-
croscopy at the single-molecule level, detailed informa-
tion on the average motion of monodisperse populations
of DNA molecules with high time and space resolution
(typically 1s and submicrometer) were also obtained by
the Holzwarth group.34

VII. BEYOND BIASED REPTATION: MODELS FOR
MIGRATION IN HIGH FIELDS

Discrepancies between videomicroscopy experiments
and the predictions of the biased reptation model (pres-
ence of an orientation overshoot and of hernias, mobil-
ity minimum in field inversion) are actually not so sur-
prising, considering that the electric fields of ;5–10
V/cm at which most of these experiments are performed
(as are most agarose gel electrophoresis separations ex-
cept pulsed-field electrophoresis separations of Mb

34See, for example, Whitcomb and Holzwarth, 1990; Howard
and Holzwarth, 1992; Keiner and Holzwarth, 1992; Neitzey
et al., 1993, 1995; Hutson et al., 1995; Platt and Holzwarth,
1998.
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DNA) correspond for duplex DNA to reduced fields «
of order 1 (see Sec. V.C.2), i.e., to high-field conditions
in which the tube constraint [Eq. (5.5)] may be violated.
Orientation and videomicroscopy experiments were
both a strong incentive and a powerful guide in the
search for new models. These models generally rely
heavily on computer simulations, due to the need to ac-
count for numerous degrees of freedom and to the im-
possibility of using near-equilibrium expansions.

A. Direct simulations of a chain in an array of obstacles

The most direct type of simulation of DNA electro-
phoresis (Olvera de la Cruz et al., 1986; Deutsch, 1987,
1988; Deutsch and Madden, 1989; Shaffer and Olvera de
la Cruz, 1989) does not impose the constraint of a tube
and so avoids the main assumptions inherent in the bi-
ased reptation model. Instead, it places a test chain,
made of charged beads connected by either freely
hinged links or springs, in an array of obstacles and sets
up systems of equations for the motion of each bead,
taking into account the electric force, the chain tension,
and thermal noise. These equations are solved numeri-
cally with the condition that the chain may never pen-
etrate the obstacles. To reduce computing time, most of
the simulations to date have been performed in two di-
mensions. It is indeed reasonable to assume that 2D
chains in an array of pointlike obstacles will obey essen-
tially the same qualitative physics as 3D chains in an
array of connected linear obstacles. [Some 3D simula-
tions, such as those of Norden et al. (1991), and electro-
phoresis experiments performed in quasi 2D geometry
(Volkmuth et al., 1992) seem to confirm this expecta-
tion.]

The first simulations of this type (Olvera de la Cruz
et al., 1986) used harmonic entropic springs to simulate
the chain, and a Monte Carlo algorithm. In relatively
high fields, this choice led to artificially large extensions
of the chain (the length of an harmonic chain can extend
to infinity in a strong field) and also to artificial trapping
effects due to the discrete nature of the Monte Carlo
algorithm. These difficulties were analyzed by Deutsch,
who proposed more realistic simulations based on a
freely jointed chain and a set of 3D Langevin equations,

j
]ri

]t
5t i~ri112ri!2t i21~ri2ri21!1qE1Fi1Bi ,

(7.1)

where ri is the position of bead i, t i is the tension be-
tween beads i and i11, q is the bead charge, Fi is the
interaction potential between the bead and the ob-
stacles, and B is the random (Brownian) force. The
choice of a freely jointed chain avoids problems with
spring extension. It imposes, however, a self-consistent
calculation of the tensions at each step, to comply with
the condition

~ri112ri!
25l2 . (7.2)
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This requires a number of steps of order only N. To
avoid divergences at extreme fields and crossing of ob-
stacles, Deutsch represented the gel by discs with a di-
ameter larger than l and combined a hard-core and a
soft-core repulsion of finite width.35

Simulations of these 2D chains in a continuous field
(Deutsch, 1987, 1988, Deutsch and Reger, 1991; Deutsch
and Madden, 1989) yielded cyclic motions at odds with
the reptation ‘‘credo’’ of that time and actually very
similar to the types of motion that were to be discovered
two years later by videomicroscopic studies of agarose
gel electrophoresis of l phage (see Sec. VI.B) and by
Monte Carlo simulations (Fig. 17 below). In view of the
apparent success of the biased reptation model at ex-
plaining the saturation of mobility in constant fields, this
completely different picture was rather startling. But nu-
merical results indicated that in this model, too, the mo-
bility becomes independent of chain length at high mo-
lecular weight. Since fragments of different size cycle in
distinct manners, a theoretical explanation of this fea-
ture was less evident. This picture also provided a quali-
tative explanation of two results that the biased repta-
tion model failed to address. First, the anomalous
mobility in field-inversion electrophoresis can be inter-
preted as a resonance effect (Deutsch, 1989): when the
pulsing frequency is comparable with the natural cycle
frequency the molecule has a tendency to oscillate be-
tween U-shaped and compact configurations without
progressing. This causes a reduction in the mobility. Sec-
ond, since the molecules are all initially in random-coil
configurations, they start with their cycles in phase and
begin to orient in unison. This explains why the orienta-
tion at the onset of the field presents an overshoot, since
the chain orientation is maximum in the U-shaped con-
figuration. The orientation peak corresponds to the mo-
ment when the majority of chains forms oriented con-
figurations. As time progresses, randomness causes the
cycles of different molecules to become uncorrelated
and the orientation signal settles at the steady-state
value, which is the average over many cycles. Last but
not least, Deutsch’s prediction of cyclic ‘‘geometration’’
motions were confirmed by videomicroscopy studies of
the migration of DNA in agarose, at field strengths of
about 10 V/cm, i.e., strengths comparable to those used
in gel electrophoresis. Further direct comparison of ori-
entation time constants with the distribution of cycle du-
rations measured by microscopy (Larsson and Akerman,
1995) confirmed Deutsch’s interpretation of the orienta-
tion overshoot.

On mechanistic grounds, Deutsch (1988) and Deutsch
and Madden (1989) suggested that the field could draw

35Simulations of chains in arrays of obstacles have also been
performed on 2D lattice chains (see for example, Kremer,
1988; Batoulis et al., 1989) by a Monte Carlo method. These
simulations avoid the ‘‘pathological’’ extensions of Olvera de
la Cruz (1986), but they remain limited to rather low fields by
both computational time and the problems raised by Monte
Carlo simulations for systems far from equilibrium.
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loops of the molecule out of the tube to form long sec-
tions where the chain is doubled up. These simulations,
then, directly challenged the validity of the tube picture
for electrophoresis. Application of the model to crossed-
field electrophoresis (Madden and Deutsch, 1991) also
stressed the importance of loops or hernias, but here the
simulations were restricted by the relatively time-
consuming nature of the algorithm to chains smaller
than 50 kbp (shorter than those most relevant for
pulsed-field electrophoresis), and to relatively high fields
(corresponding to «.1). To avoid this problem, several
groups tried to salvage the principle of one-dimensional
motion for its analytical and computational simplicity,
and at the same time allow for arbitrarily large varia-
tions in tube size.

B. Tube models with internal modes of arbitrary
amplitude

1. Lakes-straits model

The lakes-straits model, proposed by Zimm in 1988
(see also Zimm, 1991) was the first one to bridge the gap
between the biased reptation model and the direct com-
puter simulations of chains among obstacles briefly de-
scribed just above. It conveyed important new physical
ideas and remains a milestone in our understanding of
gel electrophoresis in strong fields.

In this model, the polyelectrolyte chain is assumed to
occupy a sequence of large pores or lakes, connected by
narrower straits. Motion proceeds by exchange of chain
segments between different lakes across the straits join-
ing them. It remains a tube model, in the sense that
obstacles are gathered into a one-dimensional series of
topologically constraining objects (here, the straits) and
that the detailed arrangement of these obstacles can be
ignored (it can actually be viewed as a biased version of
the ‘‘slip-link’’ model introduced by Doi and Edwards in
1986).

Assuming that the chain portion contained in a lake is
in thermal equilibrium, and neglecting excluded-volume
interactions, the free energy of this chain portion (of
entropic origin) can be calculated using the classical
theory of entropic elasticity. In the Gaussian limit, the
expression is

S5k lnFCnS 3
2pnb2D 3/2

expS 2
3b2

2nl2D G , (7.3)

where l is the Kuhn length and b is the size of the lakes
(more precisely, the distance between the incoming and
the outgoing strait), in analogy with the notations cho-
sen earlier for the tube model. When a length dl of chain
is pulled from one lake, the entropic free energy changes
by TdS. Therefore the tension exerted by the chain por-
tion in the lake on the portion in the strait can be de-
rived:

f i5T
dSi

bdni
5

3kT

2nil
S b2

nil
221 D1

kT

l
ln C , (7.4)
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where i is the lake index. In Zimm’s articles, the con-
stant C is set equal to 1, based on the argument that
dynamics are related only to differences between
tensions.36 Equation (7.4) presents the usual ‘‘pathologi-
cal’’ behavior of the Gaussian approximation for strong
forces, i.e., it allows a divergence of the chain size. To
correct for this problem, which is relevant to the electro-
phoresis of long polyelectrolytes (Olvera de la Cruz
et al., 1986), Zimm subsequently replaced Eq. (7.4) in
his computer simulations by a truncated empirical for-
mula interpolating towards the Rayleigh (1919) result
for a finite random flight.37 The current of segments be-
tween lakes, Ji , is then calculated by a balance of elec-
tric forces, entropic forces, and Brownian forces:

Ji5
~xi112xi!F

lbj
1

f i112f i

bj
1Bi , (7.5)

where xi is the position (in the direction of the field) of
the center of lake i, F is a field-dependent constant rep-
resenting the electric force on the segment in the strait
(note that the force on the segments in the lakes is not
taken into account), and Bi is a local Brownian force. In
the low-field limit, assuming that the current across all
straits is equal (i.e., neglecting internal modes of the
tube) and summing up all Eqs. (7.5), the model can be
solved analytically, and the biased reptation model re-
sult is recovered. It is not in this limit however, that the
lakes-straits model is the most interesting. For large
fields, Zimm (1988) could describe the behavior of the
velocity in field inversion and the transient evolution of
the orientation. Since other models with comparable
physical ingredients were proposed shortly after the
lakes-straits model, for the sake of economy Zimm’s re-
sults will be discussed together with these other models
in Sec. VII.B.3.38

36Actually, this is more subtle than it may appear at first sight.
In the slip-link model of Doi and Edwards, an entropic tension
must be applied on the end blobs, to account from the fact that
they have more degrees of freedom (they can orient in 3D)
than the in-tube blobs that are constrained to follow the tube
axis. Without this end force, the chain would collapse into one
single pore. Equation (7.4), in contrast, leads to a null force
when the equilibrium average end-to-end distance of the chain
portion contained in the lake is equal to the lake size. So, in
some sense, it contains the Doi-Edwards end force built in.
This is because the free-energy minimization of Zimm is per-
formed on a single lake (implicitly assuming an infinite bath of
segments all contained in lakes around it), whereas Doi and
Edwards considered the total free energy of a finite chain. This
point is discussed in detail by Loomans et al. (1995).

37Other choices, such as the inverse Langevin function, would
probably lead to similar results (see Flory, 1969).

38Another model, based on an anharmonic chain of springs in
a tube, was proposed by Noolandi et al. (1989). The results are
actually very similar to those of the lakes-straits model, sug-
gesting that the use of lakes or of a continuous tube is more a
question of computational convenience than a physically sig-
nificant difference.
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2. Repton model

The biased repton model (Duke, 1989) is based on a
rather different strategy for taking into account internal
modes, originally proposed by Rubinstein (1987) for en-
tangled polymers. The chain [Fig. 16(a)] is represented
as a series of segments (reptons) that can be either col-
lapsed (slack) or fully extended (taut) [Fig. 16(b)]. The
slack reptons play the role of ‘‘stored length’’ or defects
in the original de Gennes reptation model. The confor-
mation of the chain in the tube can be mapped onto an
Ising model (e.g., with spin 0 for slack and 1 for taut).
The dynamics are simulated by random exchanges of
spins, taking into account the potential energy of the
reptons in the external field and following a Monte
Carlo algorithm based on local detailed balance. One
can see an example of this mapping in Fig. 16(c). The
allowed moves are marked by arrows. Special treatment
is reserved for the ends, which possess more degrees of
freedom. Actually, the end reptons can be viewed as

FIG. 16. Schematic representation of the simplification steps
leading to the repton model: (a) flexible chain in a model array
of obstacles; (b) ‘‘all-or-nothing’’ representation of stored
length in the pores; (c) binary repton mapping. Reprinted with
permission from Duke, 1990a.
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being in equilibrium with an infinite thermal bath of ze-
ros and ones. The relative proportion of slack and taut
segments in the reservoir imposes the equilibrium de-
gree of stretching of the chain (since stored length can
change only at the chain ends). In the simulations, it is
tuned to represent at best the actual ratio of pore size to
Kuhn length, i.e., the length stored in the tube at equi-
librium. This mapping to a binary problem is a minimal-
ist approach to internal modes, but it was nevertheless
expected to retain the correct dynamics of modes larger
than the pore size. It makes the model very efficient
from a computational point of view, since it reduces to a
minimum the number of calculations to be done in float-
ing point (indeed, the longest part of the calculation is
the choice of random numbers). Simulations of the rep-
ton model have been applied by Duke (1989, 1990a,
1990b) to electrophoresis at moderate fields, in the
constant-field and field-inversion modes.

3. Results of tube models with internal modes

The different studies recalled in Secs. VII.B.1 and
VII.B.2 emphasized different aspects of the polyelectro-
lyte dynamics, but overall they provided a very consis-
tent and unified picture. Therefore I present here a syn-
thesis of the results obtained by Zimm (1988), Noolandi
et al. (1989), and Duke (1989, 1990a, 1990b).

As far as the constant-field mobility was concerned,
the main predictions of the BRF model were recovered.
Indeed, the E1 dependence of the mobility versus elec-
tric field was reported by Duke (1990a) prior to the ana-
lytical development of the BRF model, but it was at that
time interpreted as a crossover effect. The band inver-
sion predicted by both BRM and BRF was also recov-
ered. At a molecular level, though, models with internal
modes yield cycling motion of molecules in a continuous
field. The amplitude of these motions is less pronounced
than in the direct simulations (Deutsch, 1987, 1988), but
both bunching of the chain and very substantial tube-
length fluctuations are observed, and frequently induce
the molecules to take up hook-shaped configurations
(Fig. 17). As a result, the chains are, on average,
stretched within the tube and the degree of stretching
increases with molecular size (Noolandi et al., 1989;
Duke, 1990a). This accounts for the dependence of the
steady-state orientation on chain length. In fact, for
large molecules, the greater degree of alignment caused
by chain extension is responsible for the major part of
the orientation signal, a feature which also explains re-
laxation after the field is switched off (Sturm and Weill,
1989; Mayer, Sturm, et al., 1991, 1993). The fast decay is
due to relaxation of the internal modes as the chain con-
tracts in the tube, while the subsequent slow decay fol-
lows the molecule’s reptative escape from the oriented
tube into a new, random one (Duke, 1990b).

An overshoot at field onset or field reversal was also
observed in the simulations, and it could be attributed to
a correlated stretching of chains very similar to that pro-
posed by Deutsch (Sec. VII.A). The simulations dis-
played the same variation of the overshoot time with
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chain length and field strength as observed experimen-
tally, although the amplitude of the overshoot was some-
what smaller.

Finally, these models also provided explanations of
the anomalous mobility in field-inversion electrophore-
sis which were qualitatively similar to Deutsch’s descrip-
tion. The reduction in mobility occurs when the pulse
time is close to the orientation time. It is caused by the
occurrence of field cycles during which the molecule
makes no progress (Zimm, 1988; Duke, 1989). The
mechanism is as follows: Starting from a compact state,
the chains extend during the longer, forward pulse to
form a U-shaped configuration, but do not have time to
pull free into a fully oriented tube before the field is
reversed. Because of tension accumulated along the
chain, the field switch causes a recoil of the molecule
down the arms of the U, which is faster than the elon-
gation. Therefore, at the end of the short, reverse pulse,
the chain is once more in a compact state. During an
individual field cycle, the chain does not migrate, but
merely changes configuration. Clearly, this mechanism is
rather sensitive to the ratio of forward and backward
pulse times, with the most significant effect occurring
when this is equal to the ratio of the extension and recoil
times. Such a sensitivity is borne out experimentally
(Heller and Pohl, 1989), where a pulse ratio of 3:1 gives
superior separations than higher or lower values.

A comparison of these results with those of direct
simulations shows that the internal modes of the mol-
ecule in the tube, as well as the extension and recoil of
the chain according to the field direction, are primarily
responsible for the nonmonotonic mobility in field-
inversion electrophoresis. Nonreptative loop formation
may amplify this behavior, but it is not the origin of the
effect.

C. Critique of modified tube models

In summary, the three models called here ‘‘tube mod-
els with internal modes’’ confirmed the initial suggestion

FIG. 17. Simulation of the migration of a 100-kbp molecule in
a constant electric field. The gel fibers constrain the chain’s
motion: (a) The molecule is initially oriented along the field
direction (arrowed); (b) it starts to bunch at the head and a
hernia begins to grow; (c) the hernia unravels to leave the
molecule stretched in a U-shaped conformation; (d) the chain
slides like a rope around a pulley; (e) the molecule is once
again oriented. After Duke, 1989.
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by Deutsch that large fluctuations of internal modes
were essential to an understanding of gel electrophoresis
at relatively high fields. They also showed that these fea-
tures could be included in a tubelike representation,
while keeping an apparently good level of realism. This
is much less time-consuming than the direct approach of
Deutsch, because the details of the dynamics inside one
pore, which consume most of the computer time in di-
rect simulations, are ignored, and also because interac-
tions with obstacles are built into the 1D nature of the
problem.

These models also in some sense bridge at least part
of the gap existing between direct simulations and the
oversimplified reptation approaches presented so far,
and offer hope for further analytical progress and gen-
eral predictions.

The lakes-straits, 1D Langevin, and repton models
present specific difficulties and advantages:

• From a computational point of view, the management
of time steps in numerical versions of the lakes-straits
model is rather delicate [as in all models involving
bonded continuous potentials, such as those of Nool-
andi et al. (1989) or Deutsch (1987, 1988)] and is a
major limitation to the range of chain sizes that can be
simulated in these models.

• As discussed by Zimm (1991), the evaluation of effec-
tive friction coefficients in the lakes-straits model in-
volves some assumptions and may be rather delicate.

• In the lakes-straits model, only the electric force on
the segments in the straits has been taken into ac-
count. Forces are exerted on segments in the lakes
too, and it is not obvious that they should play no role,
in particular in the case of strong fields.

• The confinement due to the lake ‘‘walls’’ was not
taken into account in Zimm’s treatment of the lakes-
straits model. This question was reconsidered recently
by Loomans et al. (1995) and Disch et al. (1996).
These authors showed that changes in the details of
the confinement could affect the mobility significantly
but apparently do not affect the qualitative conclu-
sions of the model.

• Finally, it is worth mentioning that, in order to save
computational time, the Brownian contribution to ex-
change between lakes in the lakes-straits model were
ignored, except at end lakes and branching lakes. I
suspect that this amounts to freezing the fast part of
length fluctuations, which is important for deriving the
correct mobility in the low-field limit (Duke, Se-
menov, and Viovy, 1992). To my knowledge, however,
the dependence of the mobility upon field in the
lakes-straits model has not been worked out in detail,
so it is not clear at present whether this approximation
is a source of problems. In any case, it is not intrinsic
to the model and could be removed from further
simulations (at the expense of a longer computing
time).

• On the positive side, the lakes-straits model provides
the most natural framework for investigating the ef-
fect of pore-size fluctuations, and the inclusion of hy-
drodynamic interactions (see Sec. II.F). To my knowl-
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edge these possibilities have not yet been explored.
• The 1D Langevin approach raises less delicate ques-

tions, but this is at the expense of a significant loss of
physical insight, since the difficulties mentioned above
are not really solved but simply ignored by the as-
sumption of a uniform tube.

• The repton model presents two advantages over the
two previous models: its computational simplicity, and
the connection it allows with a large corpus of earlier
theoretical work based on the Ising model, in the area
of phase transitions and critical phenomena. These
two reasons are probably responsible for the attention
it has received in the past few years. Indeed, after the
first three articles by Duke mentioned above, work
based on the biased repton model diverged into two
streams. The first, under the impulse of Widom, van
Leeuwen, and others, was a thorough theoretical
physics investigation of the model in its purest math-
ematical form. The second, driven by Duke and
Viovy, was more interested in practical applications
and consisted in modifications of the model aimed at
making it more realistic for the high-field conditions
in which pulsed-field experiments are performed. The
price to pay was a partial sacrifice of the mathematical
simplicity of the original model.

• For long chains and high fields, however, the repton
model shares with standard Monte Carlo approaches
a major conceptual difficulty, discussed by Deutsch
and Madden (1989). In the Monte Carlo method in
general, motion can only occur by finite-size steps. In
the repton model, if a chain adopts a U-shaped con-
formation, for instance, as represented in Fig. 17, pas-
sage of a repton from one side of the U to the other
corresponds to the crossing of a potential energy bar-
rier. The height of this barrier increases with both
chain size and field, and yields a mobility that artifi-
cially decays exponentially to 0 (as reported by Olvera
de la Cruz, 1986). Therefore standard Monte Carlo
simulations should never be used to describe systems
involving free-energy differences significantly larger
than kT. This limitation of Monte Carlo simulation
was overcome by Duke and Viovy (1992a, 1992b), as
we shall now see.

D. Branched tube simulations and nonlocal Monte Carlo

1. Principle and predictions for constant field

Following the observation by videomicroscopy of loop
formation during electrophoresis at relatively high fields
several tube models with internal modes were general-
ized in order to account for such tube branching.

In a second version of the lakes-straits model (Zimm,
1991), branching was included by the possibility of over-
flow out of an internal lake (i.e., a lake anywhere along
the chain path, rather than an end lake), resulting in the
development of a lateral loop. A general formula for the
rate of such overflows (as a function of segment density
in the lake) was calculated using a Kramers (1940)
reaction-path approach and included in the simulations.
A rather similar model was proposed in parallel by
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 3, July 2000
Smith et al. (1991). The general features of the linear-
tube version were recovered, with the following differ-
ences:

(a) The conformations of the chains looked very dif-
ferent, with a significant number of loops branching off
the tube and pointing in the field direction.

(b) The overshoot and the mobility minimum in field-
inversion electrophoresis were enhanced, in better
agreement with experiment, suggesting that the pres-
ence of loops favors the formation of U shapes.

The most detailed numerical study allowing for the
formation of branched tubes was proposed in a series of
articles by Duke et al. (1992a, 1992b, 1994; Hutson et al.,
1995; Neitzey et al., 1995). Branching is included in a
manner comparable to that in the lakes-straits model. A
pair of slack reptons is allowed to exchange into a pair
of taut segments (pointing in a new direction chosen at
random), with an entropic penalty [see Fig. 18(c)]. Be-
fore applying this generalized model to the large-fields/
long-chains case in which loops or hernias are actually
relevant, however, the intrinsic failure of the Monte
Carlo approach for high fields had to be cured. This was
done by introducing the concept of nonlocal Monte
Carlo.39

One can remark that, in real situations, a taut section
of chain is able to slide bodily along its contour under
the action of tension or of an electric force, if it is fol-
lowed by a defect [see Fig. 18(a) where such a taut seg-
ment is shown moving to the right]. After some time, the
taut segment has moved over a distance b, the defect has
disappeared, and a new defect has been created at a
remote distance. This is equivalent to long-range hop-
ping of the defect (the hopping distance along the chain
can be arbitrarily long, making the algorithm nonlocal,

39A related model, also based on the repton model and in-
cluding the possibility of branching, was proposed by Deutsch
and Reger (1991). This model, however, presented some prob-
lems of consistency between the low-field and high-field limits
and has not been compared with experiments as thoroughly as
Duke’s. Therefore I shall restrict the present discussion to the
model of Duke et al.

FIG. 18. Move rules used in the nonlocal repton model (Duke
and Viovy, 1992b); (a) slippage of taut segments along the
tube; (b) possible defect jumps along a taut chain portion; (c)
creation of a tube branch (hernia) by annihilation of two de-
fects (slack segments).
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in contrast with conventional Monte Carlo in which hop-
ping can occur on neighboring sites only). The problem
now is to derive the correct hopping rate, i.e., the one
that yields, in the long-time limit, the same result as the
continuous Langevin equation. This is done using the
same method as for analyzing reputation steps in the
biased reptation model (Slater and Noolandi, 1986a, fol-
lowing Feller, 1968), i.e., calculating the mean passage
time and the probability of jumps forward and backward
for a particle diffusing between two potential barriers:

H t065F tanh g

g Gtb

p65@11exp~72g!#21.

(7.6)

Here the bias between up-field and down-field jump
probabilities, p, just reflects the Boltzmann weight, and
t0 reflects the overall enhancement of the jump rate (for
small fields, it is similar to tb , and at large fields it be-
comes linear with E, as the overall drift). The bias g is
given by the end-to end projection of the sliding section
of size x (g5«x/b).

Combining the jump time and the hopping probability
[Eq. (7.6)], one derives the hopping rate

r~n ,x !5
1

ntb

g

@12exp~2g!#
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Hopping events over different ranges have probabilities
that depend on the range (longer hops are less favored
due to friction) and on the energy gain/loss due to the
hopping.

FIG. 19. Successive snapshots of the conformation of a 1000-
repton DNA molecule (corresponding to 1 Mb in 1% agarose)
under constant field («51), modeled using the nonlocal rep-
ton model. On the right, state c is laterally expanded for easier
visualization. The scale bar represents 100 pores. From Duke
and Viovy, 1992a.
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This algorithm is no longer plagued by spurious po-
tential barriers, since the transmission of tension over
arbitrarily long distances along the chain, a property of
the real polyelectrolyte, is built into Eq. (7.7). It is also
much faster than simulations based on the Langevin
equation. The discrete nature of the simulation reduces
dramatically the number of calculations on real num-
bers, and in addition the long-range hopping ‘‘trick’’
precludes the need for short time steps in highly
stretched conformations. The nonlocal repton model al-
lowed the simulation of very large chains, in the Mb
range, and detailed comparisons with videomicroscopy

FIG. 20. Time sequence of the configurations of a N5600
chain during field-inversion electrophoresis: (a) pulse ratio 3:1
and forward pulse time 3000 computer units, corresponding to
the mobility minimum; (b) forward/reverse ratio of 3:2 and
6000 units, corresponding to maximum mobility. From Duke
and Viovy, 1992b.
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FIG. 21. Successive snapshots
of the conformation of a 1000-
repton DNA molecule during a
single pulse in pulsed-field elec-
trophoresis («51). Switch time
6000 units, corresponding to the
separation domain. Top row,
90°, bottom row, 120°. The
scale bar represents 100 pores.
From Duke and Viovy, 1992b.
studies and mobility measurements.
First, these simulations provided a clarification of

chain motion in continuous fields, demonstrating that
the cyclic motion revealed by the direct simulations of
Deutsch (1987, 1988) occurs only in an intermediate-size
regime (Duke and Viovy, 1992a, 1992b). Longer chains,
in the Mb range, adopt configurations in which the main
tube is oriented, but hernias (also aligned with the field)
branch off it at intervals (Fig. 19). The overall motion is
similar to biased reptation, but with a ‘‘renormalized’’
tube that fluctuates widely in length as individual her-
nias unwind at the tail end. Branched configurations of
megabase DNA have actually been observed in
videomicroscopy experiments. The cycling motion of
shorter fragments corresponds to the case in which the
chain is not long enough to support the growth of many
hernias at the same time. The behavior observed in
field-inversion electrophoresis resembles closely that de-
scribed by Zimm (1991): the effect of tube excursions is
to accentuate the anomalous dip in the mobility by in-
creasing the probability that U-shaped configurations
will be generated (Fig. 20).

2. Application to pulsed fields

It is in crossed fields, however, that hernias play the
most unexpected role (Fig. 21): the way that they help to
reorient the molecule explains why the resolution does
not vary gradually with field angle, but improves sharply
above 90° and remains even for a wide range of obtuse
settings. Simulations have shown (Duke and Viovy,
1992a) that when the pulse time is equal to the molecu-
lar reorientation time the chains typically alternate be-
tween U-shaped conformations aligned along the differ-
ent field directions. When the fields are orthogonal, the
U is broad based and the chain remains extended and
advances along the gel during its reorientation, so that
the pulse has very little effect on the average mobility.
In obtuse settings, on the other hand, the U is usually
very narrow and, following the switch, the component of
the new field acting back along its arms forces the mol-
ecule to retract rapidly and gather in a ball at the base.
One or more hernias are pulled out of the bunch to
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 3, July 2000
extend in the new field direction as the new head of the
molecule, which typically has a forked appearance as
observed in videomicroscopy experiments. Finally, the
hernias unravel so that, at the end of the pulse, the mol-
ecule is once again in a narrow U-shaped configuration.
During this reorientation process, the molecule makes
little progress along the gel. It is this feature that pro-
vides the resolution in obtuse-angle techniques, since
fragments of different size are held up for different pe-
riods as they change direction. This process is actually
much closer to the one at play in field-inversion electro-
phoresis than was previously anticipated, providing a
good basis for the fact that crossed-fields and field-
inversion electrophoresis overall present very similar be-
havior and similar limitations. A quantitative compari-
son between measurements of the center-of-mass
displacement of DNA molecules during crossed-field
electrophoresis and predictions of the nonlocal repton
model was carried out by Hutson et al. (1995) and
Neitzey et al. (1995). The agreement was better than
50% on absolute values in all cases, and the qualitative
behavior was very closely reproduced (see Fig. 22).

Overall, the nonlocal repton model has now been ap-
plied to a number of situations involving duplex DNA in
agarose (small and large chains, low and high fields, con-
stant and pulsed-field situations, orientation and dis-
placement measurements), and in all these cases the
agreement was very satisfying, especially considering the
rather strong assumptions involved in the model, such as
discretization in reptons and the choice of a uniform
pore size. This suggests that the essential features of gel
electrophoresis of large flexible polyelectrolytes are cap-
tured in this model. Of course, not all situations have
been investigated, and one can anticipate that other sys-
tems will resist description by a repton image more stub-
bornly. This could for instance be the case for sieving
media with very large pores or large pore-size distribu-
tions (when the number of blobs is small, the discretiza-
tion may become more and more troublesome, and the
gathering of electrohydrodynamic effects into an effec-
tive force per repton will also become more and more
disputable). The repton model may also be inadequate
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for situations in which the pore size is smaller than the
persistence length: the low-field limit has been treated
by Semenov et al. (1995), but a full understanding of
tube constraints in general is not yet available.

E. Return to analytics

Recently, several theoretical efforts have been aimed
at using the information gained in simulations to con-
struct simplified, analytically solvable models valid when
the reptation models fail, i.e., essentially at high fields
(«;1).

1. Investigating the repton model in depth

A new series of studies of the repton model was
launched when Widom et al. (1991), remarked that the
model’s dynamics could be formally written as a set of
coupled rate equations on configurations:

FIG. 22. Trajectories of a DNA band (averaging the center-of-
mass displacement of many molecules), as determined experi-
mentally (left) and by the nonlocal repton model using abso-
lute parameters (right). The time corresponds to a complete
pulsed-field electrophoresis cycle at 120°, for various molecu-
lar sizes (in kbp on the figure). Small molecules instanta-
neously follow the field, whereas large ones undergo reversed
motion, by the ratchet mechanism. From Hutson et al., 1995.
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 3, July 2000
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where pxy is the probability of occupancy of configura-
tion y at time t and position x (precisely, x is the position
of an arbitrarily chosen ‘‘label repton’’). Wxy ,x8y8 is the
transition rate from state xy to state x8y8. These rates
depend on the external field and follow detailed balance.
Because of the move rules specific to the repton model,
however, most of these rates are nil, and the others are
proportional to G or G21, where G5exp(«). The x de-
pendence can be described by a standard Fourier trans-
form, so the problem is, so to speak, reduced to the
diagonalization of a 3N2133N21 transition-rate matrix
for each mode. This problem remains terrible in the gen-
eral case, because the matrix is not Hermitian for gen-
eral q, not symmetric in the long-wavelength limit q
50, and not even symmetrizable when the field is non-
zero (BÞ1). Some general theorems have nevertheless
been demonstrated, such as the independence of the re-
sults from the choice of marker repton for the position
(Kolomeisky and Widom, 1996) and the satisfaction of
the Einstein relationship between drift and diffusion for
the q50 mode (van Leeuwen, 1991). Exact results were
obtained analytically for chains up to four reptons in
Widom et al., 1991, but further progress required use of
numerical solutions, or the introduction of simplifying
assumptions. To take full computational advantage of
the binary nature of the repton model, Barkema et al.
(1994), wrote the code representing repton transitions in
bit operations and were able to perform an extensive
simulation of the model. This simulation confirmed in
quantitative detail the prediction of the BRF, and the
rather unusual scaling of the velocity with EuEu in the
limit (N→` ,E→0,N«.1). It also provided accurate
evaluations of the prefactors [already included in Eq.
(5.25)].

A strong theoretical effort was undertaken by van
Leeuwen and co-workers to derive analytical results in
the long-chain limit.40 The latest versions in this series
are based on two approximations: the first one is to as-
sume that the number of reptons does not remain fixed
to N exactly, but only on average. This approximation is
in some sense the counterpart of the assumption of ap-
proximately fixed tube length made in the BRM and
BRF treatments, but it seems to have fewer conse-
quences for theoretical predictions and to be rather
harmless, provided N is large enough. The advantage of
this approximation is that it allows the application of
standard (grand-canonical) thermodynamics and the use
of chemical potentials for the density of extrons (in the

40See van Leeuwen and Kooiman, 1992; Kooiman and van
Leeuwen, 1993; Leegwater and van Leeuwen, 1995; Leegwa-
ter, 1995; Aalberts and van Leeuwen, 1996. The last-named
paper also contains an interesting discussion of similarities be-
tween the repton model and phase transitions in magnetic sys-
tems.
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nomenclature of this group, a slack repton). The second
simplification is called the fast-extron limit. In this ap-
proach, it is assumed that the density of extrons along
the chain changes rapidly as compared to the creation of
new extrons at chain ends. The analytical and computa-
tional advantage of this assumption is important, since it
allows one to focus on the orientational processes occur-
ring at chain ends in the presence of the field, and treat
what happens along the chain in a mean-field manner.
Therefore this model could be pushed very deep into the
scaling regime (at present numerically) and provided
very accurate results and scaling laws. The results are
quite complex, and there is no unique combination of
the variables « and N leading to collapse of all observ-
ables onto a single master curve. For instance, the tube
length seems to scale as

L

L0
5F11

«2^H2&
16d G , (7.9)

where d is the dimensionality of the lattice, L is the
tube’s curvilinear length (number of ‘‘introns’’), L0 is
the equilibrium value of L, and H the order parameter
(reduced end-to-end vector projection on field direc-
tion), which plays a role similar to that provided in Eq.
(5.21) for the BRF model. Interestingly, then, this model
is able to account for the dependence of the average
tube length on the field (quadratic), which was predicted
by computer simulations but was not present in original
biased reptation models. A crossover to enhanced diffu-
sion is also observed, but it appears at smaller fields than
the deviation from equilibrium tube length: it is asymp-
totically universal in the scaling variable «2N3. This re-
sult is in agreement with the prediction made by both
the BRM and BRF model for enhanced dispersion [Eq.
(5.35)].

These calculations also revealed the existence of a bi-
furcation in the probability distribution p(L ,H), which
becomes bimodal above a critical field. Physically, this
transition can be associated with the critical field at
which the field-induced orientation of the chain becomes
larger than random fluctuations of the end-to-end dis-
tance. This should also correspond to the onset of ‘‘rep-
tation with orientation’’ in reptation models. Above the
transition, the bimodal distribution implies that head-tail
exchange becomes improbable. This bifurcation is
closely related to the mobility minimum investigated in
the framework of the biased reptation model (Doi et al.,
1988; Viovy, 1998a; Déjardin, 1989). The development
of a shallow saddle point around H;0 corresponds to
the trapping of chains in conformations of low mobility;
Head-tail exchange has also been investigated in the
context of the nonlocal repton model by Long, Neltner,
and Viovy (1995), and the probability of exchange was
shown to decrease with N at fixed reduced field, in
agreement with Aalberts and van Leeuwen (1996). In-
terestingly, however, Aalberts and van Leeuwen find for
this bifurcation a combination of variables with a nonin-
teger exponent:

«cN1.1960.01. (7.10)
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Considering the high degree of accuracy in the expo-
nent provided, the discrepancy remains thought provok-
ing. Actually, it lies between the BRF scaling variables
for the transition to an oriented regime for a flexible
chain (regime 2 in Fig. 12), «N , and those for a semi-
flexible chain in regime 6, «N5/2 (although much closer
to the first). It is interesting to note that the repton
model as treated by Aalberts and van Leeuwen corre-
sponds from the point of view of the longitudinal modu-
lus to a ‘‘marginally flexible chain’’ [(L2L0)/L0 is of
order 1]. Could this noninteger exponent be an effect of
crossover to the persistent-chain regime? It has also
been suggested (van Leeuwen, personal communica-
tion) that these ‘‘unusual’’ scaling variables might be
specific to the vicinity of the bifurcation. Finally, a third
interpretation would be to associate them with perturba-
tions introduced by the fast-extron simplification. Fur-
ther investigations, for instance, modifications of the di-
mensionality of the lattice to vary artificially the
longitudinal modulus, or numerical simulations with and
without fast-extron exchange, might be useful to clarify
this question.

Another interesting reexamination of the repton
model was recently presented by Widom and Al-
Lehyani (1997). By assuming that the tube conformation
remains fixed on the time scale of the fluctuations of end
segments responsible for the orientation (an hypothesis
very similar to the separation of time scales made in the
BRF approach to derive the orientation factor self-
consistently) these authors obtained an expression for
the instantaneous velocity essentially identical to Eq.
(5.22), thus confirming this fundamental equation of
BRF theories. This work also investigates finite-size cor-
rections, using the scaling variable N« introduced by
Barkema et al. (1994). It confirms that the tube length
ratio L/(N21) remains of order 2

3 (the exact numerical
value depends on the choice made for the thermal bath
of reptons, or, in other words, on the entropy cost of
staying in the tube), with finite-size correction falling off
with E1.

An interesting question that remains is that of the
transmission of tension, already discussed in Sec. VII.D.
For long chains in relatively high fields (e.g., N«@1), the
phase space of the repton model should be corrugated
into numerous subsets of configurations separated by
high potential barriers (associated with U shapes). This
phenomenon, which is considered as a spurious effect of
discretization when one views the repton model as a tool
for representing a real continuous polyelectrolyte, is a
real property of the model as a mathematical object. It
may be expected to lead to trapping events and ulti-
mately to exponential slowing down of the dynamics, as
observed in several models of dynamics in random
fields. Why is such slowing down not observed in the
works presently published? It would be interesting to
check, in particular, if this is a consequence of the sim-
plifying assumptions discussed above, which artificially
smooth the phase space, or a more fundamental prop-
erty of the repton model, which might dynamically avoid
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trapping conformations. An interesting and original
point in the biased repton model (and in biased repta-
tion in general) taken as particular realizations of diffu-
sion in a random potential, is that the disorder is ‘‘an-
nealed’’ because the tube is in permanent renewal, but
only over a long time scale, because there is some
memory frozen in the tube conformation.

2. Analytical models for high fields

As discussed in Sec. VI, the weak-field condition ex-
pressed by Eq. (5.5) is easily violated, and fields yielding
to strong stretching are easy to obtain with semiflexible
polyelectrolytes like duplex DNA. For instance, mea-
surements of the orientation and mobility of T2 DNA
(166 kbp) showed that the full-extension characteristic
of the high-field limit is reached at 15 V/cm in 1% aga-
rose (Akerman, 1996a). An interesting model for such
situations, proposed by Lim et al. (1990), was based on a
chain of anharmonic springs with finite extensibility in a
tube. It addressed the problem of transient orientation
of chains at the field onset. The evolution of the confor-
mation, starting from a state with a small order param-
eter H, was solved in the high-field limit («.1). The
authors argued that in this limit Brownian motion be-
comes irrelevant, and the problem becomes determinis-
tic. Essentially, chain segments start to protrude from
both ends of the tube in the direction of the field and
create new tube sections, which grow simultaneously at
the expense of the stored length initially contained in
the tube. The authors also assumed that, apart from a
negligibly small transition region, the chain segments
(anharmonic springs in the model) abruptly jump from
their relaxed state to a fully stretched state. After some
time, the entire chain is fully stretched, after which cur-
vilinear slippage (triggered by the initial asymmetry in
the tube) occurs, following the well-known rope-over-a-
pulley process. This finally leads to a full disengagement
of the chain in an oriented state followed by a longitu-
dinal (Rouse-type) relaxation. This process qualitatively
accounts for orientation overshoot. The time of maxi-
mum stretching (overshoot time) was predicted to scale
as ;N ln NEa where the exponent a is equal to 1 in
strong fields and 2 in weak fields. This model, however,
did not include the possibility of loops growing sideways
from the tube (an easy process in the limit «.1).

A detailed analysis of this latter process was recently
made by Long and Viovy (1996, 1997). This work can
actually be viewed as a synthesis of the Lim-Slater-
Noolandi (1990) model, and of a model proposed by
Deutsch (1987) for pulsed-field electrophoresis. Deut-
sch’s idea was that, when a chain is oriented in a given
direction and a field is suddenly applied perpendicular
to it, numerous hernias of random sizes immediately
nucleate and start to interact, the larger ones ‘‘eating’’
their smaller neighbors by the rope-over-a-pulley pro-
cess, until only one hernia remains. Long and Viovy re-
considered the same situation, in a more detailed study
allowing for stored length along the tube (in the form of
anharmonic springs, as in Lim et al., 1990). An interest-
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ing prediction of this more complete model is that there
are two possible regimes for the disengagement: below a
size Nc , which depends on the nucleation and growth
rate of hernias, disengagement occurs mainly by the
ends (as in Lim et al., 1990), while above Nc , competi-
tion between hernias, as in the Deutsch model, is the
dominant process. The model also predicted that the
shape of the orientation overshoot is actually more com-
plex than previously expected. For large enough chains,
it should present a shoulder, corresponding to a time
independent of molecular size (this shoulder marks the
full extension of the chain in its tube and the beginning
of the Deutsch process), followed by a larger maximum
with a time proportional to chain length (corresponding
to the disappearance of the last hernia). Interestingly,
the existence of hernias wipe out the logarithmic term
predicted in the Lim model, i.e., stretching time is linear
in size. These predictions concerning the overshoot were
confirmed experimentally (Akerman, 1997). The experi-
mental nucleation rates also exhibit the predicted expo-
nential field dependence, and decreasing the pore size
slows down hernia nucleation.

Other recent theoretical efforts have been aimed at
describing the evolution of chain conformations and of
the mobility in a steady field, in the high-fields regime in
which hernias are frequent. The first one (Obukhov and
Rubinstein, 1993, and Lee et al., 1996) is, like the Lim
model, based on the idea that the evolution of large
chains in strong fields should obey deterministic rules.
The model takes inspiration from the observation made
by Duke and Viovy 1992a, 1992b, that large chains in a
steady field progress in an elongated treelike conforma-
tion with the tip of the branches in the downfield direc-
tion (Fig. 19). In this model the creation and coalescence
of hernias is the leading process of the dynamics. Her-
nias are permanently created at the tips of the branches
by a local tip-splitting process. This process is actually
the only place in which randomness enters the model.
The conformation subsequently evolves by purely deter-
ministic equations of motions, modeling the chain as an
inextensible uniformly charged rope with uniform fric-
tion. In spite of its simplicity, this model yields very in-
teresting conclusions:

(i) A self-similar structure of the conformation is re-
covered, with an average number of hernias propor-
tional to ln(N).

(ii) The average velocity is independent of molecular
weight (a consequence of the local character of the tip-
splitting process) and equal to 30% of the free-liquid
velocity. This prediction is in remarkable agreement
with the experimentally observed value [a53 in Eq.
(5.26) and Akerman, 1996a].

(iii) The quasicyclic motion apparent in computer
simulations is also recovered.

(iv) The model seems to depend rather weakly on the
precise value of the tip-splitting probability, a phenom-
enological parameter in the model that is difficult to
evaluate directly from molecular properties.

(v) Finally, it is worth noting that the model predicts
quantitative but no qualitative differences between the
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behavior of a linear and of a ring polymer. This predic-
tion is at odds with experimental evidence, as discussed
in Sec. VIII.B.1, probably because of the possibility that
rings may hang around protruding fibers of the gel, not
considered in the model.

Semenov and Joanny (1997) have also proposed an
analytical model for the electrophoresis of large DNA
involving hernias (called ‘‘hairpins’’ in this publication).
Like Lee et al., the authors make use of the expected
convergence of linear and ring polymers when hernias
come into play, but Semenov and Joanny focus more on
the moderate field limit (« of order 1). They show, in
particular, that the rate of hairpin nucleation in this do-
main should be dominated by fluctuations in the tube
orientation and can be given by

G5exp~2Cst /«1/2!, (7.11)

where Cst is a constant that depends on the gel structure
and polymer persistence length. The exponential is typi-
cal of an activated process. The field exponent is more
unusual and is related to the fact that the field affects the
height of the barrier directly, via force exerted on one
chain segment, and indirectly, by increasing the orienta-
tion of the tube and decreasing its conformation fluctua-
tions. For chain orientation, the authors use quasiequi-
librium arguments on the conformation of ring (or
folded) polymers. They picture the chain in the course
of migration as a linear sequence of fractal ‘‘Pincus
blobs.’’ Below a critical size, scaling as N1/2«1/5, the local
conformation is that of a ‘‘lattice animal’’ (Derrida and
Herrmann, 1983), without excluded volume. Above this
size the chain is essentially stretched. The model also
predicts that, due to the onset of hairpin formation, the
mobility should increase by a factor of order N1/6,
around a reduced value of the electric field «**
;N25/6. Finally, this model leads to the prediction, non-
trivial and at odds with the conventional reptation credo,
that in the limit of N and experimental time tending to
infinity, the linear tube conformation is absolutely un-
stable for any value of «. For experimentally reasonable
numbers, however, the scaling predictions are rather
close to those of the BRF model (i.e., a model without
hernias), so they may be difficult to check experimen-
tally. This may be why the fractal-blobs structure pre-
dicted by this model has never, to my knowledge, been
observed either in videomicroscopy or in computer
simulations: it may correspond to an asymptotic regime
that is experimentally or numerically inaccessible. A
similar question is also raised by the conditions (and
time) necessary to observe the predicted low-field
breakdown of reptation. For high fields («.1), finally,
Semenov and Joanny predict an almost fully stretched
chain, but do not consider the dynamics of hernias in
detail.

In complement to these rather involved theoretical
studies, it is worth mentioning a simple treatment of the
‘‘geometration’’ mechanism in terms of steps, recently
proposed by Gisselfält et al. (1997), which provides a
convenient and intuitive framework for the design and
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interpretation of experiments. The question of band
broadening in the high field regime was also addressed
recently by Popelka et al. (1999), using a generalization
of the ‘‘geometration’’ model of Deutsch (1989).

VIII. OFF THE MAIN TRACK: LESS COMMON
SEPARATION MECHANISMS

During the last 10 or 20 years, the main interest of
physicists in electrophoresis has been in problems posed
by the separation of large DNA and the concepts of
reptation. There are, however, mechanisms that do not
resort to this approach. We have already considered
one, the sieving of globular particles, in Sec. IV. We
shall now review a series of mechanisms that can be
gathered into the general category of ‘‘trapping phe-
nomena.’’ These include all types of polyelectrolytes, ei-
ther globular or flexible, so it might have been more
logical to discuss them earlier in this review. However,
this discussion is much easier to do now, because trap-
ping events invoke concepts that have been introduced
when discussing various dynamic and thermodynamic
properties of flexible chains involved in reptation. I shall
also briefly mention some interesting mechanisms spe-
cific to particular polyelectrolyte architectures.

A. Trapping mechanisms

1. Entropic trapping

In the interest of linearity in the presentation, I
claimed in Sec. I.C.2 that the BRF model agreed almost
quantitatively with experimental data in the low-field
limit. This was somewhat oversimplified, however. For
instance, careful examination of the lowest-field data in
Fig. 9 reveals that the experimental mobility-versus-size
curves present a steeper slope than the theoretical ones.
Other data from the same article, obtained in more con-
centrated gels, present a more pronounced deviation
from BRF prediction, with slopes lower than 21 in a
size range that should correspond to unoriented repta-
tion. Even more dramatic behaviors, with local slopes
exceeding 22, were reported by Smisek and Hoagland
(1990) and Arvanitidou and Hoagland (1991) for poly-
styrene sulfonate and by Mayer, Slater, and Drouin
(1994a) for single-stranded DNA. This behavior seems
favored by concentrated gels, low fields and flexible
polyelectrolytes, and it is very reproducible. The groups
of Hoagland and Slater attributed it to a process called
entropic trapping, first reported after computer simula-
tions of polymer diffusion in random environments
(Baumgartner and Muthukumar, 1987; Muthukumar
and Baumgartner, 1989).

The physical basis of this phenomenon is actually very
simple. When a flexible polymer is located in a random
environment with a distribution of pore sizes and an av-
erage pore size comparable to the polymer radius of gy-
ration or somewhat smaller, there is competition be-
tween distribution of the chain length among several
pores (the formation of a ‘‘tube,’’ responsible for repta-
tion and discussed at length in this review) and squeez-
ing of the whole chain into a single pore. In the latter
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process, of course, the entropy loss will be minimum in
the largest pores, and generally there is a range of poly-
mer sizes for which a finite fraction of the pore-size dis-
tribution is able to ‘‘house’’ the whole chain at an en-
tropy cost smaller than that of a tube conformation (and
also, obviously, smaller than in other smaller pores). In
general, these larger pores are localized, so their centers
constitute local minima for the part of the free energy
that is of entropic origin (hence their name ‘‘entropic
traps’’).

If the field is weak enough as compared to the en-
tropic trapping effect (i.e., if the traps survive when the
free-energy profile is tilted by addition of a potential-
energy contribution of electric origin), we expect signifi-
cant slowing down of the electrophoretic mobility. The
size dependence of this slowing down (for a given pore-
size distribution) is difficult to evaluate from these
simple qualitative arguments and has been the object of
both numerical (Baumgartner et al., 1987; Slater and
Wu, 1995; Nixon and Slater, 1996) and analytical work
(Muthukumar and Baumgartner, 1989). These studies
effectively show a general but nonuniversal slowing
down of the mobility, with nonscaling behavior and local
exponents dependent on the randomness of the struc-
ture. The entropic nature of this trapping well explains
why it is most pronounced for flexible chains that
present, at equal radius of gyration, a stronger entropic
contribution to the free energy.

From a polymer physics point of view, entropic trap-
ping is actually a very natural process (related to the
well-studied mechanism of size-exclusion chromatogra-
phy), and it is somewhat surprising that is has been over-
looked for quite a long time in the context of gel elec-
trophoresis. This is probably due to the conditions
necessary for its appearance, and in particular the re-
quirement of low fields: such conditions are not very
interesting as far as separation is concerned, and they
were avoided by experimentalists on a pragmatic basis.

2. Enthalpic trapping and random potentials

Several theoretical attempts have been made to ana-
lyze biased diffusion in a random 1D potential (de
Gennes, 1982; Loring, 1988; Bouchaud and Georges,
1988; Lumpkin, 1993; Zimm and Lumpkin, 1993).
Roughly speaking, random unbounded 1D potentials
should always yield anomalous diffusion and exponen-
tial slowing down in the long-time limit (Bouchaud and
Georges, 1990), a behavior not common in gel electro-
phoresis of linear polyelectrolytes (we shall see that the
situation is different for other objects). An interesting
article by Zimm (1996) probably provides the clue to
this divergence. In this article, random potentials in two
dimensions, with or without lateral channels, are com-
pared. Migration in the model without channels leads to
a sharp slowing down, whereas the laterally connected
matrix yields finite mobility in the limit of low electric
fields. This is due to a unique property of the 1D poten-
tial, that of having no way to circumvent the highest
potential barrier in the whole distribution. Zimm argues
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that this particularity makes 1D random potentials very
poorly adapted to the modeling of motion in random 3D
gels, but shows that a ‘‘clipped’’ potential in which the
high bumps of the distribution are erased provides re-
sults very similar to a model of higher dimensionality (in
this particular case 2D), while remaining easier to
handle.

3. Irreversible trapping

When presenting pulsed-field electrophoresis (Sec.
V.G), I mentioned that separating larger and larger mol-
ecules by this technique requires lower and lower elec-
tric fields. This leads to inconveniently long separation
times and ultimately to an absolute limitation of the
method, which probably lies around 10 Mb. This limita-
tion is not explained by current models of migration.
Several articles (Smith and Cantor, 1987; Carle and Ol-
son, 1987a, 1987b; Olson, 1989a; Turmel et al., 1990;
Gemmil, 1991) have associated it with a field-dependent
trapping phenomenon. An experiment specifically de-
signed to study field-dependent mobility anomalies
(Viovy et al., 1992) has demonstrated that this trapping
is irreversible. The experiment uses a programmable ro-
tating gel pulsed-field electrophoresis apparatus. Start-
ing with a Mb DNA molecular weight standard, a con-
ventional crossed-fields gel electrophoresis is performed,
in a low field E1 optimized for the separation of the
different bands in the standard. Then a cycle at a differ-
ent voltage E2 is performed. In a third step, the gel is
turned by 90°, and crossed-fields gel electrophoresis in
the initial conditions is resumed. When E25E1 , the
bands corresponding to the different sizes in the stan-
dard are resolved and aligned on a tilted axis, with an
angle depending on the relative duration of the first and
third steps [Fig. 23(a)]. When E2.E1 , however, the
bands corresponding to smaller sizes continue to behave
as with equal fields, but molecules larger than a given
threshold are unable to resume motion during the third
step at low field [Figs. 23(b)–(d)]. This demonstrates
that they have been irreversibly trapped in the gel by the
higher-field sequences. The transition to this trapping
behavior is rather sharp, and the critical size for trapping
scales roughly as E1.5;2. (Considering the E2 depen-
dence of electrophoretic velocity, this means that dou-
bling the size of the DNA to be separated increases by a
factor of 8–16 the duration of the experiment!)

This irreversible trapping has been attributed to the
formation of tight knots, following the formation of to-
pologically interpenetrating loops by a hernia growth
process. The predicted scaling for the critical trapping
size (within the BRF model in the limit of strongly ex-
tended chains) is E1.5, in good agreement with experi-
ment, but a more direct proof of this mechanism is still
missing. It is worth noting that at low gel concentrations
(typically ,1%), the well-defined arrested bands for
large chains are progressively replaced by horizontal
smears, suggesting that the arrest of chains also induces
chain breakage. The breakage is more pronounced for
more dilute gels, a reasonable result considering that en-
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FIG. 23. Demonstration of irreversible trapping of Saccharomyces Cerevisiae chromosomes during pulsed-field electrophoresis in
1.5% agarose. In both cases, a field of 6.7 V/cm, 90 s was applied for 22 h in the vertical direction and 12 h in the horizontal
direction. Between these two steps, a pulsed field was applied: (a) at 6.7 V/cm, (b) at 7.8 V/cm, (c) at 9.1 V/cm, and (d) at 10.6
V/cm. High fields during the second step lead to irreversible trapping of the largest chromosomes, which are therefore unable to
resume their motion sideways. Chromosome sizes are the same as in Fig. 13. From Viovy et al., 1992.
tanglements with the gel are able to prevent tension
along a trapped chain from being fully transmitted to the
trapping point (we have seen in the BRF model that
larger pores yield larger orientations).
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 3, July 2000
4. Trapping of rigid particles

In contrast with flexible polyelectrolytes, rigid par-
ticles easily get trapped in a gel and produce mobility
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curves with cutoffs (mobility decreasing to 0) at finite
particle size (Griess et al., 1990; Griess, Guiseley, and
Serwer, 1993; Griess, Harris, and Serwer, 1993). As sug-
gested by these authors, the cutoff is very probably due
to trapping of particles in ‘‘dead ends’’ of the gel, against
openings in the structure too small to be penetrated.
Particles larger than 100 nm, i.e., larger than proteins,
can easily be in a regime in which the electrostatic bar-
rier to migration exceeds the thermal energy, thereby
inhibiting thermal detrapping. As remarked by Slater
and Guo (1996a, 1996b), this trapping challenges the
free-volume model, by indicating loss of ergodicity in gel
electrophoresis. Griess and Serwer (1990) and To et al.
(1993) showed that mobility could be restored to some
extent using field-inversion electrophoresis to detrap
particles periodically, and to help them in finding the
largest pores in the structure (in the case, field pulses
play the same role as Brownian forces for smaller par-
ticles). By combining long pulses of low intensity and
short pulses of high intensity, these authors were even
able to move in opposite directions large and small par-
ticles bearing charges of the same sign and to obtain a
strongly enhanced resolution for particles with a size
corresponding to the threshold between these two be-
haviors (Serwer and Griess, 1998).

B. Polyelectrolytes with nonlinear architectures

Specific migration mechanisms also exist for polyelec-
trolytes with a structure or topology different from that
of the linear, uniformly flexible and uniformly charged
polyelectrolytes.41

1. Circular polyelectrolytes

Circular polyelectrolytes are probably the most com-
monly encountered nonlinear flexible polyelectrolytes,
as far as applications are concerned. This is because nu-
merous chromosomes, and notably the plasmids exten-
sively used for cloning, naturally occur in a circular
form. Because of the particular double-helix form of
DNA, a further distinction must be made: When a
double helix is closed on itself, the number of turns is
frozen, and so is the twist (number of turns per unit
length). Since changes in the environment can change
the equilibrium twist, it can easily happen that the fro-
zen state does not correspond to the equilibrium twist,
i.e., the helix bears a torsion. In that case, most of this
torsion is relaxed by supercoiling, i.e., making a helical
superstructure (a phenomenon that can be experienced
daily with telephone chords, at least until cellular
phones become widespread enough to deprive physicists

41Taken in its most general sense, this definition involves
most native proteins and compact biomolecules, which are
never perfectly spherical (see Goldenberg and Creighton,
1984). Several attempts have been made in the past to extend
the free-volume model to nonspherical molecules (e.g., Tietz,
1988). They are discussed in Sec. IV, and the present section
will deal with flexible polyelectrolytes only.
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of this convenient pedagogical tool). Another way to re-
lax torsion is to change the number of turns, by the ac-
tion of an enzyme (the topoisomerase) or by the pres-
ence of a single-strand nick (a nick is a rupture in the
backbone in one of the two strands of the double
helix—it allows relaxation of the torsion; the DNA in
that case is called ‘‘open-circular’’).

The macroscopic structures of supercoiled and re-
laxed DNA differ markedly: the open-circular molecule
resembles (for long enough chains) the Gaussian ring
familiar to polymer physicists, whereas supercoiled
DNA presents a more compact rodlike (possibly
branched) structure (see Dubochet et al., 1992, for a re-
view of this subject, and Marko and Siggia, 1994, 1995,
for a theoretical analysis). These structures can interact
differently with a gel, and gel electrophoresis is indeed
the tool most commonly used to analyze the twist of
circular DNA. For supercoiled DNA molecules, which
are relatively compact, some qualitative aspects of the
migration are reasonably well described by Ogston-like
sieving mechanisms, and the more compact (i.e., the
more supercoiled) the molecule, the faster it is. It is pos-
sible to use this property in combination with the fact
that intercalators modify the twist of DNA, to elegantly
analyze all the topoisomers of a circular DNA by simple
gel electrophoresis experiments (Depew and Wang,
1975). The orientation of supercoiled DNA is also
weaker than that of relaxed DNA, as expected (Stell-
wagen, 1988). Finally, it is worth mentioning that the gel
electrophoresis mobility of supercoiled DNA in acryla-
mide seems to depend on the handedness of the super-
coiling (Drak and Crothers, 1991). This is not unex-
pected from Curie principles, since DNA helixes with
right- and left-handed supercoiling are not mirror im-
ages of each other due to the twist of the DNA molecule
itself, but, as mentioned in Zimm, 1993, no molecular
explanation is available at present.

The migration of relaxed rings is more easily de-
scribed by statistical mechanics, and this has been under-
taken by Lee et al., (1996), Semenov and Joanny (1997),
and Alon and Mukamel (1997). Actually the predicted
migration mechanism is not dramatically different from
that observed for linear chains in high fields (when her-
nias are present), with the difference that for rings there
is no alternative linear reptation mechanism available,
so that amoebalike progression by growth of hernias re-
mains the only mechanism, even at low fields. Also, fluc-
tuations in the conformation and in the velocity are
greater for ring polymers, because for linear polymers
the extremities tend to be localized upfield and down-
field and to stabilize the conformation (see Lee et al.,
1996). In real gels and in particular in agarose, however,
the situation is rather different from these predictions,
and trapping with exponential slowing down of open-
circular DNA is frequent (Mickel et al., 1977; Serwer
and Hayes, 1987). This trapping is attributed to the pres-
ence of protruding ‘‘pillars’’ or ‘‘hangers’’ in the gel
structure (agarose is made of very rigid multiple helix
structures), on which the ring molecule becomes caught
or threaded in the course of migration. This interpreta-
tion is consistent with the strongly enhanced orientation
as compared to linear DNA of similar size, the lower
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trapping probability of the supercoiled form as com-
pared to the relaxed circular form (Akerman, 1998), and
the fact that well-chosen pulsed fields are able to restore
mobility for these molecules. Pulsed-field electrophore-
sis is indeed one way to differentiate linear and circular
DNA that have the same constant-field mobility (Louie
and Serwer, 1989; Serwer and Hayes, 1989b; see also
Birren and Lai, 1993).42

2. Bent semirigid molecules

Semiflexible linear polyelectrolytes like duplex DNA
can feature local bends related to specific sequences.
When these molecules are electrophoresed in a gel with
a pore size smaller than the persistence length, the angle
of these bends and their position along the molecule
affect the electrophoretic mobility (Levene and Zimm,
1989). This phenomenon, combined with the ability to
cut the DNA molecule at different locations by restric-
tion enzymes, can be used to locate rather precisely the
position of a bend along the sequence (several applica-
tions are reviewed by Stellwagen, 1987).

3. Heterogeneous polyelectrolytes

Polyelectrolytes with inhomogeneous distributions of
charges are very common in biology. Proteins, in par-
ticular, generally feature very specific distributions of
charges, which lead to neutrality at a well-defined pH
(isoelectric point) and are at the basis of the isoelectric
focusing separation technique. In sieving gel electro-
phoresis, one deliberately avoids this complication and
restores a uniform charge density, ensuring that the mo-
bility will depend on size only. This may be done by a
suitable choice of pH or by solvating the molecule with
highly charged surfactants. The combination of pI-based
fractionation of native proteins in a first dimension, fol-
lowed by size fractionation of the same denatured pro-
teins in a second dimension is the basis of 2D electro-
phoresis, a major tool in biology. This technique will
gain further importance in the coming years, with wider
use of massive ‘‘proteome’’ analysis (entire books and
special issues of reviews are regularly dedicated to this
domain. For a recent account see Dunn, 1994, 1997). I
shall not consider this application further here, because
it appeals to completely different mechanisms (chemical
equilibria in polyampholytes) that are beyond the scope
of this review. I discuss only studies concerning gel elec-
trophoresis of charged flexible block copolymers. Free-
flow behavior will be discussed briefly in Sec. IX.C.

Gel electrophoresis of block polyelectrolytes was pio-
neered and studied in detail by Slater, Noolandi, and
co-workers (Slater and Noolandi, 1986b; Slater, 1992;
Slater, Noolandi, and Eisenberg, 1991; Wu and Slater,
1993). Two general ideas underlie these studies. The
first, which came directly from the reptation model, is

42Finally, note that efficient separation of DNA based on to-
pology has recently been reported using polymer solutions in-
stead of gels (see Sec. IX.D).
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that the orientation of the tube is due to the local orien-
tation of the head segment, so that a small length of
uncharged or differently charged polymer at the chain
ends could dramatically change the orientation and con-
sequently the dynamics. In particular, self-trapping was
predicted in some cases, and improved resolution in oth-
ers (see Slater, 1992). It would probably be interesting to
reconsider these predictions in depth in the light of re-
cent work on nonreptative processes. In particular, it is
now recognized that, at high fields, hernias play an es-
sential role in the dynamics (see, in particular, the dis-
cussion of high fields in Secs. VII.B and VII.D and Lee
et al., 1996). In low fields, the hernia nucleation rate is
low, but for block polyelectrolytes one may expect sig-
nificant accumulation (or depletion) of stored length at
the boundary between blocks, even in the «!1 regime.

Another interesting idea (Wu and Slater, 1993) is that
for a neutral chain carrying small amounts of localized
charges (e.g., at the end, as in telechelic ionomers), eas-
ily available electric fields are able to dramatically affect
the conformation of the chain in a manner that depends
heavily on the details of the charge distribution.

4. End-labeled polyelectrolytes and trapping electrophoresis

The last category of polyelectrolytes discussed here
(which may formally be considered as a particular case
of block polyelectrolytes), is that of uniformly charged
chains labeled at their ends with a bulky component (for
simplicity, we shall consider this labeling component to
be neutral, although most of the remarks that follow
would also apply to a differently charged label). Interest
in this construct was triggered by an article of Ulanovsky
et al., 1990, in which the mobility of single-stranded
DNA molecules end-labeled with streptavidin was re-
ported to have a striking dependence upon size and
field. For small DNA sizes, the protein simply reduces
the mobility by a moderate factor, as was already known
in various cases of DNA protein interactions; such cases
were attributed to increased friction. Above a given size,
however, the mobility drops abruptly, and important de-
viations from the behavior of naked DNA are observed.
Strikingly, this threshold shifts to smaller sizes when the
field is increased, leading to a mobility that actually de-
creases with increasing field, in contrast to the usual rep-
tation behavior. A similar behavior was observed inde-
pendently by Serwer et al. (1992) on T7 capsid-DNA
complexes. Ulanovsky et al. suggested that this reduc-
tion in mobility was due to trapping of the bulky strepta-
vidin against pores large enough to be threaded by the
DNA but too small to let the protein pass. This idea was
developed into an analytical model by Défontaines and
Viovy (1991, 1992, 1993, 1994). The model is based on
reptation with internal modes and allows for random
trapping of the protein in gel fibers. The electric force
pulling the DNA prevents the protein from escaping the
trap. Detrapping can occur by a thermally activated pro-
cess countering the electric force and can be treated fol-
lowing the Kramers method (1940). The model was ex-
tended to include the possibility of detrapping by
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reversed-field pulses, as was also suggested by Ul-
anovsky et al. Taking into account the possibility of
chain stretching leads to a rather complex variety of
regimes,43 but the general predictions are in qualitative
agreement with experimental observations. These stud-
ies motivated several theoretical works (Slater and Vil-
leneuve, 1992; Desruisseaux and Slater, 1994, 1996,
Slater, Desruisseaux, et al., 1995). Rather surprisingly,
though, to my knowledge they have not been followed
by further experimental work. Probable reasons for this
apparent lack of interest can be found in theoretical
studies of trapping by Slater, Desruisseaux, et al. (1995)
and Desruisseaux and Slater (1996). These authors ig-
nored the possibility of chain extension, thereby reduc-
ing the complexity of the model, but they investigated
the distribution of detrapping times. They could show
that the trapping process leads to long tails in the distri-
bution, anomalous diffusion, and considerable band
broadening as compared with conventional reptation
electrophoresis. Ultimately, one loses by band broaden-
ing more than one gains in band spacing, explaining why
this technique has not yet lived up to the expectations it
raised when first introduced.

The electrophoretic mobility of a labeled polyelectro-
lyte in a gel in the absence of trapping has been investi-
gated theoretically by Aalberts (1995). Considering the
difficulty of completely avoiding specific label-gel inter-
actions, and the fact that such molecules can be sepa-
rated in free liquid (Heller, Slater, et al., 1998), this ap-
proach will probably remain restricted to small
(molecular) labels.44

IX. CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS AND
‘‘ELECTROPHORESIS ON CHIPS’’

A. Presentation

A recently developed technique, which became recog-
nized in biology only a few years ago, involves perform-
ing separation in a narrow channel [typically a fused-
silica capillary with an internal diameter between 50 and
100 mm and a length between 10 and 50 cm (Fig. 24)]. A
simple change from macroscopic to microscopic format
of the electrophoresis chamber has little to do with the
molecular mechanisms that are the main subject of this
review, but the smaller capillary formats requires a
rather drastic reevaluation of supporting media and

43The details of these predictions are now rather obsolete due
to the current picture of chain orientation and electrohydrody-
namic effects, but the underlying principles should remain
valid.

44DNA-protein complexes were recently used successfully for
size separation by end-labeled free-solution electrophoresis
(Mayer, Slater, and Drouin, 1994b; see Sec. IX.C). Another
approach, using complexation occurring behavior in the course
of electrophoresis in free solution, was also proposed by Carls-
son et al. (1996) for the detection of mutations. These interest-
ing methods do not involve topological interactions and will
not be considered further here.
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separation mechanisms. In particular, putting permanent
gels inside of small capillaries such as those currently
used in slab apparatus causes endless problems, such as
clogging, gel breakage, and bubble formation. On the
other hand, capillaries offer the possibility of using fluid
media that are impossible to use in macroscopic format.
In sum, most of the physics of separation has to be re-
invented for capillary electrophoresis. Another reason
for interest in this technique is the hope that it will revo-
lutionize within a few years the electrophoresis of bio-
molecules. For instance, it is now clear that the human
genome sequencing project will be completed much
faster than initially anticipated, thanks to the launching
of capillary-array automated sequencers with a through-
put increased by a factor of at least 10 as compared to
slab-gel sequencers. Diagnosis (Righetti and Gelfi, 1997;
Landers, 1997) and forensic (McCord, 1998) applica-
tions are also developing rapidly. Capillary electro-
phoresis is now a research field in its own right, and it
has been the subject of several books (Grossman and
Colburn, 1992; Righetti, 1996; Heller, 1997) and numer-

FIG. 24. Schematic representation of a capillary electrophore-
sis experiment: A, the capillary is dipped in a vial containing
the separation matrix and filled by high pressure; B, the inlet
vial is replaced and a small plug of sample is injected electro-
kinetically; C, the inlet vial is replaced by a buffer vial. The
different analytes migrate, separate into ‘‘bands’’ according to
their mobility, and are detected close to the capillary outlet.
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ous reviews [see, in particular, Beale, 1998, for a terse
but complete review of the field, and several special is-
sues of the journal Electrophoresis (edited, respectively,
by El Rassi, 1997; Fanali, 1997; Landers, 1997; Hee-
gaard, 1998; and McCord, 1998)].

The first advantages of capillary electrophoresis are
excellent heat dissipation and a reduction of convection,
allowing the use of high fields (typically 200–300 V/cm)
and of non-gelled supports.45 Injection of samples is in
general performed automatically, and detection is made
on line (generally by UV absorption or laser-excited
fluorescence), using technologies borrowed from chro-
matography. These advantages contribute to ease of op-
eration, improved resolution, and higher output, so the
considerable interest in this technique is not surprising.
It is probable, however, that the ascendancy of capillar-
ies as we know them at present will be temporary, and
that they will soon be replaced by yet more integrated
‘‘laboratories on chips’’ prepared using the tools of mi-
croelectronics, and integrating in one planar molded de-
vice both sample preparation and electrophoretic chan-
nels (see, for example, Effenhauser et al., 1997; Foret,
2000). Numerous laboratories and companies are al-
ready working intensely on these concepts. Such chips
can be used to drive the same separation mechanisms as
are currently used in cylindrical capillaries, only with
greater speed and efficiency. A complementary trend is
to use them to construct custom-made systems and in-
vent completely new size-fractionation strategies based
on the improved theoretical knowledge of electro-
phoretic molecular dynamics gained in the last few
years. Some of these systems will be presented in Sec.
IX.E (for a more complete presentation, the reader is
referred to Slater, Kist, et al. 1998). First, however, let us
consider the more ‘‘conventional’’ capillary electro-
phoresis applications: many of these are already quite
exciting and thought provoking!

B. Factors affecting resolution in capillary electrophoresis

1. Principles

Assuming that band broadening is due only to ther-
mal diffusion (w252Dt), one obtains the ‘‘ultimate’’ ef-
ficiency [as defined in Eq. (3.3)] achievable in capillary
electrophoresis:

P516x2/w258~mE !2t/D . (9.1)

The E2 dependence of P provides capillary electro-
phoresis with a considerable advantage over slab gels,

45Current separations of polyelectrolytes use fields of typi-
cally 200–300 V/cm, but several recent articles report ultrafast
separations using field strengths of the order of 1000 V/cm
(e.g., Muller et al., 1998). It appears that the next generation of
capillary electrophoresis protocols, with separation times of
the order of 1 mn, is in preparation and may soon become the
norm.
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which can only accommodate field strengths 10–100
times smaller. This technique, however, may be affected
by the same other potential causes of dispersion as en-
countered in slab gels, such as inhomogeneities in the
mobility due to thermal gradients, initial (injection)
bandwidth, and electroconvective effects due to differ-
ences of mobility between the analyte and the ions of
the buffer. Resolution may also be affected by specific
dispersive effects, such as wall-analyte interactions, dif-
ferences in the path traveled by different analytes due to
capillary bending, and wall-induced electro-osmosis.
These different questions are reviewed in detail by
Grossman and Colburn (1992) and by Gas et al. (1997).
Electro-osmosis deserves special treatment because of
its dramatic importance in the separation of biological
macromolecules.

2. Electro-osmosis

As discussed in Sec. II.C, electro-osmosis is due to the
finite charge of the capillary wall, and it leads to a plug-
flow velocity profile of the fluid contained in the capil-
lary. All the shear is localized in the Debye layer at the
wall. When analytes contained in the fluid have a finite
electrophoretic mobility, their velocity is given by the
algebraic sum

meff5m01mEEO , (9.2)

where mEEO is the electro-osmotic mobility. Diffusion is
unaffected, so that the first effect of electro-osmosis is a
rather trivial modification of the migration time, for a
given capillary length. For silica capillaries at neutral or
alkaline pH, walls are negatively charged, and the direc-
tion of electro-osmosis is opposite to the mobility of
DNA. Since the absolute value of mEEO is generally
larger than that of polyelectrolytes, analytes migrate
from the cathode to the anode, and the order of migra-
tion of particles is reversed (those with the lowest
electrophoretic mobility migrate fastest). This can be an
advantage or a disadvantage, depending on the applica-
tion.

A more serious problem is that electro-osmosis is ex-
tremely dependent on the surface properties of the cap-
illary. With macromolecular samples, in particular, it is
very difficult to avoid adsorption of some trace of the
analytes or of unknown contaminants (proteins, for in-
stance, are known to be very powerful and versatile ad-
sorbers on many different solid surfaces). This results in
poor reproducibility in measured migration times. In ad-
dition this spurious adsorption is in general uneven
along the surface of the capillary, and heterogeneities in
osmotic pumping at different places in the capillary are
able to lead to catastrophic dispersion due to the devel-
opment of Poiseuille recirculations (see, for example,
Ajdari, 1995). The common solution to this problem is
to attach hydrophilic polymers to the surface. Capillaries
with polymer layers of various chemical properties, de-
veloped for gas chromatography, are commercially
available, and can be used with good success for not too
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demanding applications. Due to the thickness of the De-
bye layer, however, best results are obtained with a
thick, water swollen ‘‘brush’’ of high-molecular-weight
hydrophilic polymers, which can be linked to the surface
either covalently (as pioneered by Hjerten, 1985, and
reviewed by Dolnik et al., 1998) or by physical adsorp-
tion, a process called dynamic coating (Fung and Jeung,
1995; Maddabhushi, 1998).

The presence of polymer in the separating medium
(the most common method for obtaining size fraction-
ation, as we shall see in Sec. D below) tends to reduce
electro-osmosis, because of increased viscosity in the
Debye layer. This effect depends strongly on the specific
polymer-wall interaction, so that the most recent trend is
to use polymers combining wall adsorbing properties
with good bulk sieving properties, such as poly-
dimethylacrylamide. It should be noted here that the
polymer layer at the surface can be significantly de-
formed by the electro-osmosis process, as suggested by
the nonlinear field dependence of electro-osmosis (Bello
et al., 1995). Considering its practical importance, and
the increasing knowledge available on adsorbed and
grafted polymers (see, for example, de Gennes, 1983;
Brochard, 1993; Ajdari, Brochard-Wyart, et al., 1994;
Ajdari, Brochard-Wyart, et al., 1995; Aubouy et al.,
1996) fundamental studies of electro-osmosis in the
presence of adsorbed polymers certainly deserves more
attention from physicists than it has received up to now.

3. Collective electrokinetic effects

In the course of an electrophoretic experiment, im-
portant collective electrokinetic effects may arise due to
the presence of macroscopic gradients or discontinuities
in the concentrations of charged species, which generally
occur at the sample plug. At the onset of the field, these
gradients lead to nonuniform electric fields along the
separation channel, which evolve with time. They can be
the source of spectacular and nontrivial evolutions of
the initial concentration profiles; leading either to ‘‘con-
centration’’ or ‘‘dilution’’ effects, depending on the situ-
ation. Electrokinetic concentration, for instance, is used
in isotachophoresis, a mode in which all components in
the sample are focused into adjacent plugs with a spe-
cific conductivity, all migrating at the same velocity.
These collective electrophoretic effects have been the
subject of a considerable literature (see Gebauer and
Bocek, 1995, 1997), but in practice they are seldom rel-
evant to the separation of large polyelectrolytes, for
which they do not lead to size fractionation (it is worth
keeping in mind, though, that they may lead to spurious
band dispersion if the analyte concentration is too high).

The separation of large polyelectrolytes, typically
more than a few kbp for DNA, by capillary electro-
phoresis may also be affected by electrohydrodynamic
phenomena, first described by Mitnik, Heller, et al.
(1995) and studied in detail by Magnusdottir, Isambert,
et al. (1998). The application of fields of typically 100
V/cm was shown to induce the segregation of an initially
homogeneous and monodisperse DNA solution into
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 3, July 2000
DNA-poor regions and vortexlike DNA-rich domains
(aggregates) in permanent rotation. These aggregates
led to turbulent mixing of the solution ruining separa-
tion, and to spurious peaks at the detector.46 The origin
of this phenomenon was explained by Isambert, Prost,
et al. (1997) and Isambert, Ajdari, et al. (1997): it is due
to the development of salt-concentration gradients in
the vicinity of local (spontaneous) fluctuations in the
concentration of polyelectrolyte. These gradients induce
space charges in the fluid, extending over distances
much longer than the Debye length. In high fields these
charges are able to convect the fluid, resulting in en-
hancement of the initial concentration fluctuations and
the development of very specific dynamic tilted patterns
(Fig. 25). The development of this instability from a sys-
tem initially at rest has not yet been fully worked out,
but a general scaling equation for the hydrodynamic ve-
locity and the aggregation rate g, bearing numerous use-
ful predictions, is available (Isambert, Prost, et al., 1997;
Isambert, Ajdari, et al., 1997; Magnusdottir, Isambert,
et al., 1998):

g}«b«0

ms

m0csh
E2cp . (9.3)

Here ms and cs are the mobility and concentration of
background electrolyte ions, respectively, and cp is the
polyelectrolyte concentration. The model’s scaling pre-
dictions are in rather good agreement with numerous
experimental observations in capillary electrophoresis of
large molecules (Magnusdottir, Isambert, et al., 1998) or
in model systems (Mitnik, Heller, et al., 1995; Ladoux
et al., 1998). These instabilities seem quite general, and

46Actually, aggregation of DNA in high fields had been ob-
served previously by Song and Maestre (1991), but its connec-
tion with resolution loss in capillary electrophoresis was not
made at that time.

FIG. 25. Tilted DNA-rich vortexes appearing in monodisperse
Lambda DNA solutions under ac fields in a planar capillary
configuration (200 V/cm peak-to-peak, 100 Hz). The DNA is
labeled with ethidium bromide and appears as dark streaks.
The total width of the image is 500 mm.
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also appear in colloidal suspensions (Jennings et al.,
1990; Hu et al., 1994) and in capillary electrophoresis of
polysaccharides (Viovy et al., 1998). The only remedies
currently available to suppress this very detrimental
phenomenon consist in (i) reducing the field strength or
increasing the solvent viscosity, thus increasing the sepa-
ration time (Sudor and Novotny, 1994; Heller, Pakleza,
and Viovy, 1995); (ii) reducing the polyelectrolyte con-
centration, when detection limits make this possible
(Kim and Morris, 1995, 1996); (iii) using isoelectric buff-
ers (Magnusdottir, Isambert, et al., 1998).

C. Free-solution electrophoresis

As discussed in Sec. II.F, there is no size fractionation
of uniformly charged polyelectrolytes in free solution. It
has been proposed (Noolandi, 1993) to restore size frac-
tionation by attaching a neutral label (or more generally
a particle with a different mobility) to one or two ends
of the polyelectrolyte that is to be separated. The
method was called end-label free-solution electrophoresis
(ELFSE) and investigated theoretically by Mayer et al.,
1994b.47 Sudor and Novotny (1995) attached a neutral
fluorescent label to the end of polysaccharides and ob-
tained in this way an extremely high resolution. This
method was also applied more recently to DNA by
Heller et al. (1998), by attachment of streptavidin to the
end-biotinylated DNA. In the latter case, however, the
resolution was limited by the polydispersity of the at-
tached protein. The theory of ELFSE was generalized,
in the context of electrohydrodynamic force, to arbitrary
diblock polyelectrolytes (Long and Ajdari, 1996) and to
more complex polyampholytes (Long, Dobrynin, et al.,
1998). For a diblock system, the electrophoretic velocity
v is given self-consistently by

v
E

5
j1~v2m1E !m11j2~v2h2E !m2

j1~v2m1E !1j2~v2m2E !
, (9.4)

in which m1,2 and j1,2(v) are the free-flow (bare) elec-
trophoretic mobility and the friction in a flow of velocity
v of the isolated blocks 1 and 2, respectively. The diffi-
cult part is to evaluate the friction, which depends on the
deformation of the polyelectrolyte and thus on v . In the
limit of strong fields, with fully extended chains, the pre-
dictions of Mayer et al. (1994b) are recovered. This re-
cent work opens the way to a unified theory of the elec-
trophoresis of polyelectrolytes, from uniformly charged
molecules like DNA to nonuniformly charged complex
systems like peptides or proteins.

It was also suggested by Iki et al. (1996) that size frac-
tionation of bare DNA could be obtained in
ultranarrow-bore capillaries (a few mm). The suggested
mechanism in this case is one that grew out of free-flow

47Note that the model described in this reference is based on
the local force picture, so that its predictions are valid only in
the limit of strong chain stretching.
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fractionation, in which molecules with different sizes
have different residence times within the Debye layer.
This mechanism needs to be confirmed, however, and in
any case one suspects that, with a real-life sample, the
use of such small capillary dimensions would create
problems of detection, contamination of the capillary
walls, and clogging.

D. Capillary electrophoresis in polymer solutions

1. Background

The idea of using polymer solutions to separate
biopolymers is far from new. It was proposed years ago
either in combination with a conventional gel (Bocek
and Chrambach, 1991) or as a viscous solution (Bur-
rough et al., 1991). It became popular only in combina-
tion with capillary electrophoresis (see, for example,
Heiger et al., 1990; Nathakarnkitkool et al., 1992; Gross-
man and Soane, 1991; Barron et al., 1993). Almost every
hydrosoluble polymer available on the market has been
tried, often with success, for size fractionation of poly-
electrolytes (for reviews see Dovichi, 1997; Quesada,
1997, Righetti and Gelfi, 1997; Madhabushi, 1998). Poly-
acrylamide and polysubstituted acrylamides, notably
poly-dimethylacrylamide, remain favorites, especially
for small DNA (sequencing fragments), but many suc-
cessful separations were also achieved with polyoxyeth-
ylene (POE), polyvinyl alcohol, polyvinylpirrolidone,
etc. Cellulose derivatives such as hydroxyethylcellulose,
hydroxypropylcellulose, methylcellulose, dextran, gluco-
mannan, and more generally polymers with a rigid back-
bone, seem to yield better results for large duplex DNA.
This large number of successful polymers suggests rather
universal separation mechanisms, rooted in the physics
of polymer solutions.

2. Properties of polymer solutions

The properties of polymer solutions have been the
object of a considerable amount of work and are now
well known (see de Gennes, 1979; Doi and Edwards,
1986; and, for a more electrophoresis-oriented account
Viovy and Heller, 1996). In the dilute limit, neutral poly-
mers behave as random coils, as discussed in Sec. II.D,
and their radius of gyration is given by Eq. (2.12) (for
simplicity, we consider only the case Nk.Nn). Ho-
mopolymers are generally used in capillary electro-
phoresis in ‘‘good solvent’’ conditions, to avoid risks of
micro or macro phase separation. Above a critical over-
lap concentration c* , given by

c* '3Mw/4pNARg3, (9.5)

where Mw is the polymer molecular weight, polymer
chains start to interpenetrate, leading to the semidilute
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or entangled state, characterized by a screening length
for excluded volume and hydrodynamic interactions, or
blob size b, given by48

b51.43RgS c

c* D 3/4

. (9.6)

Above c* , chain dynamics are deeply affected by the
topological constraints with neighbors, and self-diffusion
of a chain is dominated by reptation, as in gels (see Sec.
V.A.). The lifetime of the topological constraints is in
this case the reptation time, scaling as

hs}hS c

c* D 3.75

. (9.7)

The macroscopic viscosity increases very rapidly with
concentration (hs;c3.75), limiting the concentrations
that can be practically injected into a capillary to about
10c* .

3. Separation in dilute solutions

The possibility of separating DNA using dilute poly-
mer solutions was first demonstrated by Barron et al.
(1993, 1994), who suggested that this separation was due
to ‘‘transient entanglement coupling’’ of the DNA with
polymer molecules encountered during its migration.
This mechanism was confirmed by videomicroscopy
studies (Mitnik, Salomé, et al., 1995; Shi et al., 1995a,
1995b; Carlson et al., 1996). An analytical theory was
developed by Hubert et al. (1996). The essential ingredi-
ents of this model are the collision rate between DNA
and polymers (self-consistently depending on the cross
sections of the DNA and polymer, and on the velocity of
the DNA with transiently attached polymers) and the
average time for disentanglement under the combined
action of hydrodynamic drag on the polymer and elec-
trohydrodynamic drag on the polyelectrolyte. Numerous
regimes are possible, and only the case of strong poly-
mer stretching (in which the local and electrohydrody-
namic force pictures are equivalent) and DNA larger
than the polymers was studied in detail. Comparison of
the results with experiment was satisfying. Extension of
the theory to other regimes is still to be done.

In practice, electrophoresis in dilute solutions leads to
fast separations, a large range of separable DNA sizes
(typically up to 20 kb, to be compared with about 2 kb

48Actually, there are subtle and still debated differences be-
tween the screening length for excluded-volume interactions,
the dynamic screening length for hydrodynamic interactions,
and the blob size of the reptation model. It is also well ac-
knowledged that the crossover to dynamic entangled behavior
is shifted with respect to the static crossover c* . There is, how-
ever, a consensus that all these lengths scale the same way in
the asymptotic limit, even if prefactors are different (and pos-
sibly nonuniversal). Therefore I ignore these subtleties here,
but warn the reader that numerical prefactors in this field
should always be taken with caution.
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for capillary electrophoresis gels or concentrated solu-
tions), but rather poor resolution, due to the combina-
tion of a relatively small range of available mobilities—
large chains typically migrate at half the speed of the
smallest ones—and problems of analyte-wall interac-
tions. Very fast separations of Mb DNA in dilute solu-
tions, using pulsed-field capillary electrophoresis, were
reported by Kim and Morris (1995, 1996) and Oana
et al. (1997). These separations seem very delicate, how-
ever, probably because of the electrohydrodynamic in-
stabilities described in Sec. IX.B.3.

4. Separation in entangled solutions

Entangled polymer solutions remain by far the most
common media for capillary electrophoresis of polyelec-
trolytes. In general, it is much easier to obtain sharp and
reproducible peaks at high polymer concentration than
in the free-liquid or dilute-solution modes discussed
above. This is very probably due to a reduction of the
interactions between the analytes (and/or contaminants)
and the capillary wall, although to my knowledge this
assumption has not received direct experimental verifi-
cation. The other advantage of entangled solutions lies
in the separation mechanism itself.

Theoretical efforts to describe the molecular mecha-
nisms of size separation in polymer solutions were pio-
neered by Grossman and Soane (1991). These authors
assumed that the ‘‘mesh size’’ j of the solution plays the
role of a dynamic pore size and subsequently applied gel
electrophoresis theory to the polymer solutions. The un-
derlying idea is that, for concentrated enough solutions,
the lifetime of entanglement interactions between the
polymer chains is long, so that they act as real crosslinks
for the migrating polyelectrolyte. Therefore all the ad-
vantages (such as the N21 dependence of the mobility)
and disadvantages (such as the saturation of mobility for
large polyelectrolytes/large fields) should be recovered.
The assumption of immobile obstacles is of course criti-
cal for transposing electrophoresis theories from gels to
polymer solutions, and it has been investigated theoreti-
cally by Viovy and Duke (1993; Duke and Viovy, 1994).
The basis of these approaches is that the tube in which
the polyelectrolyte (e.g., DNA) is moving is itself mov-
ing under the action of Brownian reptative motion of all
the chains in the medium, a process called in polymer
viscoelasticity constraint release. Assuming linear super-
position of DNA biased reptation and constraint release
(i.e., assuming that the latter process occurs at the same
rate as in the absence of DNA), we predicted that, for a
given DNA size Nk , separation is lost below a critical
polymer concentration scaling as

~c/c* !}NkRgp /l , b,l ,
(9.8)

~c/c* !}Nkl/Rgp , b.l ,

where Rgp is the polymer radius of gyration. The range
of sizes that will be separable increases with the polymer
concentration (and molecular weight), until it reaches
the reptation limit N* [Eq. (5.27)]. These predictions
were compared with experiments by Mitnik, Heller,
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et al. (1995). They seem to be reasonably verified at low
fields (typically below 50 V/cm), but at higher field
strengths the velocity seems to remain a nonlinear func-
tion of the field strength, even in the constraint-release
regime, in contrast with predictions. More generally, ex-
perimental data appear to display a very smooth evolu-
tion of the mobility across the entangling transition,
which cannot be accounted for by existing models. We
believe that this is due to nonlinear constraint-release
effects, driven by the strong forces exerted by the mov-
ing polyelectrolyte on the matrix.

The presence of reptation-type migration in highly en-
tangled solutions was strongly supported by a series of
videomicroscopy studies of the motion of large DNA
molecules (Ueda, Yoshikawa, and Doi, 1997; Ueda and
Baba, 1997; Oana et al., 1997; Ueda et al., 1998). Note
that a very different theory, based on the a preaveraged
hydrodynamic theory of polymer solutions, was recently
proposed by Muthukumar (1996). A comparison with
experimental data is in progress. However, since this
theory does not take into account polyelectrolyte orien-
tation, it is doubtful that it can cross over to biased rep-
tation behavior and describe the electrophoresis of large
polyelectrolytes in those aspects which are of the great-
est practical interest.

Overall, it seems fair to say that the present theoreti-
cal understanding of polyelectrolyte separation in semi-
dilute polymer solutions is rather unsatisfying, especially
considering that most experiments are for practical rea-
sons performed at high fields and moderate values of
c/c* , in which the reptation model does not work well.
Fortunately, this relative weakness of the theory has not
prevented capillary electrophoresis of DNA in en-
tangled polymer solutions from becoming an extremely
powerful experimental tool, rivaling gels in its efficacy
for sequencing (Dovichi, 1997) and practically all ana-
lytical applications of DNA electrophoresis. Typical ap-
plications include oligonucleotides (Gelfi et al., 1996),
PCR fragments (Righetti and Gelfi, 1997), and detection
of point mutations (Righetti, 1996). As an example, Go-
etzinger et al. (1998) reported sequencing up to 1000
bases in 80 mn, quite a remarkable achievement, using
2% linear polyacrylamide as a separation matrix. Se-
quencing up to 500 bases is routinely achieved in com-
mercially available polymer solutions based on en-
tangled linear pDMA. Pulsed-field capillary
electrophoresis has also been applied with success to in-
crease the available separation range of capillary elec-
trophoresis. Magnusdottir, Heller, et al. (1998) sepa-
rated DNA up to 166 kb with very good reproducibility
in less than 10 mn (Fig. 26), as compared with the sev-
eral hours necessary in agarose gels. In such applications
the scaling predictions of the reptation theory apply well
and provide very useful guidelines. Capillary electro-
phoresis in entangled solutions has also been success-
fully used in the separation of synthetic polyelectrolytes,
such as polystyrene sulfonates (Minarik et al., 1997; Cot-
tet et al., 1998).

Finally, there have been several studies demonstrating
size fractionation of rigid particles in entangled polymer
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 3, July 2000
solutions (Radko and Chrambach, 1996, 1997; Chram-
bach and Radko, 1998). Interestingly, separation data
can be rescaled to a universal behavior using the re-
duced variable R/b , suggesting that that the introduc-
tion of a new length scale (the screening length b) in an
entangled system, as compared with a molecular viscous
fluid, is able to invalidate the Smoluchowski result and
to yield size fractionation. The detailed mechanisms of
this separation are not yet understood and would make
an interesting subject of research for a polymer physi-
cist.

5. Associative polymers

The last few years have seen several successful at-
tempts to replace entangled polymer solutions, in which
the (transient) cohesion of the mesh is due to topologi-
cal constraints only, by solutions of block copolymers
with hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts. The hydropho-
bic parts self-associate in micelle-like aggregates, giving
the medium its cohesion, while the hydrophilic part ex-
tends in the fluid and offers topological obstacles to the
migrating polyelectrolyte. Playing with the chemical
components, molecular weight, and linking structure of
the different blocks presents a huge range of possibilities
for tuning the properties of the solution and offers hope
of overcoming the limitations presented by conventional
entangled solutions. In particular, the physical gel states

FIG. 26. Separation of a mixture of fx174/HaeIII (5 ng/ml),
high Mw marker (Life Technologies) (16 ng/ml) and l-phage
(2 ng/ml): Running buffer, 0.7% hydroxypropylcellulose di-
luted in 178 mM histidine; Injection, 18.5 V/cm (dc-offset) for
70 s; FICE conditions, ac square pulse of 519 V/cm combined
with a dc offset of 133 V/cm, field frequency530 Hz; Capillary,
DB-210, 7 cm to the detector, total length 27 cm; peak assign-
ments, (1) 72 bp, (2) 118 bp, (3) 194 bp, (4) 234 bp, (5) 271 bp,
(6) 281 bp, (7) 310 bp, (8) 603 bp, (9) 872 bp, (10) 1078 bp, (11)
1656 bp, (12) 827 bp, (13) 8612 bp, (14) 10 086 bp, (15) 12 220
bp, (16) 15 004 bp, (17) 17 057 bp, (18) 19 399 bp, (19) 22 621
bp, (20) 24 776 bp, (21) 29 942 bp, (22) 33 498 bp, (23) 38 416
bp, and (24) 48 502 bp. From Magnusdottir, Isambert, et al.,
1998.
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of associative polymer solutions present a much stronger
shear thinning behavior than do entangled solutions (its
viscosity decreases with the load), so that properly de-
signed solutions might combine easy high-pressure load-
ing in the capillary with good sieving properties at rest.
Examples of the use of associative polymers with a hy-
drophilic backbone and pendant hydrophobic tails for
capillary electrophoresis separations of DNA were pre-
sented by Menchen et al. (1996). Very high resolution of
oligonucleotides was obtained by Magnusdottir, Viovy,
and François, 1998, using a monodisperse triblock alkyl-
polyethylene oxide-alkyl polymer. Solutions of this poly-
mer have a low-viscosity phase induced by the formation
of alkyl micelles spatially organized with cubic order and
linked by polyethylene oxide blocks (Fig. 27).

Interestingly, high-resolution separations of DNA
have also been achieved by Wu et al. (1997, 1998) and
Rill et al. (1998) in solutions of commercial triblock
polyethylene oxide-polypropylene oxide-polyethylene
oxide polymers (Pluronics) in the cubic ‘‘gel’’ phase. The
structure of this phase is not a connected array, but a
colloidal crystal of PPO-rich micelles stabilized by repul-
sive interactions between their polyethylene oxide
‘‘hair’’ extending in the water. Therefore it will be inter-
esting to learn whether separation in these media also
occurs by a reptationlike mechanism (the soft entropic
repulsive potentials due to the polyethylene oxide
brushes would then define an effective tube) or by a
completely different mechanism, related, for example, to
the field-driven crossing of entropic potential barriers
between regularly spaced traps. At present, this remains
an open question.

E. Electrophoresis on chips and custom-made arrays
of obstacles

Essentially, all the separation modes described in
Secs. IX.C and IX.D can be transposed to microchannels

FIG. 27. Electrophoregrams for the separation of a mixture of
standard poly-d(A) oligonucleotides with 25–30 and 40–60
bases, in alky-POE-alkyl triblock copolymers at 10% buffer,
1X TBE; field strength, 200 V/cm; capillary, DB17, 100 m ID;
length to the detector, 30 cm; poly-d(A) 25–30 and poly-d(A)
40–60 peaks appear at 33–37 min and at 43–52 min. From
Magnusdottir, Viovy, and Franhois, 1998.
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in a planar ‘‘chip’’ format; the latter also allows the de-
sign of specific structures that could not be implemented
in cylindrical capillaries.

1. Microlithographic arrays

In a widely cited article, Volkmuth and Austin (1992)
ushered in a new generation of electrophoretic separa-
tion methods. These authors showed that DNA could be
made to migrate in thin channels comprising custom-
made arrays of obstacles, engraved in silicon by standard
microlithographic techniques. From the point of view of
the migrating particle, gels are nothing more than arrays
of obstacles, and microfabricated arrays can be seen as
ideal 2D ‘‘artificial gels.’’ From the physicist’s viewpoint,
arrays of obstacles can be viewed as model gels that can
teach us a lot about migration mechanisms thanks to
their better controlled, freely tunable, and simpler struc-
ture. They offer to the imagination a practically unlim-
ited range of possible structures and are very stimulating
for both fundamental and applied research.

The work initiated by the Austin group is reported in
a series of articles (Volkmuth et al., 1994, 1995; Duke
et al., 1996, 1997).49 The first observations concerned
mobilization at relatively low fields and found several
similarities with the mechanisms observed in gels: In
steady field, molecules adopted conformations strongly
elongated in the direction of the field and were subject
to quasicyclic elongations and retractions. In contrast
with gels, the obstacles could be clearly identified, and
the stretching could be associated unambiguously with
hooking of the molecule over a post. Disengagement oc-
curred by a rope-over-a-pulley mechanism (in this case,
though, the ‘‘pulley’’ is not a simplified representation of
a bend in the chain’s trajectory, but a real post). The
dynamics of this hooking/disengagement process has
been studied theoretically by Volkmuth et al. (1994),
Nixon and Slater (1994), Sewick and Williams (1996),
and André et al. 1998; at present, only the last group has
considered hydrodynamic interactions). The main con-
clusion of these studies is that this disengagement
mechanism can actually lead to a size fractionation of
large DNA, up to the Mb range, but the size depen-
dence is only logarithmic.

The group of Austin et al. also made the very interest-
ing observation that, in these very narrow channels, the
relaxation of chains is very slow, so that chains can
travel many times their own length in an elongated state
reminiscent of an earlier state of stretching. In a subse-
quent article, Duke et al. (1996) showed that this prop-
erty could be used to avoid hooking: if the scale of the
array and the electric field are large enough, and if the
field is aligned along one of the principal axes of the
array, lateral loops do not have time to form, so that the
chain moves straight along one channel and is only
weakly stretched. This is clearly illustrated in Fig. 28.

49Volkmuth et al. (1995), in particular, report an unusal and
thought-provoking trapping of branched DNA.
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Strikingly, the behavior of DNA under these conditions
resembles closely the naive predictions of the biased
reptation model [compare Figs. 28(a) and 14(a)]. The
molecules do not form loops or hernias, and they mi-
grate at a rather steady velocity with uniform orienta-
tion and little stretching. In pulsed fields, too, this sys-
tem seems to mimic biased reptation predictions rather
closely: At acute angles, the chains follow a zigzag con-
formation [compare Figs. 28(b), top, and 14(b)], and at
obtuse angles, they undergo a ‘‘ratchet’’ migration with
head-tail reversal [Figs. 28(b), bottom and 17(d)], as dis-
cussed by Southern et al. (1987), Viovy (1989), and
Slater and Noolandi (1989). These observations suggest
that a pulsed field in such conditions might significantly
improve upon the present performances of pulsed-field
electrophoresis:

(a) the large pores allow fast migration;
(b) the conformation of chains fluctuate much less, so

that one can expect more uniform velocities and less
band broadening;

(c) since there is little chain stretching, this mecha-
nism seems to leave very little room for chain trapping
or chain breakage and should therefore allow much
faster separation of large DNA.

Obviously, some technical problems such as large-
scale microfabrication, sample injection, and lifetime of
the cells need to be solved in order to turn this beautiful
experiment into an everyday laboratory tool, but the
prospect is certainly worth the effort. Mayer et al. (1998)

FIG. 28. Electrophoresis of bacteriophage lambda concatem-
ers in microfabricated arrays at 3 V/cm (array spacing, 2 mm):
(a) constant field (left) and just after field reversal (right); (b)
in pulsed-field conditions, with a 75° angle (top), and a 135°
angle (bottom). For acute angle, the same end leads the mo-
tion, irrespective of field direction. At obtuse angles, there is
head-tail exchange. Also note the absence of hernias. Re-
printed with permission from Duke et al., 1996.
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have also demonstrated the possibility of separating
DNA in self-assembled ferrofluid arrays with dimen-
sions comparable with those of the microlithographic ar-
rays of Volkmuth et al. This alternate way of preparing
arrays might solve some of the technical problems men-
tioned above, although it does not allow for the same
variety of structures.

2. Playing with entropy and ratchets

Other attempts to circumvent the problems inherent
to gels, while using steric effects for size separation, have
been made by Long, Harden, and Viovy (1995), Nixon
and Slater (1996), and Slater, Guo, and Nixon (1997).
The common idea underlying these attempts was to
combine electric and entropic forces associated with a
modulation of the steric hindrance to the molecules.
Long, Harden, et al. (1995) used an electric field to drive
molecules through a series of membranes with narrow
pores. They identified several regimes. At low fields, i.e.,
for E,Ec , and for chains with a radius of gyration
larger than the pore diameter of the membrane dp ,
there is an entropic barrier for penetration in the pores.
Depending on whether one uses a local force picture
(relevant for relatively stretched chains) or the electro-
hydrodynamic result [Eq. (2.24)] for a coiled chain, Ec is
given by

Ec5H kTl2/qkdp
2 , local force

kT/hm0dp
2 , EHD. (9.9)

The threshold jumps from 0 to Ec when the polyelec-
trolyte radius of gyration exceeds dp and is expected to
saturate rapidly for larger chains, which is not very in-
teresting for separation. (For E,Ec , only a small range
of sizes could be separated with a given membrane, as in
gel filtration.) At fields higher than Ec , the polyelectro-
lytes are readily driven through the pores. If the chains
are large and pores are close enough, several pores are
explored simultaneously by one chain. The membrane-
crossing process is actually very similar to the reorienta-
tion mechanism treated by Long and Viovy (1996), and
size fractionation is achieved thanks to the size depen-
dence of the competition between hernias. It is pre-
dicted, however, that the most interesting separation
mode corresponds to pulsed fields with a short forward
pulse at E.Ec and a long reverse pulse at E,Ec . Dur-
ing the forward pulse, all chains start to cross the mem-
brane, but only those smaller than a critical size (scaling
as tE21; Long and Viovy, 1996), have time to cross it
completely. During the backward pulse, these chains
cannot cross back (because the field is too small to over-
come the potential barrier), but the large chains that are
still engaged in the membrane have no barrier to cross
and so can travel back. The validity of this principle was
recently demonstrated experimentally by Akerman
(1997). This pulsed-field mechanism actually corre-
sponds to an entropic ratchet effect, to use the term in-
troduced later by Slater, Guo, and Nixon (1997). In this
latter article, the authors propose a different geometry,
based on a single channel with an asymmetric modula-
tion of the diameter. In that case, size-dependent rates
for the crossing of the strictions in the channel are
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expected.50 Both approaches can be viewed as particular
cases of the general rules stated by Ajdari and Prost
(1992) for applying asymmetric trapping and the Curie
principles to separation science.

Another idea, suggested by Chacron and Slater
(1997), makes use of a temporally asymmetric field with
a spatial gradient. These authors showed that this con-
figuration should in some conditions lead to a self-
focusing effect, an exciting suggestion that still deserves
experimental verification. Griess and Serwer (private
communication) also presented recent experimental
data showing that a ratchet effect, leading to electro-
phoretic discrimination of DNA by their affinity for pro-
teins, could be obtained thanks to temporally asymmet-
ric pulses. This experiment was recently modeled by
Desruisseaux et al. (1998). Overall, this new area of
ratchet-based electrophoretic separations has not yet
provided results spectacular enough to challenge more
conventional gel separation methods, but it is obviously
a very young, very active, and very innovative domain of
research. It will certainly continue to attract the interest
of physicists, and one can anticipate that the time is not
far off when it will become operationally competitive.

X. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

I have tried to provide in this review as complete as
possible an account of the mechanisms at play during
electrophoretic size fractionation of polyelectrolytes,
and of the major conceptual and technical tools devel-
oped by physicists and chemical physicists to understand
and describe them. The most popular paradigm in the
field is DNA, well represented by a long linear polyelec-
trolyte. It is probably fair to say that we now have a
good qualitative picture of the major mechanisms at
play during electrophoretic migration of such a polyelec-
trolyte in a uniform gel having a pore size larger than its
Kuhn length and smaller than its radius of gyration. For
low fields, the reptation model provides almost quanti-
tative analytical predictions. For high fields, we also
have a good representation of the dynamics from com-
puter models, but no quantitative analytical theory, al-
though this latter field is progressing rapidly. There are
numerous other situations of interest about which very
little is known. An introduction to them was presented
in Secs. VIII and IX, but it is certainly more limited than
the subject deserves.

Disorder plays an essential role in gel electrophoresis,
both on the dynamic side, by the importance of Brown-
ian motion, and on the static side, by the frozen disorder
present in the gels. Not surprisingly, then, modeling in
gel electrophoresis relies heavily on the methods of sta-
tistical physics. More importantly, however, this field is
inhabited by the ‘‘spirit’’ of soft condensed matter. This
implies a strong interest in applied problems, frequent

50Note that the numerical application to DNA separation
proposed in this article probably overestimates the field-
strength range of interest.
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use of toy models and computer simulations, and a rela-
tive indulgence for wild simplifications. Some tolerance
is rendered necessary by the complexity of the problems
encountered. In addition to the difficulties inherent in
the electrohydrodynamics of saline solutions, one has to
deal with polymers having numerous coupled degrees of
freedom. A further complication lies in the appearance
not only of a large range of characteristic scales, but also
of a large range of energies. During gel electrophoresis,
polyelectrolytes are generally very far from thermody-
namic equilibrium so that perturbation approaches are
tricky to use, but Brownian motion still plays an essen-
tial role in local processes coupled to the large-scale dy-
namics, so that purely deterministic solutions are insuf-
ficient. Posing problems in a rigorous way and solving
them analytically using only verifiable approximations is,
in the large majority of cases, hopeless. As a conse-
quence, the landscape of electrophoresis theory does not
resemble a wide straight valley, steadily following the
progress of mathematical tools, but a rather chaotic and
hilly landscape, in which progress is made only after nu-
merous approximations, trial and errors, and controver-
sies. The brief account offered in the previous pages re-
veals several erroneous pictures that survived a rather
long time, which should convince the reader that in this
domain doubt is a particularly useful virtue.

Clearly, the first ‘‘lifeguard’’ of model-makers is ex-
perimental observation. We are in a much better situa-
tion for this now than we were ten years ago, with tech-
niques able to probe many aspects of polymer dynamics
on the molecular scale. The account of hernia forma-
tions is a good example of a situation in which experi-
ments (and also in this particular case computer simula-
tions) stimulated the development of new models. But
not all molecular mechanisms are as conspicuous. For
instance, the BRM prediction for the field dependence
of the mobility has been steadily in contradiction with
experiments for about seven years, during which one
wondered if this could be a crossover effect, until a the-
oretical clue was provided. A posteriori, the critique is
easy, but the coupling of fluctuations and mobility in this
case was rather subtle and unusual. Indeed, the intrinsic
difficulties of this field are evident in the recent history
of the repton model. Theoretical investigations of this
model, performed with a level of mathematical sophisti-
cation higher than that employed by the pioneers of rep-
tation, arrived initially at the same erroneous scaling
prediction and had to follow in some sense the same
tortuous path to correctness.

More surprising, in my opinion, is the way hydrody-
namic interactions have been overlooked and the local
force picture has been universally and steadily applied
by theoreticians in the field (including the author of the
present review!), although ample evidence of inconsis-
tencies in the local force approach was available in the
colloid science literature, e.g., the work of Russel,
Saville, Stigter, de Gennes, and others. Of course, the
fact that hydrodynamic interactions are screened in gels
(so that the effect on final predictions is actually rather
mild) has probably contributed to the unwarranted sur-
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vival of the local force picture. Only the present experi-
mental and theoretical evolution towards more open
and liquidlike structures and media makes the impor-
tance of hydrodynamics more obvious. This is particu-
larly true for capillary electrophoresis, which adds to the
conceptual difficulties listed above those of nonlinear
hydrodynamics and the electrohydrodynamics of the
sieving medium as a whole. This will certainly be the
source of considerable theoretical difficulties, and sev-
eral years will probably pass before the relatively opti-
mistic statement I just made about our understanding of
gel electrophoresis can be transposed to fluid media.
Nevertheless, the immense range of applications in biol-
ogy and medicine offered by capillary electrophoresis is
certainly worth the effort.

The need to build on sometimes unsteady ground that
characterizes the field of electrophoresis has its compen-
sations. The first is a constant and relatively direct inter-
action with experiment, in particular, with the advent of
videomicroscopy, the ability to watch a real molecule
doing (or not doing!) what one has predicted or ex-
pected. For a polymer physicist, this is a dream come
true. In this respect, I think it is also fair to say that
interactions between experiment and modeling, and be-
tween biology and physics are now much more equili-
brated than in the past. More than ten years ago, experi-
ment took the lead and theorists were mainly trying to
explain what experimentalists revealed (or invented).
With the progress in modeling came several predictions
that were later verified experimentally, such as the mo-
bility minimum in a constant field, or the formation of
hernias (observed first in Deutsch’s simulations and then
in videomicroscopy). At present, theory has developed
enough to serve as a basis for inventing new separation
tools and processes. Several of those were actually pro-
posed recently and are still awaiting experimental trial.
The second compensation is that this field constantly
challenges imagination and physical sense. This may be
sufficient to explain why more and more researchers are
becoming interested in electrophoresis. In any case, I
hope that the present review will increase the interest of
physicists in this domain, which is not yet very familiar
to the physics community.
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